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Summary 

Improving retention of learned content by means of a practice test is a learning 

strategy that has been researched since a century and has been consistently found to be more 

effective than comparable learning strategies such as restudy (i.e., the testing effect). Most 

importantly, practicing test questions has been found to outperform restudy even when no 

additional information about the correct answers was provided to practice test takers, 

rendering practice tests effective and efficient in fostering retention of learning content. Since 

15 years, additional scientific attention is devoted to this memory phenomenon and additional 

research investigated to what extend practicing test questions is relevant in real-world 

educational settings. This dissertation first presents the evidence for testing effects in applied 

educational settings by presenting key publications and presenting findings from a 

methodological review conducted for this purpose. Within this dissertation, theories are 

presented why practicing test questions should benefit learning in real-world educational 

settings even without the provision of additional information and key variables for the 

effectiveness of practicing test questions are presented. Four studies presented in this 

dissertation aimed at exploring these assumptions in actual university classrooms while also 

trying to implement new methods of practicing learning content and thus augment course 

procedures. Findings from these studies—although not often consistent—will be incorporated 

and interpreted in the light of the theoretical accounts on the testing effect. The main 

conclusion that can be drawn from this dissertation is that, given the right circumstances, 

practicing test questions can elicit beneficial effects on the retention of learning content that 

are independent of additional information and thus taking a practice test per se, can foster 

retention of real-world learning content. 

  



 

 

Zusammenfassung 

Seit einem Jahrhundert wird die positive Wirkung von Abrufübungen auf das 

Behalten gelernter Inhalte untersucht. Diese Untersuchungen belegen durchgängig, dass 

Abrufübungen für das Behalten förderlicher sind als vergleichbare Lernaktivitäten wie 

beispielsweise nochmaliges Lesen (Der Testungseffekt). Der Testungseffekt ist besonders 

bedeutsam wenn er in Settings untersucht wird in denen keine Informationen über die 

Richtigkeit des abgelegten Tests an die Lernenden gegeben werden und somit belegen, dass 

Abrufübungen nicht nur effektive sondern auch effiziente Methoden der Behaltensförderung 

darstellen. Seit 15 Jahren intensiviert sich das wissenschaftliche Interesse am Testungseffekt 

und immer mehr Forschung untersucht auch das Ausmaß der Übertragbarkeit auf reale 

Lernumgebungen. Diese Dissertation stellt zuerst Befunde aus Untersuchungen des 

Testungseffekts in angewandten Lernsettings dar, wobei zentrale Studien besprochen werden 

und hier ein eigens zu diesem Zweck angestelltes methodisches Review vorgestellt wird. 

Innerhalb der Dissertationen werden Theorien erläutert, warum Abrufübungen in realen 

Lernsettings das Behalten auch ohne zusätzliche Darbietung der korrekten Antwort fördern 

sollten und welche Variablen dafür essentiell sind. In dieser Dissertation warden zudem vier 

Studien präsentiert, die diese Variablen in universitären Lernumgebungen untersuchten, 

teilweise mit dem Ziel, Abrufübungen noch effektiver zu machen. Die gewonnenen 

Erkenntnisse aus diesen vier Studien—obwohl sie nicht immer konsistent sind—werden 

abschließend diskutiert und in Bezug zu den vorgestellten Theorien gesetzt. Eine zetrale 

Schlussfolgerung aus den vorgestellten Studien ist die Erkenntnis, dass unter den richtigen 

Bedingungen Abrufübungen den Testungseffekt hervorrufen können, die unabhängig von 

zusätlicher Information sind und dass es demnach die Abrufübung per se ist, die zum 

Behalten gelernter Information beiträgt. 
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Introduction 

Tests are ubiquitous in university teaching, mainly as means of summative 

assessment. Although often feared and loathed by learners (Khanna, 2015), they are not only 

a tool for the assessment of learning but also for improving learning. Practice tests that 

require learners to answer questions about learning content are also often used by students 

and teachers to foster retention of learned content for example at the end of a lecture or after 

reading a book chapter. Indeed, researchers rank practicing by testing as one of the most 

effective ways to increase retention (Dunlosky et al., 2013) and consequently propagate the 

use of this practice strategy (Dunlosky & Rawson, 2015; Dunn et al., 2013). This 

recommendation is backed by nearly a century of research investigating the effects of testing 

(for a review of that time span, see Phelps, 2012): Subsequent to first studying learning 

material, testing has been shown to be more effective in terms of retention than other 

strategies like additional restudying (e.g., Roediger & Karpicke, 2006a), note-taking 

(Rummer et al., 2017), closed-book tests (e.g.  Rummer et al., 2019), group discussions 

(Stenlund et al., 2017), or even practice of acquired skills (Kromann et al., 2009). This 

superiority of testing is called the testing effect, the retrieval practice effect, or retrieval-

induced learning.  

When recommending retrieval practice in an educational setting, researchers assume 

that taking a test presents a difficulty to learners that has to be overcome. For this reason, 

practice testing is considered a desirable difficulty, which is a learning strategy that makes 

learning more difficult and seemingly less effective in the short run but rewards learners with 

increased retention for learning material that has been practiced this way (R. A. Bjork, 1994). 

Other desirable difficulties that follow this rational are the benefits that arise from longer time 

intervals between repeated learning activities (i.e., the spacing effect), alternating between to-
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be learned subjects in order to create difficulties by mentally differentiating between the two 

(i.e., the effect of interleafing) and generating examples, questions or mind-maps instead of 

restudying (i.e., the generation effect).  

Whenever researchers recommend practicing tests they expect that this difficulty 

(i.e., the test) results in two types of beneficial effects on retention (Dunlosky et al., 2013; 

Dunlosky & Rawson, 2015; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006b). Testing can lead to direct effects 

on memory, which means that the process of testing oneself, or more precisely by retrieving 

the information from one’s memory improves, and so accessing this information becomes 

easier and thus promoting retention of the retrieved information. Testing can also lead to 

indirect effects by triggering processes that promote retention like demonstrating knowledge 

gaps to test takers or motivating students to study in expectancy of a test. This distinction 

between direct and indirect testing effects will be discussed more in detail later.  

Findings from surveys among university students indicate that learners are not blind 

to both direct and indirect testing effects. Several studies among university students indicate 

that the majority of students (80%–86%) regularly tests themselves, however only few 

students (18%–31%) think that practice alone—without feedback and additional restudy—is 

beneficial for retention (Hartwig & Dunlosky, 2012; Kornell & Bjork, 2007; Morehead et al., 

2016). Further evidence from studies investigating simulated learning environments indicate 

a similar pattern when forcing learners to either restudy or test themselves after initial 

learning: Most students chose to test themselves but only few saw testing itself as beneficial 

for retention (Karpicke et al., 2009; Kornell & Son, 2009). 

The main goal of this dissertation is to investigate the beneficial effects of practice 

tests on retention in real-world educational settings, such as university courses. To do so, this 

dissertation aims to advance the understanding in three regards. 



 

 

The first aim concerns the investigation of direct testing effects in applied 

educational settings. Contrary to the assumptions of most students, proponents of the testing 

effect expect beneficial outcomes of taking practice tests even when test takers do not receive 

feedback in the form of presenting them the correct answers. Data from laboratory research 

suggests that learning from testing alone is beneficial (e.g., Kornell & Son, 2009; Roediger & 

Karpicke, 2006b), however this claim is hardly backed up by data from real-world 

educational settings (e.g., Moreira et al., 2019). It seems reasonable to assume that taking a 

test and then receiving feedback on the given answers is beneficial for learning because it 

triggers indirect testing effects such as metacognitive monitoring, additional studying, and an 

additional presentation of the correct answer (McDaniel & Little, 2019). But is it also 

reasonable to assume, that practice tests are still superior to restudying and that this 

difference is relevant in real-world educational contexts, when controlling for factors that 

elicit indirect testing effects (i.e., withholding feedback)?  

The second aim of this dissertation is to examine the effects of test question 

difficulty as a relevant factor that moderates the testing effect in real-world educational 

contexts. Initially it has been stated that the beneficial effects of practice tests are thought to 

be a result of desirable difficulties learners face when practicing tests. It should be noted that 

in real-world educational contexts, answering questions about learning content varies in 

difficulty within the same practice test, between learners with differing characteristics. 

Furthermore, research indicates that learners have different perceptions of difficulty for 

diverse question formats: Multiple-choice tests seem to be favored over other test types 

because learners associate multiple-choice questions with lesser difficulty and more expected 

success (Struyven et al., 2005; Zeidner, 1987). First evidence suggests that lower difficulty 

might also render practice questions more attractive than other learning strategies: When 
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difficulty was manipulated andquestions made easier by providing more cues to the correct 

answer, participants preferred easier questions to rereading (Toppino et al., 2018; Vaughn & 

Kornell, 2019). 

Laboratory research indicates that the difficulty of test questions in general as well 

as cues to the correct answers in particular mediate the testing effect (e.g., Finley et al., 2011; 

Rowland, 2014). In the research of testing effects, difficulty has been conceptualized in 

various ways: Some studies varied context factors that are assumed to have an effect on the 

accessibility of practiced learning content (e.g., Carpenter, 2009; Pyc & Rawson, 2009) while 

others varied the amount of helpful cues in the practice tests (Finley et al., 2011). 

Furthermore, practice tests in real-world educational settings might differ in their question 

format. Different question formats have been associated with different difficulty levels 

(Glover, 1989). Additionally, practice test question difficulty is linked to the performance in 

the practice tests and thus the amount of information correctly retrieved from memory (i.e., 

retrievability): With higher difficulty of practice questions, the success of answering these 

questions decreases and vice versa (Kornell & Vaughn, 2016). On the basis of this link it is 

possible to infer practice test difficulty from the inverse retrievability.  

Meta-analytic evidence from laboratory studies indicates that retrievability is linked 

to more pronounced direct testing effects (Rowland, 2014). However, higher difficulty might 

also result in more effort spent to overcome this difficulty and thus ultimately result in better 

retention (R. A. Bjork, 1994). 

The third aim of this dissertation is to capitalize on the knowledge about the role 

difficulty plays in direct testing effects in real-world educational contexts and investigate 

whether altering the difficulty of practice tests bears the potential of capitalizing on the 

testing effect in actual educational settings. 



 

 

To achieve these three aims, four empirical studies have been conducted. The first 

empirical study (Chapter II) presented here investigates the question whether different 

question formats can elicit direct testing effects in an actual university lecture. It furthermore 

tries to shed light on the question whether retrievability of learning content as a product of 

differing question difficulties moderates direct testing effects. The second empirical study 

(Chapter III)—a conceptual replication of the first study— further explores the extent to 

which question format and retrievability are responsible for direct testing effects observed in 

real-world educational contexts. The remaining empirical studies investigate means to 

enhance the effectiveness of practicing multiple-choice questions. In the third empirical study 

(Chapter IV), the role of retrievability and feedback are further explored in a field 

experiment, whereas feedback was intended to present an additional difficulty because 

learners had to revisit specific parts of the learned content, resulting in additional effort that 

was expected to boost the beneficial effects of testing. The fourth empirical study (Chapter 

V) was designed to investigate the potential of adapting question difficulty of multiple-choice 

questions according to learners’ knowledge of the learning content and thus create difficulties 

that are desirable and effective means of retention. 

This dissertation is structured as follows: Chapter I will provide the theoretical 

background of the direct testing effect. Furthermore, relevant research from both laboratory 

and applied educational contexts will be discussed. On this basis, the rationale for the 

presented research that investigates direct testing effects in real-world educational contexts 

will be elaborated. Chapters II to V report the four empirical studies conducted in pursuit of 

the aims of this dissertation. Chapter VI summarizes the findings of the empirical studies and 

discusses theoretical and practical implications of this dissertation. 
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The Testing Effect 

In their seminal study, Roediger and Karpicke (2006a) investigated the research 

question whether the testing effect—sporadically studied since 1907 (Witasek, 1907)—would 

be beneficial in a controlled laboratory setting while using real-world educational material. 

Participants initially read prose material and subsequently took a practice test on the before 

studied content and later on a criterial test that measured retention of the studied learning 

material. To limit unwanted influences the researchers withheld any kind of feedback (i.e., 

information about the correctness of their given answers or what the correct answers would 

have been). Thus potential effects of taking a practice test can be interpreted as the results of 

taking a test alone. Additionally, taking a practice test was compared to restudying the prose 

material. This design enabled the authors to compare the beneficial effects of practice tests to 

another learning activity that also implies re-exposure to the learning material. The results 

were in favor of the testing effect: Although participants in the testing condition only read the 

prose material once, they outperformed participants that restudied the prose material and thus 

were exposed to the learning content twice. Consequently, the authors interpreted the findings 

as practice tests being beneficial for retention as a direct effect of testing because they ruled 

out possible other explanations, such as mediating processes triggered by taking a practice 

test. Such mediating processes are referred to as indirect testing effects. Possible indirect 

testing effects might be that practicing test questions leads to more continuous and overall 

increased study behavior in expectancy of tests, that feedback as additional exposure to the 

learning material might present an additional learning opportunity, or that practicing test 

questions alters meta-cognitive processes (for reviews of indirect testing effects, see 

McDaniel & Little, 2019; Roediger et al., 2011; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006b). Additionally, 

anxiety-reducing effects caused by testing might lead to an improved performance in the 
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criterial test. Furthermore, testing might provide meta-memorial advantages to learners such 

as identifying learning content that has not been mastered before, which is assumed to 

improve both the ability to transfer and the organization of knowledge. 

With their findings that taking a practice test is beneficial even without feedback and 

that testing is even superior to other learning activities such as  reexposure to the learning 

information, the works by Roediger and Karpicke (2006b, 2006a) played the most important 

role to rekindle the interest in the testing effect and spawned an ever growing body of 

research and (re-)investigation of the testing effect in real-world educational contexts (see 

Karpicke, 2017, for a review of research between 2006 and 2016). 

This dissertation aims to advance the understanding of direct testing effects in 

educationally relevant learning environments. To this end, I will first highlight theoretical and 

practical considerations that motivated this research. In the following section, I will 

summarize findings from investigations of the testing effect in real world educational 

contexts and review the methodology used in these studies to determine the interpretability of 

these findings to the current research question. In the last two sections of this chapter, I will 

present theoretical accounts on the (direct) testing effect and on important moderators, before 

formulating specific research questions addressed in the studies presented in Chapters II–V. 

Direct Testing Effects in Educational Settings 

The testing effect is defined as the beneficial effect of taking a practice test as 

compared to other study activities that are equally time-consuming and reexpose learners to 

the learning content. Furthermore it has been claimed that the testing effect is also beneficial 

for retention when no feedback is provided. Beneficial effects of practicing test questions 

even without feedback have been attributed to the direct effects of testing, which are thought 

to increase retention of learned information because of processes elicited solely by practicing 
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the retrieval of this information. This differentiation between a testing effect with subsequent 

feedback and direct testing effects as result of taking a practice test irrespective of feedback is 

crucial for both theoretical and practical reasons.  

When comparing potential effects, practice tests possibly have on retention of 

practiced information, I have already stated that providing learners with feedback subsequent 

to practice might trigger processes that are not triggered when feedback is withheld. In fact it 

is assumed, that most indirect testing effects are a result of practicing questions and providing 

test takers with the correct answers (i.e., corrective feedback) whereas informing test takers 

whether the given answer was correct does not trigger indirect effects of testing (McDaniel & 

Little, 2019; Pashler et al., 2005). 

Additionally to indirect benefits of testing, practice testing with feedback differs 

from practice testing without feedback in respect of the exposure of learners to the learning 

content and thus explains the beneficial effects on retention simply by the longer engagement 

with the learning material. Common paradigms investigating the testing effect first present 

the to-be learned information in the form of word lists, prose material, or lectures, to learners 

before they take practice tests or restudy the learning content. Up to this point, exposure to 

the learning content is equal. Providing feedback in the form of presenting the correct 

answers to learners means additional exposure to the learning content, often by means of re-

presenting learners with restudy material subsequent to practice tests (Rowland, 2014). 

Current theoretical accounts on the testing effect incorporate the assumption that recalling the 

correct answer from memory is equivalent to being told the correct answer (Kornell & 

Vaughn, 2016). Consequently, in terms of exposure, taking a practice test and correctly 

recalling information is equivalent to receiving feedback on that information. Therefore, 

learners are presented with the learning material twice when restudying (initial learning + 
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restudy), whereas when taking a practice test, learners encounter the learning content three 

times (initial learning + practice test + feedback). This imbalance of exposure to learning 

content might explain why, when compared directly, practice tests with additional feedback 

outperforms restudying in studies conducted in both the laboratory (for a meta-analysis, see 

Rowland, 2014) and in applied educational settings (for a qualitative review, see Moreira et 

al., 2019). Support for the theoretical claim that an imbalance of exposure to the learning 

content might be the cause for the superiority of testing with feedback over restudying is 

supported by laboratory research demonstrating no testing effects when feedback is withheld, 

but emerging testing effects when feedback is provided (Kang et al., 2007). A similar pattern 

of results is also observable in applied research (Lipko-Speed et al., 2014), however, 

reexposure as well as the aforementioned induction of indirect testing effects might explain 

these findings.  

To summarize theoretical reservations about research conducted in both the 

laboratory and applied educational settings, findings from studies indicating that practice tests 

with subsequent feedback is superior to restudying might only indicate that restudying 

learners have not been reexposed to the learning content often enough and thus multiple 

restudy occasions might be equally effective as taking practice tests. It is therefore necessary 

to investigate the effects of taking a practice test apart from feedback and reexposure that 

might come with it. 

Another practical consideration that motivated research of testing effects without the 

provision of feedback concerns the costs of feedback. Feedback consumes educators’ and 

learners’ time that could have been spent on additional learning. It has been found that 

feedback can have negative net effects on learning when total learning time was limited 

(Hays et al., 2010). Furthermore, it takes time to develop good practice questions and thus 
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practitioners might not always want to reveal the correct answers because they wish to reuse 

the same questions in graded examinations.  

It has often been argued against the practical importance of the investigation of 

testing effects without feedback because situations in which learners are tested and do not 

receive feedback are “[…] exceedingly rare in education: When people cannot think of the 

answer to the question, they try to figure it out; when they cannot think of the word on the 

back of a flashcard, they turn the card over; and when a teacher asks a question and the 

students get it wrong, she tells them the correct answer.” (Kornell & Vaughn, 2016, p. 186). 

It seems consensual among researchers to assume that when learners encounter a question 

they cannot answer or answer incorrectly, learners experience a need to know the correct 

answer and educators will want to provide correction. As outlined above, there are scenarios 

in education where instructors shy away from the costs that are linked to the provision of 

feedback which ultimately leads to learners—especially in higher education—being  

responsible for receiving corrective feedback. However, learners are not always willing or 

able to obtain feedback on their own (Dunlosky & Ariel, 2011). To foreshadow findings from 

Study 3 presented in this dissertation, even when answering practice questions on learning 

content that is part of their curriculum, learners did not look up the correct information more 

often than learners who did not practice questions and when they tried to look it up, they did 

not find the information that corrected their erroneous response.  

To conclude, motivation for the current research question comes from two sources. 

For one, from a theoretical perspective it is essential to know whether the testing 

effect found in applied educational contex is the result of testing or of feedback. To this end, 

research that investigates direct testing effects in educational contexts is necessary because 
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direct testing effects—per definition—reflect the effects of testing without the effect of 

feedback.  

For another, investigating the extent and mechanisms behind the direct testing effect 

in educationally relevant contexts imparts knowledge to educators that can be used in the 

creation of evidence-based didactic tools and provides students with guidelines how to 

maximize retention. It should appear intriguing to investigate whether direct benefits are also 

present in real-world educational settings and thus practically relevant for designing learning 

environments, especially since direct testing effects can be applied to many educational 

settings where feedback subsequent to practice tests is not possible because of the outlined 

reasons.  

Reviews of Testing Effects in Real-World Educational Settings 

The effects of practice tests are still heavily researched, even after a century of 

investigations in both the laboratory and the classroom. A query in the Web of Science with 

“testing effect” or “retrieval practice” as a key term resulted in 142 papers published in the 

year 2019 thus continuing the sharp rise between the years 2005 and 2015 (Karpicke, 2017). 

Recent meta-analyses indicate that practicing test questions consistently improves retention 

with medium effect sizes in laboratory research (Hedges’ g = 0.50, Rowland, 2014) and 

research conducted in university classes (Cohen’s d = 0.56, Schwieren et al., 2017). Similar 

and larger effect sizes have been observed in meta-analyses covering both applied and 

laboratory research (Cohen’s d/Hedges’ g between 0.51 and 0.88, Adesope et al., 2017; 

Phelps, 2012). 

With regard to direct testing effects, evidence from meta-analyses seems to indicate 

that even without feedback, practice tests had beneficial effects on retention ranging between 

g = 0.39 in laboratory research (Rowland, 2014) and g = 0.60 across laboratory and applied 
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research (Adesope et al., 2017). Meta-analytic evidence from investigations in psychology 

classes seems to indicate similar effects of practice tests without feedback (d = 0.47, 

Schwieren et al., 2017). It thus seems reasonable to assume that practicing test questions in 

real-world educational settings can have direct effects on retention. However, apart from 

Rowland’s meta-analysis, all meta-analyses included studies that investigated beneficial 

effects of practice testing irrespective of the control condition and provision of feedback. To 

investigate whether practice testing is also beneficial as compared to restudying in applied 

educational settings, some meta-analyses included the control condition as a factor and did 

find medium to large testing effects (g = 0.51, Adesope et al.,; d = 0.73, Schwieren et al.,). 

Meta-analyses including studies of practice test in applied educational settings also 

investigated the effects of feedback as a factor and did find that practice tests are beneficial 

even without feedback (g = 0.60, Adesope et al.,; d = 0.47, Schwieren et al.,). Although, 

meta-analyses of research in applied educational settings indicates that practicing testing is 

superior to restudying and irrespective of feedback, it should be noted that these factors were 

never combined in these analyses. In studies that were included in these meta-analyses it is 

very common to provide feedback and in the small body of studies that withheld feedback, 

often no comparison of practice tests to restudy was employed (see next section for a 

methodological review). As a result, the finding that practice tests are superior to restudy 

might only include studies in which participants received feedback subsequent to being tested 

and the finding that practice tests are beneficial even without feedback might be based solely 

on studies that did not compare practice testing to an adequate control condition. It thus 

seems premature to conclude that direct testing effects are practically relevant in real-world 

educational settings. 
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A recently published review of research articles on the testing effect in applied 

educational settings investigated, whether the benefits of practice tests are relevant in applied 

educational settings (Moreira et al., 2019). In a methodological review, the authors 

investigated whether studies used learning materials stemming from the actual course or class 

and thus was eventually examined (“Materials for actual exams?”), what taking a practice test 

was compared to (“Control condition”), and whether feedback was provided subsequent to 

testing (“Feedback”). The methodology of all reviewed articles is summarized in Table 1 

along with a remark indicating whether taking a practice test produced beneficial effects 

(“Was retrieval practice overall beneficial?”).   
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Table I.1 

Summary of Methodology and Occurrences of Testing Effects in the Review by Moreira 

et al. (2019) 

References Materials for 

actual exams? 

Control condition Feedback Was retrieval practice 

overall beneficial? 

Balch, 1998 Yes Restudy Yes Yes 

Batsell et al., 

2017 

Yes No activity No Yes 

Burdo & 

O’Dwyer, 

2015 

Yes Concept mapping vs. 

No activity 

Yes No 

Carpenter et 

al., 2016 

Yes Copy Yes Only for high 

performance students 

Cranney et 

al., 2009 

No Restudy vs. No 

activity 

Yes Yes 

Daniel & 

Broida, 2004 

Yes No activity Yes Yes 

Dirkx et al., 

2014 

No Restudy Yes Yes 

Dobson & 

Linderholm, 

2015 

Yes Restudy or Note 

taking 

Yes Yes 

Goossens et 

al., 2016 

No Copying Yesa No 

Jaeger et al., 

2015 

No Restudy No Yes 

Kibble, 2007 Yes No Activity Yes Yes 
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Larsen et al., 

2009 

No Restudy Yes Yes 

Leeming, 

2002 

Yes Restudy Yes Yes 

Lipko-Speed 

et al., 2014 

No Restudy vs. No 

activity 

Yes vs. No Yes when feedback 

provied 

Lyle & 

Crawford, 

2011 

Yes Restudy Yes Yes 

McDaniel et 

al., 2011 

Yes No activity Yes Yes 

McDaniel et 

al., 2013 

Yes No activity Yes Yes 

McDermott 

et al., 2014 

Yes Restudy Yes Yes 

McDaniel et 

al., 2011 

Yes Restudy vs. No 

activity 

Yes Yes 

Ramraje & 

Sable, 2011 

No No activity No Yes 

Vojdanoska 

et al., 2010 

No No activity Yes vs. No Yes 

Wiklund-

Hörnqvist et 

al., 2014 

No Restudy Yes Yes 

Note. aIn the review of the study by Goosens et al. 2016, Moreira et al. 2019 state that no 

feedback was administered to students. However, in the light of the following passage, I 

judged the study to use feedback: "After having completed the first round, the children 

checked their performance with an answer sheet and corrected wrong answers." (Goossens et 

al., 2016, p. 6) 
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Out of 23 reviewed articles, only two studies investigated the combination of 

withholding feedback subsequent to testing and comparing practice testing to an appropriate 

control condition. Of these two, only one study did find practice tests to outperform 

restudying (Jaeger et al., 2015), whereas the other did find a superiority of practice test when 

feedback was given subsequent to testing but not when feedback was withheld (Lipko-Speed 

et al., 2014). However, applicability of these two studies to real-world educational contexts is 

limited because they investigated the testing effect with actual pupils in classrooms but did 

not use learning content from the curriculum. Instead, pupils learned from texts covering 

general knowledge or learned definitions of scientific key concepts.  

It is a merit of the study by Jaeger and colleagues (2015) to demonstrate the benefits 

of testing without feedback—and thus most likely, direct testing effects—in a sample of third 

grade pupils, however usage of learning content that is not part of the curriculum neglects the 

problem that learning in school differs in terms of motivation, personal involvement, and 

effort from learning only for the purpose of participating in a psychological or educational 

study. These differences pose a threat to the external validity of this study and limits its 

generalizability to the testing effect in actual educational settings. 

To summarize, whereas findings from laboratory research indicate the existence of 

direct testing effects, it is unclear whether these effects are observable and practically 

relevant in real-world educational contexts. The only literature review investigating 

methodological approaches in the research of the testing effect came to the conclusion that 

methodology differs in the investigation of the testing effect in real-world educational 

contexts and that the investigation of practice testing without feedback is rarely compared to 

an appropriate control condition. The sole study finding practicing test being superior to 
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restudying suffered from limited generalizability due to its usage of non-curricular learning 

content. 

Moreira and colleagues (2019) showed that, although these findings point toward the 

same direction, there are substantial differences in methodology. In an attempt to find more 

evidence for the presence of direct testing effects in real-world educational contexts, I 

reviewed the relevant literature with respect to the methodology and findings similar to the 

one authored by Moreira and colleagues (2019). I did an additional review because of two 

reasons. First, by the time I wrote this dissertation, Moreira and colleagues’ literature search 

dated back approximately 24 months. As stated initially, testing effects in applied educational 

settings are heavily researched and the amount of publications seems to increase each year 

with 142 papers published in the year 2019, thus there might be a large number of recent 

publications on the subject.  

Second, it is apparent that Moreira and colleagues (2019) did not include some 

studies from the meta-analyses on the subject (Adesope et al., 2017; Schwieren et al., 2017). 

One possible explanation might be that in some studies that were subject to meta-analyses the 

term “clicker” is used for practice tests in educational settings. Furthermore the restriction to 

use only the terms “applied” and “classroom” might seem too narrow to find all relevant 

researches. 

I therefore conducted a literature search with the key terms “’testing effect’ OR 

‘retrieval practice’ OR ‘test-enhanced learning’ AND (‘class*’ OR ‘university’ OR ‘appl*’ 

OR ‘educat*’ OR ‘clicker’)” resulting in 765 publications. This literature search was 

combined with manual search of all publications that were subject to the meta-analyses that 

covered applied research on the testing effect (i.e., Adesope et al., 2017; Schwieren et al., 
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2017). Relevant publications were selected according to the inclusion criteria by Moreira and 

colleagues:  

“(1) articles should present empirical studies; (2) the focus of the experiment should 

be on the retrieval practice; (3) studies should focus on typically developing individuals; (4) 

experiments should be applied to actual educational environments in the sense that (a) the to-

be-learned materials were directly related to the content normally exposed and evaluated in 

particular courses/disciplines, and (b) most phases of the study were conducted in classroom 

settings, or, in the case of computer-based tests, on platforms frequently used by the 

educational institutions.” (Moreira et al., 2019, p. 3). Exclusion resulted in 24 publications 

not already covered by Moreira and colleagues meeting the criteria (Table 2).  
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Table I.2 

Summary of Methodology and Occurences of Testing Effects in the Present Review 

References 

Materials for 

actual exams? 

Control condition Feedback 

Was retrieval practice 

overall beneficial? 

Bell et al., 

2015 

Yes No activity Yes No 

Bing, 1984 No No activity vs. 

Structured restudy vs. 

Unstructured restudy 

No No 

E. L. Bjork et 

al., 2014 

Yes No activity No Yes 

Carpenter et 

al., 2009 

Yes Restudy vs. No 

activity 

Yes Yes 

Downs, 2015 Yes No activity Yes vs. No No, irrespective of 

feedback 

Foss & 

Pirozzolo, 

2017 

Yes No activity Yes No 

Francis et al., 

2020 

Yes No activity Yes For retrieval-based 

concept mapping but 

not for practicing 

multiple-choice tests 

Johnson & 

Kiviniemi, 

2009 

Yes No activity No Yes 

Kelley et al., 

2019 

Yes No activity Yes Yes 

Khanna, 2015 Yes No activity Yes Yes 
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Kromann et 

al., 2009 

Yes Practicing skill Yes Yes 

Leggett et al., 

2019 

No Restudy Yes Yes 

Marsh et al., 

2012 

No No activity Yes vs. No Yes, irrespective of 

feedback 

Mayer et al., 

2009 

Yes No activity Yes Only for questions 

answered via clicker 

response system 

McDaniel et 

al., 2007 

Yes Restudy vs. No 

activity 

Yes Yes 

McDaniel et 

al., 2012 

Yes Restudy Yes Yes 

Palmer et al., 

2019 

Yes Rewatching class 

recording 

No No 

Rummer et 

al., 2019 

Yes Open-book retrieval 

practice 

No Yes 

Shapiro & 

Gordon, 2012 

Yes No activity Yes Yes 

Stenlund et 

al., 2017 

No Group discussion Yes Yes 

Stenlund et 

al., 2016 

No Restudy Yes Yes 

Thomas et al., 

2020 

Yes Restudy Yes vs. No Yes, irrespective of 

feedback 

Trumbo et al., 

2016 

Yes Restudy Yes Yes 
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Welch, 2019 Yes No activity Yes Only when repeating  

pratice test twice as 

compared to one test 

 

Considering the methodology, the observations made by Moreira and colleagues 

also apply to relevant publications that came up in my literature search: Methodology differs 

greatly among studies investigating the testing effect in real-world educational settings, 

however studies investigating testing effects without feedback in comparison to an 

appropriate control condition are scarce and findings are inconsistent. Four studies 

investigated the effects of taking practice tests without feedback as compared to an 

appropriate control condition. The first study, authored by Bing (1984) investigated whether 

retention of prose material could be increased by different practice tests subsequent to 

reading. Taking practice tests had no effect on retention when compared to the restudy 

conditions. Similar to the presented studies by Lipko-Speed and colleagues (2014) and Jaeger 

and colleagues (2015), used learning material was not part of the curriculum and thus 

generalizability of these findings to real-world educational contexts is limited. The second 

study, authored by Palmer and colleagues (2019) however, did investigate the effects of 

taking practice tests without feedback subsequent to attending a lecture as compared to 

rewatching the lecture. This study did also find no difference between taking a practice test 

and rewatching a recorded lecture. The third study, authored by Thomas and colleagues 

(2020) also investigated the effects of practice tests in real-world university classes. To do so, 

the researchers redesigned an existing psychology class to investigate the effects of 10-

minute practice tests or restudying subsequent to every 20 minutes of lecture. In three unit 

exams taking practice tests with and, most notably as well as without feedback promoted 

retention more than did restudying. This study is—to my knowledge—among the first to find 
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beneficial effects of multiple-choice practice tests without feedback in comparison to 

restudying in a real-world educational context (see also Chapter IV). However, it is unclear 

whether this benefit of testing is a result of a direct testing effect. For one, students’ 

performance in the practice tests counted towards their course grade. For another, 

manipulation of the 10-minute practice session subsequent to the lecture occurred within 

students and comprised of either taking practice tests, taking practice tests with feedback in 

the next class meeting, or restudying. Every 4 weeks, students experienced another practice 

strategy, whereas each week included two class meetings and each class meeting comprised 

two lectures and the corresponding test or restudy sessions. In other words, students could 

easily infer upcoming tasks following each lecture from the practice session they 

experienced. This ease in predicting whether a lecture is followed by a graded practice test or 

a restudying opportunity might pose a threat to the assumption that the found benefit reflects 

direct testing effects because it might change learning behavior: Expectancy of a graded test 

might maximize effort and motivation in lectures as compared to restudying. The fourth study 

by Rummer and colleagues (2019) investigated practicing short-answer questions without 

feedback in the last minutes of a university course to an almost identical condition in another 

course: Participants answered short-answer questions while allowing them to use whatever 

learning materials they thought helpful to answer the questions (open-book condition). The 

authors found a significant increase in retention whenever participants were not allowed to 

use additional material (closed-book condition) as compared to the open-book condition. 

Comparison of these conditions in an existing learning environment is valuable to in the 

investigation of direct testing effects because the sole difference between these two 

conditions is that to answer the practice questions in the closed-book questions participants 

have to retrieve information from memory whereas in the open-book condition they do not 
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have to. However, there are also some limitations in the interpretability of the results. For 

one, it is stated that the third author was responsible for teaching the two courses whereas 

manipulation of retrieval practice varied between courses and that the third author was not 

entirely blind to the manipulation and might have—knowingly or unknowingly—affected the 

outcomes of the study. Additionally, interpretability of this study might suffer from an issue 

related to the one present in the study by Thomas et al. (2020): Participants might have 

anticipated the task that was required in the last minutes of the course and adjusted their 

behavior accordingly by either preparing themselves to answer practicing questions with or 

without consulting their learning material.  

Thus the research question, whether direct testing effects are relevant in real-world 

educational contexts by means of increasing retention in comparison to other strategies that 

foster retention is currently underexplored in the scientific literature and yields inconsistent 

findings. 

Inconsistent findings have also been observed in simulated classroom studies, i.e. 

laboratory studies investigating testing effects without feedback and in comparison to an 

appropriate control condition but with real-world educational materials. Some studies find 

beneficial effects of taking practice tests (Einstein et al., 2012; Nungester & Duchastel, 

1982), some find differential effects depending on the question format (Butler & Roediger, 

2007), while others find no beneficial effects at all (Kang et al., 2007).  

These found inconsistencies can partly be explained by theoretic accounts on the 

testing effect that incorporate moderators always present when taking practice tests. These 

accounts are the subject of the next section. 
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Theoretical Accounts on Memory and the Testing Effect 

In the current literature on the testing effect, several theoretic accounts on this 

phenomenon are discussed. It is noteworthy that these accounts do not necessarily contradict 

each other or are mutually exclusive. Furthermore there are theoretic accounts on the 

mechanisms of the benefits of practice tests over restudying, that explain why this 

phenomenon occurs but make little to no assumptions or predictions of potential moderators 

in applied educational settings when no corrective feedback is provided. These accounts 

include the elaborative retrieval hypothesis (Carpenter, 2009, 2011), the search set theory 

(Grimaldi & Karpicke, 2012), and the episodic context account (Lehman et al., 2014). 

In the following I will first present a theory of memory that is applicable to a wide 

array of memory phenomena including the testing effect and then I will turn to more specific 

theoretical accounts on the testing effect that rely on the theory presented first. I will focus on 

theoretical accounts that make predictions about the presence and the extent of the testing 

effect without the provision of corrective feedback and in comparison to control conditions. 

Presented theories should be able to both explain obtained findings in the research literature 

as well as predicting ways to improve the effectiveness of practice tests in applied 

educational settings. 

The New Theory of Disuse 

The new theory of disuse (R. A. Bjork & Bjork, 1992) is a versatile theory of 

memory that aims at explaining why information that has been presented on a single occasion 

is sometimes forgotten after hours and sometimes lasts in memory for a lifetime. The 

prospect of answering this question is very relevant for many aspects that involve human 

memory most notably in the fields of learning and education and consequently practical 

implications have been derived from this theory (R. A. Bjork & Bjork, 2006). This theory is 
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furthermore important as it often serves as a referential frame for contemporary theoretical 

accounts on the testing effect and by itself can be seen as the theoretical basis of the desirable 

difficulties framework (R. A. Bjork, 1999). The main claim of the new theory of disuse is that 

recall from memory is a crucial modifier for the retention of memory content (R. A. Bjork & 

Bjork, 1992): The novel concept that presents the core of this theory is that memory content 

is characterized by two “strengths”: Storage strength—a latent variable—reflects how well 

memory content is learned in general, while retrieval strength reflects the current ease with 

which memory content can be retrieved from memory and mainly determines the outcomes 

of memory tests and exams. Whenever information is studied storage strength and retrieval 

strength accumulate, however it is assumed that active processing of studied information that 

require a successful retrieval from memory—such as practicing test questions and other 

desirable difficulties—is associated with more gains in storage strength and retrieval strength 

than (re)studying is. It is noteworthy to add that future gains in storage strength are higher the 

lower retrieval strength and storage strength are currently, which represents the observation 

that the increments in learning are biggest when relatively little is known about a subject (low 

storage strength) and learning content is not easy to be accessed or activated in memory (low 

retrieval strength). Similar to gains in storage strength, future retrieval strength increases 

more with lower current retrieval strength, but also with higher storage strength. The authors 

state that the latter draws on the observation that well-learned content can be relearned 

rapidly, enabling quick access to once learned information, with significant effort savings 

compared to its initial learning. Similarly, it is assumed that whenever retrieval strength 

decreases (see next paragraph) future decrease will be the less the higher storage strength is 

currently. 
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Concerning the forgetting of learning content, it is assumed that once accumulated 

storage strength is never lost, however memory content can become inaccessible because of 

low retrieval strength. In contrast to storage strength, retrieval strength is assumed to be 

limited by both the amount of learning content and the discriminatory attributes of the 

learning content: With every information that is studied, previous information would suffer 

from decreased retrieval strength and it will become harder to discriminate the correct 

information in memory from other information resulting in an additional decrease in retrieval 

strength.  

Assumptions made within this theory are in line with the idea of a testing effect for 

items that have been studied once and when no feedback is administered subsequent to 

testing: Whenever once learned material is subject to practice tests, both storage and retrieval 

strength receive a gain that surpasses the gain received from restudying this material. 

Additionally, the theory assumes higher increments in both retrieval and storage strength 

following practice tests to be the result of lower retrieval strength when taking the practice 

test. In other words, practice test questions that are harder to answer are assumed to profit 

learning more. 

The Bifurcation Model 

The main goal of the bifurcation model (Halamish & Bjork, 2011; Kornell et al., 

2011) is to provide an explanation why practice tests without feedback are superior to 

restudying in general (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006b) and to also include findings which 

suggest that restudying  is more effective than practice tests are (e.g., Wheeler et al., 2003). 

The explanations brought forward by the bifurcation model draw on the ideas of the 

new theory of disuse (R. A. Bjork & Bjork, 1992), mainly on the assumption that correctly 

recalling information from memory increases  the retrieval strength of that piece of 
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information more than restudying does. To understand why restudying has sometimes been 

found to be superior or equal to practicing test questions, the model highlights the 

implications of information that has been practiced unsuccessfully: Whereas successfully 

recalled information receives a major boost in retrieval strength and restudied information 

receives a small boost in retrieval strength, the bifurcation model assumes in accordance with 

the new theory of disuse that unsuccessful retrieval not only results in no boost but also in 

additional decrease in retrieval strength due to the assumption that non-practiced information 

is subject to slow decrease in retrieval strength, commonly described as forgetting. 

Another assumption of the bifurcation model is that once studied information is 

normally distributed concerning their associated retrieval strength, which means that most 

information has medium retrieval strength with half of the information having higher and the 

other half having lower retrieval strength, respectively (Kornell et al., 2011).  

The bifurcation model‘s main focus is on the distribution of a given set of 

information. 

For practice test questions as well as for criterial tests questions, the bifurcation 

model introduces a recall threshold which must be surpassed by the retrieval strength of the 

associated piece of information in order to answer a question correctly. This threshold is a 

key assumption of this model because this threshold can be seen as the criterion that renders 

practicing test questions either successful or unsuccessful. It is assumed that whenever a 

practice question is encountered one of two outcomes are possible: Whenever the retrieval 

strength associated to the information subject of a practice test question is above the 

threshold, the necessary piece of information can be retrieved from memory and this piece of 

information receives a major boost to its retrieval strength. However, when retrieval strength 

associated to the information subject of a practice test question is below the threshold, the 
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piece of information cannot be retrieved and thus receives no boost in retrieval strength. 

Answering practice test questions results in a bifurcated distribution of retrieval strength 

because all information above a certain criterion of retrieval strength receive additional 

boosts in retrieval strength whereas all information that have not been retrieved because the 

retrieval strength was too low in the first place, will receive no gains in retrieval strength. 

This consequently leads to a boost in retrieval strength for information that already displayed 

highest retrieval strength resulting in the creation of a gap between these two groups of 

information.  

Contrary to the bifurcated distribution as a result of retrieval practice, it is assumed 

that restudied information will always benefit from a gain in retrieval strength. This gain is 

independent of the initial retrieval strength of the information and thus increases retrieval 

strength of the entire distribution associated with the information set.  

On the basis of these assumptions, the bifurcation model can explain positive, 

negative and no effects of practicing test questions even without corrective feedback by the 

amount of a given set of information (e.g., bits of information that were part of a lecture 

students just visited) that surpasses the recall threshold set by the practice test questions: 

Whenever the threshold can be surpassed by the majority of information, this majority is 

most likely remembered in a later criterial test because it received boosts to its retrieval 

strength that are essential to surpass the threshold set by the criterial test questions. Restudied 

information received only a minor boost in retrieval strength which might result in some 

information surpassing the threshold set by criterial test questions, however the amount of 

surpassed thresholds and thus correct answers in the criterial test will be higher for correctly 

answered test questions. On the basis of the criterial test, practicing test questions produced 
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more correct answers in the criterial test than restudying did and thus practicing test question 

can be seen as the more effective learning strategy in this scenario.  

However, when practicing test questions and information‘s retrieval strength can 

rarely surpass the threshold, practicing retrieval questions has no benefit in regard to retrieval 

strength and can thus be outperformed by restudying, where all items receive at least a small 

gain in retrieval strength, resulting in the absence of a testing effect or even in negative 

testing effects. 

The bifurcation model furthermore aims at explaining why under some 

circumstances testing effects are more likely to occur than under others, by entering the time 

interval between the (last) practice of the information and the criterial test (i.e., retention 

interval) into the model (Halamish & Bjork, 2011; Kornell et al., 2011). It is a common 

finding that restudying benefits retention more than practicing test questions does after short 

retention intervals, whereas the pattern of results and thus the typical testing effect only 

emerges after longer retention intervals (for a review, see Roediger & Karpicke, 2006b). 

Given that forgetting and thus a slow decrease in retrieval strength is independent of acquired 

retrieval strength, it also applies to both restudied information as well as to information that 

has been practiced by answering test questions. However, a decrease of retrieval strength of 

restudied information has more profound consequences for retrieval strength in a later 

criterial test, because the gain in retrieval strength that has been elicited by restudying was 

small and thus the longer the retention interval grows, the smaller the net value of restudying 

will be. 

According to the bifurcation model, the same effects of retention intervals apply 

when information was subject to practice questions, however, answering test questions 

correctly elicited a major boost in retrieval strength and thus decrease in retrieval strength 
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starts from a higher value. Reconsidering that in order to be deemed more effective in 

comparison to restudying, practicing test questions is required to produce more correctly 

answered criterial test questions—and thus more information with retrieval strengths above 

the criterial test threshold—than restudying. Due to the minor boost in retrieval strength for 

all restudied information, a large proportion of information can surpass the threshold set by 

an immediate criterial test. With longer retention intervals, more and more information falls 

below the threshold of the criterial test. The beneficial effects of answering test questions 

correctly might not apply to as much information as the benefits of restudying did, but the 

effects are bigger in magnitude and thus it will take longer retention intervals for tested 

information to fall under the threshold of the criterial test. As a result the bifurcation model 

predicts that in the short run, restudying might seem as the more effective strategy but the 

testing effect will prevail in the long run.  

The Retrieval Effort Hypothesis 

The second theoretical account that makes predictions about the testing effect in 

educational settings presented here also draws on the new theory of disuse but mainly focuses 

on the beneficial effects of successful retrieval of information with varying amounts of 

retrieval strength. The new theory of disuse assumes that the lower the retrieval strength of an 

information that has been successfully recalled is, the higher the gain in retrieval strength fort 

that information is. This assumption is similar to the main claim of the desirable difficulties 

framework (R. A. Bjork, 1994) that—on the basis of findings of almost a century of 

research—proposes the idea that difficult but solvable practice fosters long-term retention 

more than easy practice does. The retrieval effort hypothesis (Pyc & Rawson, 2009) proposes 

to explain and predict the effects of difficulty in practicing test questions and consequently 

states that difficult but correctly answered practice tests are better for retention than easier 
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correctly answered practice tests are. It should be noted, that this hypothesis solely focusses 

on successful attempts to answer practice questions and that it assumes that feedback 

following successful practice has no additional beneficial effect (for evidence, see Pashler et 

al., 2005). Although a definition of difficulty is never given in this theoretical account, 

difficulty follows the idea of the inverse of retrieval strength and other assumptions of the 

new theory of disuse: Difficulty rises with the time that passes between the first study of 

information and subsequent practice of that information (Pyc & Rawson, 2009) and with the 

weakened associations between two concepts (Carpenter, 2009). Most importantly for the 

application of testing effects in real-world educational contexts, difficulty within a set of 

information might simply arise as a characteristic  of the individual information, as for 

example, some lecture content will almost always be remembered at the end of a lecture 

because learners have a strong emotional relation to it or it bears great personal relevance for 

them (Vaughn et al., 2013).  

Practical Implications of Theoretical Accounts on the Testing Effect 

To summarize the two theoretical accounts on the testing effect, the bifurcation 

model assumes that whether a testing effect emerges without the provision of feedback 

depends on whether test questions can be answered—and thus be retrieved—correctly and 

how long the retention interval is. The amount of successful retrievals is dependent on the 

level of the information‘s retrieval strength that surpasses the threshold set by the practice 

test. Retrieval strength in combination with the recall threshold determines the retrievability 

of learning content in actual educational contexts. Evidence suggests that retrieval success 

depends on question difficulty and is highest for easy items (Kornell & Vaughn, 2016). Easy 

items should thus increase success rates and every correctly recalled item increases retention 

as compared to restudied items. For information such as learning content presented in a 

lecture, retrievability can thus be seen as the inverse of psychometric question difficulty, with 
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higher retrievability resulting in more correct retrievals and thus correct answers in practice 

tests and hence a lower difficulty and vice versa. Consequently, practice test question 

difficulty plays a large role in educational settings because the bifurcation model assumes 

them to be beneficial, only when they are easy enough to promote a certain amount of 

retrievability. 

The retrieval effort hypothesis also assumes that in order to be more effective as 

compared to restudying, practicing test questions should include successful retrievals from 

memory and thus answering practice questions correctly. Furthermore, regarding information 

that has been retrieved successfully, this hypothesis assumes practice tests to be the more 

effective, the more difficult the retrieval is. In educational contexts however, difficulty of 

practice questions might be detrimental or beneficial for practice test questions because 

difficulty of practice questions is associated with (a) whether they are answered correctly and 

(b) their beneficial effect on retention if answered correctly. Answering easy practice 

questions might thus result in more successful retrieval attempts than answering hard practice 

questions but in comparison to restudying the former might result in less benefit on retention 

than the latter. 

Thus the assumed role of question difficulty in testing in real-world educational 

settings is different for the presented theoretical accounts on the testing effect. Whereas the 

bifurcation model assumes that the easiest practice test questions will lead to maximized 

testing effects, the retrieval effort hypothesis assumes that difficulty has to be balanced in 

order to promote successful and effortful retrieval.  

Different theoretical accounts might also explain the inconsistent findings from both 

actual and simulated classrooms. Easier questions have been associated with higher testing 

effects in the bifurcation model. This model would provide a possible explanation why a 
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testing effect was observed for short-answer questions without additional feedback in the 

study by Butler and Roediger (2007) with practice question performance of 68% but not in 

the study by Kang and colleagues (2007) with practice question performance of 54%. 

As stated in the introduction, the format in which the practice test takes place alters 

the difficulty of the practice questions. The differing assumptions about the role of question 

difficulty can also be extended to predictions about different test formats. Rawson and 

Zamary (2019) derived assumptions on the basis of the bifurcation model and the retrieval 

effort hypothesis for the difference between recognition and cued-recall as well as free-recall 

questions. Recognition tasks are assumed to foster more successful responses and 

consequently successful retrieval from memory. However, recognition has been associated 

with less effort, less elaborative retrieval and less complete retrieval than cued-recall 

questions such as short-answer questions (Carpenter & Delosh, 2006; Glover, 1989). The 

core assumption of the bifurcation model is that more successful retrievals will ultimately 

result in higher testing effects and thus multiple-choice questions—that are assumed to rely 

heavily on recognition—should foster more successful retrieval and thus a greater gain than 

other question formats. However, the retrieval effort hypothesis assumes greater gains to arise 

from question formats that are more difficult to answer and require more retrieval effort but 

consequently will also involve less retrieval success when practicing these questions. 

Consequently, within the latter theoretical account, multiple-.choice questions are assumed to 

be least effective in eliciting testing effects. 

Additional to theoretical accounts that mainly focus on test question difficulty, the 

benefit of differing practice test question difficulty in real-world educational setting is not 

solely dependent on characteristics of the practice test but also on learners’ abilities and 

knowledge in other domains. This claim can be backed by research indicating that learners’ 
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individual differences modulate the testing effect dependent on practice test difficulty 

(Fiechter & Benjamin, 2017; Minear et al., 2018). Differing abilities among learners have 

shown different effect patterns as a result of practicing test questions that varied in their 

difficulty: Learners with high abilities have shown testing effects for difficult questions 

whereas learners with low ability levels only profited from practice tests as compared to 

restudying when questions were easy (Minear et al., 2018). Further research has shown that 

lowering the difficulty of practice questions was found to elicit testing effects whereas the 

practice of questions with their original difficulty lead to similar effects on retention 

thanrestudying did(Fiechter & Benjamin, 2017). Consequently, to understand the contribution 

of practice question difficulty totesting effects without feedback in actual educational 

settings, explanations should include learners’ abilities. 

Research Questions 

In the preceding sections, I outlined the motivation to investigate direct testing 

effects in real-world educational contexts and described the current state of research on this 

matter. Furthermore, I presented theoretical accounts that make predictions about the 

effectiveness of practicing test questions without corrective feedback as part of everyday 

educational settings. These theoretical accounts agree on the assumption that test question 

difficulty and the strongly associated retrievability of information from memory are 

important factors to consider when using practice tests without feedback. It has been argued 

that differing test question difficulty might explain why test formats (e.g., multiple-choice 

tests, short-answer tests) sometimes differ in their beneficial effect on retention (Butler & 

Roediger, 2007) and thus investigations of different practice test formats have implications 

for employing testing in real-world educational contexts. The aim of this dissertation is to 

advance a more comprehensive understanding of direct testing effects in applied educational 
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contexts, its moderators and ways to improve their effectiveness in these contexts by 

empirically exploring the relationship between practice question difficulty, direct testing 

effects, and a subset of related research questions.  

The main goal of the first study (Chapter II) was to investigate whether direct testing 

effects can be applied fruitfully to existing educational settings which means that practicing 

test questions about actual learning content improves retention more than restudying learning 

content does and that this increase is also present over time periods that reflect time periods 

in actual educational contexts. Furthermore, this study was aiming to investigate under what 

conditions direct testing effects occur in existing educational settings. It has been outlined 

that theoretical accounts on the testing effect assume practice question difficulty to be a key 

moderator of direct testing effects. Apart from individual differences between practice 

questions it has been argued that different question formats systematically differ in their 

difficulty: Answering multiple-choice questions has often been deemed less difficult than 

answering short-answer questions. Study 1 consequently investigated the role of two 

practically relevant factors that are derived from these theoretical considerations. In this 

study, students attended a lecture and then practiced either short-answer or multiple-choice 

questions about the lecture’s content or restudied the lecture’s content, thus investigating the 

moderating role of practice question format on direct testing effects. Additionally the study 

investigated the moderating role of naturally occurring differences in practice question 

difficulty in the form of retrievability of individual parts of the lecture’s content, 

operationalized by calculating the difficulty of the practice questions.  

Study 2 (Chapter III) was a conceptual replication of Study 1 in its attempt to 

investigate direct testing effects and practically important moderators. Study 2 however 

differed in the way multiple-choice questions were operationalized in order to render 
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practicing this question format more effective as compared to restudying. It has previously 

been stated that multiple-choice questions are associated with comparably low question 

difficulty because to answer correctly in this question format, respondents merely need to 

recognize the single correct response option instead of recalling the correct information from 

memory. In an attempt to increase practice question difficulty, multiple-choice questions in 

Study 2 were designed in a way that encouraged respondents to process all response options 

before answering. Investigating the effects of these modified multiple-choice questions in 

comparison to restudying should provide more evidence for the applicability of multiple-

choice questions as means to elicit direct testing effects in real-world educational settings. 

Study 3 (Chapter IV) further investigated under which difficulty conditions 

practicing multiple-choice questions is most beneficial in actual university classes.  Moreover 

this study featured an additional factor that is supposed to reflect the moderation of the 

testing effect in the real world, namely learners‘ feedback behavior. In the light of the finding 

that feedback following tests appears only to be beneficial for retention, if learners answer 

practice questions incorrectly (Pashler et al., 2005), it seems efficient to provide learners with 

corrective feedback only when they need it. The approach to feedback in Study 3 is that 

learners judge themselves the need for corrective feedback subsequent to answering practice 

questions. Study 3 explored the research question which factors influence feedback behavior 

when students practice test questions in an actual university course and how feedback 

behavior in turn influences beneficial effects of taking practice tests. Furthermore, this study 

aimed at investigating the interaction of question difficulty and feedback behavior on 

retention following practice tests in real-world educational settings. 

Study 4 (Chapter V) also investigated potential ways to render practice of multiple-

choice questions more beneficial when employed in the university classroom. The approach 
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of Study 4 however, entirely focused on practice question difficulty and its potential to 

enhance direct testing effects by drawing on the idea that with increasing the difficulty of 

solvable practice questions, the testing effect will increase as well.  

To verify the assumption that answering practice questions tailored to learners‘ 

ability levels in real-world educational contexts is effective/ beneficial, Study 4 presents a 

new procedure that provides an increasing assistance to learners practicing multiple-choice 

questions by successively eliminating incorrect response options until the question is 

answered correctly. It should be noted that in this approach no feedback was given 

subsequent to answering practice questions apart from informing participants whether their 

answer was correct and which incorrect response options had already been eliminated.  

The main goal of Study 4 is to compare this novel procedure with standard 

procedures of retrieval practice and then examine the potential of this adaptive testing 

procedure for complex learning content in an actual university setting. 

The research questions of all four empirical studies of this dissertation are further 

elaborated in the following chapters. 
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Chapter I 

 

Examining the Testing Effect in University Teaching: 

Retrievability and Question Format Matter 

 

Sven Greving & Tobias Richter 

 

Abstract. Review of learned material is crucial for the learning process. One 

approach that promises to increase the effectiveness of reviewing during learning is to answer 

questions about the learning content rather than restudying the material (testing effect). This 

effect is well established in lab experiments. However, existing research in educational 

contexts has often combined testing with additional didactical measures that hampers the 

interpretation of testing effects. We aimed to examine the testing effect in its pure form by 

implementing a minimal intervention design in a university lecture (N = 92). The last 10 min 

of each lecture session were used for reviewing the lecture content by either answering short-

answer questions, multiple-choice questions, or reading summarizing statements about core 

lecture content. Three unannounced criterial tests measured the retention of learning content 

at different times (1, 12, and 23 weeks after the last lecture). A positive testing effect 

emerged for short-answer questions that targeted information that participants could retrieve 

from memory. This effect was independent of the time of test. The results indicated no testing 

effect for multiple-choice testing. These results suggest that short-answer testing but not 

multiple-choice testing may benefit learning in higher education contexts.
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Learners tend to remember less learning content when reading or listening to it 

only once (e.g., Aiken et al., 1975). Students often need to review the learned material, for 

example, when studying for exams. One potentially effective review strategy is the active 

retrieval of learned material from memory, which can be prompted by testing knowledge of 

the learned content. The finding that testing is superior to restudying the learning material is 

called the testing effect or retrieval practice effect (Roediger and Karpicke, 2006a). The 

superiority of testing compared to restudying might not be detected until later criterial tests or 

exams. Because of this latent effect, testing or retrieval practice is sometimes regarded as a 

desirable difficulty (Bjork, 1994). Desirable difficulties are defined as learning occasions that 

may hamper learning in the short run but enhance learning in the long run. 

The testing effect is a robust finding in laboratory settings (e.g., Karpicke, 2017; 

Roediger and Karpicke, 2006b; Rowland, 2014), which has led researchers and practitioners 

to implement testing in applied educational contexts to promote the retention of learning 

content. Recent research has demonstrated the superiority of testing compared to restudying 

in various pedagogical settings (e.g., Karpicke, 2017, Table II.2). Based on these findings, 

several authors have advocated the use of tests in educational contexts to improve learning 

(Dunlosky et al., 2013; Dunlosky and Rawson, 2015; Dunn et al., 2013; McDaniel et al., 

2007b). 

Despite the promising results and recommendations, the generalizability to 

educational contexts and the conditions under which the effects occur remain an open 

question. Based on a review of key findings from lab experiments and a discussion of studies 

investigating the testing effect in real-world educational settings, we argue that many of the 

extant field studies suffer from limitations regarding the generalizability of the results. These 

limitations stem mostly from methodological problems such as a third variable that cofounds 
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the comparison of testing vs. restudying. In this article, we refer to the pure (unconfounded) 

difference between testing and restudying as the net testing effect. The aim of the present 

study was to examine the net testing effect in the real-world educational context of a 

university lecture. 

The Testing Effect in Laboratory Settings 

The testing effect has been a major focus of lab-based memory research for more 

than a century. Summarizing this research, recent meta-analyses by Adesope et al. (2017), 

Rowland (2014), and Phelps (2012) found a positive average testing effect with a medium to 

large effects size (Cohen’s d/Hedges’ g) ranging from 0.50 to 0.61. These meta-analyses also 

have identified moderators of the testing effect that are potentially relevant for applications in 

educational contexts. 

Two factors that reliably affect the testing effect are feedback (Adesope et al., 2017; 

Rowland, 2014) and retrievability (Rowland, 2014). The provision of feedback, mostly in the 

form of presenting the correct answer, seems to increase the testing effect. Retrievability in 

this context describes the success with which learning content can be retrieved from memory, 

resulting in correct responses in the testing condition. Therefore, retrievability can be 

operationalized by the (reverse-scored) difficulty of items in the practice tests. 

Conflicting results have been reported for different question formats used in the 

practice tests. In the meta-analysis by Adesope et al. (2017), multiple-choice questions 

elicited stronger testing effects than short-answer questions, whereas Rowland (2014) 

reported the opposite. Furthermore, a match between question format in the testing conditions 

and question format in the criterial tests seems to increase the testing effect according to the 

meta-analysis by Adesope et al., whereas this effect was not found by Rowland. In contrast to 

Adesope at al., Rowland excluded applied research in his meta-analysis. Therefore, the 
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divergent results of the two meta-analyses might reflect a moderating role of question format 

in educational contexts. 

The Testing Effect in Educational Contexts 

The robust testing effect found in laboratory experiments has spawned a growing 

body of research in educational contexts. One of the first studies of this kind was a study by 

McDaniel et al. (2007b). In this study, college students either took weekly quizzes in the form 

of short-answer questions or multiple-choice questions or they restudied previously learned 

content. Each condition was followed by feedback. In a later criterial test, short-answer 

testing led to a more pronounced testing effect than did multiple-choice testing. 

Since then, the testing effect has been demonstrated in different age groups (for a 

review, see Dunlosky et al., 2013) and with learning materials of varying complexity (for a 

review, see Karpicke and Aue, 2015). Three meta-analyses (Adesope et al., 2017; Bangert-

Drowns et al., 1991; Schwieren et al., 2017) reported a positive testing effect in educational 

contexts. Bangert-Drowns et al. included only research conducted in classrooms and reported 

a positive testing effect with an effect size of d = 0.54 for studies that compared testing and 

no testing. Adesope et al. analyzed all studies investigating the testing effect and included 

study setting (classroom vs. laboratory) as a moderator. This meta-analysis estimated a 

positive testing effect with an effect size of g = 0.67 for classroom settings. Finally, 

Schwieren et al. reported a positive testing effect of d = 0.56 for studies in which 

psychological learning content was taught in the classroom. 

Although there seems to be a consensus among researchers that the testing effect 

occurs in real-world educational settings, little is known about factors that moderate the effect 

in such settings. Several studies have validated the moderating effects of feedback found in 

laboratory research in applied educational contexts (Downs, 2015; Marsh et al., 2012; 
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McDaniel et al., 2007b; Vojdanoska et al., 2010). Moreover, studies suggest that the testing 

effect can be found with different question formats in the practice tests (McDaniel et al., 

2012; McDermott et al., 2014; Stenlund et al., 2016). The match between question formats in 

testing and criterial tests does not seem to matter (McDermott et al., 2014). 

Limitations of Previous Research on the Testing Effect in Educational Contexts 

Numerous studies have investigated the testing effect in real-world educational 

contexts. However, many of these studies provide only limited information on the current 

research question because of internal or external validity problems that hamper the 

interpretation of the results. 

One limiting feature of many extant studies on the testing effect in applied contexts 

is a lack of randomization. Because of practical constraints, researchers have often employed 

a quasi-experimental design, for example, by varying independent variables between courses, 

sections, or years (Batsell et al., 2017; Cranney et al., 2009; Khanna, 2015; Leeming, 2002; 

Mayer et al., 2009; Vojdanoska et al., 2010). The internal validity of these studies is 

questionable, because the extent that differences between the testing and the control condition 

are attributable to other (uncontrolled) differences between the groups is uncertain. 

Other studies are limited because they lack a restudy control condition but compare 

the testing condition to conditions in which no exposure to information subsequent to the 

initial learning took place (Batsell et al., 2017; Bell et al., 2015; Downs, 2015; Foss and 

Pirozzolo, 2017; Johnson and Kiviniemi, 2009; Khanna, 2015; Lyle and Crawford, 2011; 

Marsh et al., 2012; Mayer et al., 2009; McDaniel et al., 2007a, 2011, 2013; Roediger et al., 

2011; Shapiro and Gordon, 2012; Vojdanoska et al., 2010). In these studies, the testing effect 

is confounded with differences in exposure to and engagement with learning content, which 

severely limits the interpretation of their findings. To assess the magnitude of the testing 

effect in applied educational settings, comparing testing conditions with restudy conditions or 
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other activities that are assumed to promote the retention of information is essential (for 

examples, see Adesope et al., 2017; Rummer et al., 2017). 

A third limitation threatening the internal validity is found in studies that allow 

participants to repeat tests on the same subject. Some studies limit the amount of repetitions 

(Wiklund-Hörnqvist et al., 2014) while others do not (Bell et al., 2015; Downs, 2015; 

Johnson and Kiviniemi, 2009; McDaniel et al., 2012; Yong and Lim, 2016). Even when 

participants are also free to restudy the material as often as they like, it remains unclear 

whether differences in learning outcomes are solely attributable to testing vs. no testing or 

whether additional factors (e.g., differential effects of motivation) influence the number of 

repetitions and thus the learning outcomes. 

A fourth limitation is that many studies combine the testing conditions with 

feedback (Bell et al., 2015; Carpenter et al., 2009; Cranney et al., 2009; Downs, 2015; 

Leeming, 2002; Lyle and Crawford, 2011; McDaniel et al., 2007a, 2007b, 2011, 2012; 

Stenlund et al., 2017; Wiklund-Hörnqvist et al., 2014). Research has shown that testing may 

profit from feedback in educational settings (Vojdanoska et al., 2010). However, feedback 

also provides an additional study opportunity and thus an additional exposure to the learning 

content. We therefore argue that effects obtained in studies that combined testing with 

feedback cannot be readily interpreted in terms of a testing effect. 

A fifth limitation is present in so-called open-label studies (Batsell et al., 2017; 

Bing, 1984; Daniel and Broida, 2004). In such studies, participants are told beforehand 

whether the learning content is tested or not, which might alter learning behavior and 

strategies between conditions when learning (Finley and Benjamin, 2012). As a consequence, 

differences obtained in testing vs. no-testing conditions can be due to differences in learning 
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behavior that learners in the testing condition engage in, because they anticipate learning 

content. That is, the differences might not be due to the testing effect. 

Furthermore, the internal validity is threatened in studies that feature high-stakes 

testing conditions (Batsell et al., 2017; Leeming, 2002; Lyle and Crawford, 2011). In these 

studies, participants’ scores in the testing condition affect the participants’ grades. This fact 

hampers the interpretation of testing effects in two ways. First, unannounced high-stakes tests 

have been shown to reduce the benefit of testing in applied educational settings compared to 

unannounced low-stakes tests (Khanna, 2015). Second, whenever open-label studies also 

include high-stakes testing conditions, students might alter their learning behavior and 

strategies, because they are motivated to get good grades. 

Finally, some researchers have opted to avoid the difficulties associated with 

implementing experimental designs in real-world educational settings by conducting lab-

based studies with "educationally relevant materials" (Butler and Roediger, 2007; Einstein et 

al., 2012; Marsh et al., 2012; Stenlund et al., 2016; Yong and Lim, 2016). This approach 

neglects the problem that the learning in secondary or postsecondary courses is likely to 

differ in terms of motivation, personal involvement, and effort from learning only for the 

purpose of participating in a psychological or educational study. These differences pose a 

threat to the external validity of such studies and limit their generalizability to the testing 

effect in actual educational settings. 

Theoretical Framework and Rationale of the Present Study 

The aim of the present study was to examine the testing effect in an authentic 

educational setting of a university lecture with an experimental design that minimizes the 

issues that limit the validity of previous field studies. We used an experimental design that 

compared testing on a single occasion without the provision of feedback with a restudy 
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condition. Furthermore, participants’ results in the testing conditions would not affect their 

grades and participants would not know the type of review condition to expect after learning. 

Investigating the testing effect in this fashion is informative for a number of reasons. 

First, most field experiments to date include features that limit the interpretation of the 

results. In order to investigate the net testing effect in educational contexts, we excluded all 

features that might cloud the interpretability of this effect. Furthermore, in real world 

educational contexts, it is not always possible to provide feedback during practice tests or to 

provide multiple opportunities to practice retrieval. Furthermore, a single opportunity to 

practice retrieval without feedback makes low demands on time and personal resources 

compared to multiple retrieval practice opportunities with feedback. Investigating whether 

testing on a single occasion without feedback is effective can thus be relevant for future 

research and practitioners alike. 

Most theories of the testing effect assume that even in this minimalistic setting, 

retrieval would be more beneficial for retention than restudying. The desirable difficulty 

framework (Bjork, 1994), the new theory of disuse (e.g., Bjork & Bjork, 2011), and the 

retrieval effort hypothesis (Pyc & Rawson, 2009) all incorporate the assumption that effortful 

retrieval should lead to better retention of that learning content and thus testing should lead to 

better retention than does restudying. However, it should be noted that in all of these 

theoretical notions retrievability plays a crucial role. Whenever the correct information 

cannot be retrieved from memory, no beneficial effects compared to restudying may be 

expected (e.g., Jang et al., 2012). 

It has been repeatedly argued that multiple-choice questions and short-answer 

questions differ in the effort needed to be answered correctly and—given these theoretical 

underpinnings—should consequently lead to different testing effects (e.g., Karpicke, 2017). 
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These different testing effects have already been demonstrated in educational contexts 

(McDaniel et al., 2007b). 

Researchers and practitioners do not always use verbatim repetitions of retrieval 

practice in criterial tests and exams. Instead, questions are used that ask for related 

information. Previous studies suggest that these questions may lead to impaired retrieval—a 

phenomenon dubbed retrieval induced forgetting (for an overview, see Bjork et al., 2014)—

and that this impairment depends on the question format (Carroll et al., 2007). Furthermore, 

research has also demonstrated that retrieval practice promoted retention of learning content 

not subject to retrieval practice (for an overview, see Pan and Rickard, 2018) and that the 

design of multiple-choice questions may affect whether unrelated learning content benefits 

from retrieval practice (Little et al., 2012). To investigate the potential moderating role of 

question format, we implemented two different testing conditions, one with short-answer 

questions and the other with multiple-choice questions in the practice test. 

The experiment was conducted in a university lecture with minimal intervention. 

Therefore, the learning content was the regular course material and the lecture was held as 

usual. The intervention took place in the last 10 min of a 90-min lesson. Furthermore, we 

measured learning outcomes (i.e., memory for the learning content) in criterial tests at three 

different times: before and after the final exam and half a year after the final exam. In the 

criterial tests, we also included questions that were not targeted in the testing conditions but 

contained related information as well as questions that targeted learning content not subject to 

testing or restudy, in order to control for differential effects of these question types on 

multiple-choice and short-answer testing. 

We expected a positive testing effect to occur. Furthermore, we examined as 

exploratory research questions whether the testing effect would depend on question format in 

the practice tests, the time of the criterial test, and retrievability. We reasoned that short-
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answer questions would be more suitable for prompting active retrieval of knowledge, 

leading to a stronger testing effect. Moreover, assuming that testing is a desirable learning 

difficulty, the benefits of testing vs. restudying might become visible, particularly at later 

criterial tests. Finally, retrievability might matter because the testing effect can only occur 

when retrieval is successful, especially when no feedback is given for responses in the 

practice tests. 

Method 

Participants 

Participants were 137 undergraduate students in their first semester, most of them 

female (71%) and students of psychology (92%). They participated in at least one lecture 

session and one criterial test. All students gave their informed and written consent prior to 

participation. Participants’ age ranged between 18 and 74 with a mean age of 23.15 (SD = 

7.74). 

Materials 

Test questions and restudy statements 

The content of seven lecture sessions of an introductory lecture in cognitive 

psychology was surveyed and 24 information units per session were identified. For each 

information unit, one summarizing statement, one short-answer question and one multiple-

choice question were created. Statements were created by summarizing the key information 

of the information unit in one sentence (e.g., “Prosopagnosia is a cognitive disorder of face 

perception in which the ability to recognize faces is impaired to the extent that the person 

becomes blind to faces.”). Short-answer questions were created by asking for the key 

information of the information unit (e.g. “What is prosopagnosia?”). Multiple-choice 

questions were created by adding four response options with only one correct answer to the 
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short-answer question (e.g., “What is prosopagnosia? (A) face blindness, (B) shape blindness, 

(C) color blindness, (D) object blindness”). 

Revision materials 

For each of the seven lecture sessions, eight information units were randomly drawn 

from the 24 information units prepared for this session. Based on the selected information 

units, revision materials were prepared for each lecture session. The revision materials 

consisted of a one-page questionnaire asking for basic demographic information and two 

pages of revision items corresponding to the selected information units, consisting of either 

(a) eight summarizing statements (restudy condition), (b) eight short-answer questions 

(testing, short-answer questions), or (c) eight multiple-choice questions (testing, multiple-

choice condition). In all three versions, information units were presented in the same order 

with four information units on each page. 

Criterial tests 

Three criterial tests (Criterial Tests 1 to 3) were constructed that consisted of 

questions based on the pool of 24 information units determined for each of the seven lecture 

sessions. The pool of questions was expanded by creating alternate versions of the questions 

used in the revision material. Alternate questions were created by asking for the key 

information in another way (e.g., “What is the medical term for face blindness?”). For each 

information unit, an alternate short-answer question and an alternate multiple-choice question 

were created. 

Each of the three criterial tests consisted of three components: (a) questions 

corresponding to information units included in the revision materials, (b) questions 

corresponding to information units not included in the revision materials, and (c) alternate 

questions, corresponding to information units but not identical to questions included in the 
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revision materials. Additionally, questions previously asked in criterial tests were also 

included in Criterial Tests 2 and 3. Table II.1 depicts the composition of the criterial tests and 

the total number of questions per criterial test. Most notably, the composition of Criterial Test 

3 differed from the composition of the other two criterial tests. This difference was due to a 

sampling error in the composition of the criterial tests.
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Table II.1 

Criterial Test Composition by Components and Repetition of Questions in Later Criterial Tests 

  

 

Criterial Test 1 Criterial Test 2 Criterial Test 3 

 

 

Questions Included in 

Study Material  

Questions Included in 

Study Material  

Questions Included in 

Study Material  

Previously Tested  

in Criterial Test Verbatim Alternate 

 

New 

Questions Verbatim Alternate 

New 

Questions Verbatim Alternate 

New 

Questions 

Yes    7 7 7 7 7 7 

No 14 14 14 14 14 14 0a 0a 7 

Total 42 63 28 

Note. aNot included because of a sampling error in the composition of the criterial tests.
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Each criterial test consisted of short-answer questions and multiple-choice questions 

in equal proportions. Two versions were created (Versions A and B) by altering the order of 

questions and the question format (i.e., multiple-choice questions vs. short-answer questions) 

of the same question between criterial test versions so that all multiple-choice questions in 

Version A were short-answer questions in Version B and vice versa. All study materials are 

made available upon request to interested researchers. 

Scoring 

Multiple-choice questions were scored with 1 when only the correct option was 

ticked (correct answer) vs. 0 when a distractor was ticked or no response was given (incorrect 

or missing response). Short-answer questions were scored with 1 (correct response) vs. 0 

(incorrect or missing response). Two independent raters scored all responses to short-answer 

questions. Inter-rater reliability was high across all lectures and criterial tests (6855 

observations, Cohen’s κ = .87) and thus scores from only one rater was included in the 

analyses. The performance scores based on both question types served as dependent variable. 

Procedure 

General procedure 

The study was conducted over a period of two semesters. In the first semester 

(October 2015–February 2016), a weekly introductory psychology lecture was taught that 

covered basic principles of cognitive psychology. In lecture Sessions 4 to 10, the 

manipulation of review condition (testing with multiple-choice or short-answer questions) 

took place. The three criterial tests, which assessed the learning of content taught in the seven 

lecture sessions, were administered unannounced to the students at scheduled times after the 

last lecture with learning content (i.e., after Session 10). Criterial Test 1 was administered one 

week after Session 10. Criterial Test 2 was administered in the first session of the second 
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semester (April 2016–July 2016), 12 weeks after Session 10, and Criterial Test 3 was 

administered in the final session of the second semester, 23 weeks after Session 10. 

 Procedure during the lecture sessions 

In each of the lecture Sessions 4–10, the last 10 min were reserved for the 

manipulation of the review condition. Participation was voluntary. Students were allowed to 

leave the lecture hall after the end of the regular lecture. Research assistants then 

administered the review materials, assigning participants randomly to one of the three review 

conditions (testing with multiple-choice questions, testing with short-answer questions, or 

restudy). Participants first filled in basic demographic information. They were then given 4 

min to complete each page of the two pages of revision items. This was the sole opportunity 

to review the learning content according to one of the three conditions. Finally, participants 

were thanked for their participation, and the materials were collected. 

Criterial tests 

All students present in the respective lecture sessions were allowed to take Criterial 

Test 1, 2, or 3, irrespective of previous participation in the study. In each of these sessions, 

the two versions of the criterial test were then administered in an alternating way so that 

participants sitting next to each other received different versions. Students were allowed 45 

min to complete the test and could leave when they finished. 

Design 

The design was a 3 x 3 within-subjects design with the independent variables review 

condition (multiple-choice test, short-answer test, restudy) and time of test (Criterial Tests 1–

3 at 1, 12, and 23 weeks after the final lecture session). Each participant received one of two 

versions of each criterial test, which differed in format (short-answer vs. multiple-choice 
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question) and order of questions. The dependent variable was the performance (percent 

correct) on the multiple-choice and short-answer questions in the criterial tests. 

The design was implemented by randomly assigning participants in Sessions 4–10 

of the focal lecture to one of the three review conditions. Likewise, participants were 

assigned to one of the two test versions of the criterial tests administered at each time of test. 

Figure II.1 depicts the number of participants that were assigned to each review condition in 

the seven lecture sessions. The random allocation led to equal distributions of participants 

across review conditions. Similarly, participants were evenly distributed to the criterial test 

versions (Versions A:B) in Criterial Tests 1 (n = 32:33), 2 (n = 40:40), and 3 (n = 25:28). We 

assume that missing data is missing completely at random and thus inferences can proceed by 

analyzing the observed data only (Ibrahim and Molenberghs, 2009). 
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Figure II.1 

Participation by Condition and Session 

 

Results 

We estimated generalized linear mixed effect models (GLMMs) with a logit-link 

function (Dixon, 2008) with the R package lme4 (Bates et al., 2015). 

For comparisons between conditions and extracting mean performance scores for 

different experimental conditions the R package lsmeans was used (Lenth, 2016). For all 

significance tests, Type I error probability was set to .05 (one-tailed for testing directed 

hypotheses). Participants and test items were included as random effects (random intercepts) 

in all models. 

Separate models were estimated to examine the testing effect based on short-answer 

questions and the testing effect based on multiple-choice questions. In each of the two 

models, the testing condition was compared to the restudy condition that involved reading the 

summarizing statements that provided the correct answer (dummy-coded: testing = 1, restudy 

= 0). We additionally tested whether the testing effect depended on the time of the criterial 
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test by including two dummy-coded predictors for Criterial Test 2 and Criterial Test 3 

(Criterial Test 1 was the reference condition coded with 0 in both predictors) and the 

interactions of these predictors with testing vs. restudying. In addition, the models included 

the retrievability of learned information in form of two dummy-coded predictors that 

contrasted items of medium retrievability and low retrievability with items of high 

retrievability as the reference condition. We examined whether higher retrievability rates 

were associated with a larger testing effect. To construct this predictor, we grouped the short-

answer questions and the multiple-choice questions separately into three equally sized, 

ordered categories (tertiles) according to their difficulty in the practice tests. To avoid 

distortions from extreme values, we discarded the lowest and the highest 5% of the 

distribution before the grouping. Item difficulties to the multiple-choice questions were 

corrected for guessing. For each of the two item types (short-answer and multiple-choice 

questions), grouping resulted in three categories of items with high (short-answer questions: 

item difficulties from 46% to 81%; multiple-choice questions: 78% to 100%), medium (short 

answer questions: 25% to 45%; multiple-choice questions: 53% to 77%), or low retrievability 

(short answer questions: 5% to 24%; multiple-choice questions: 0% to 53%). Finally, the 

models included the interaction of retrievability with testing vs. restudying. All predictors and 

their interactions were entered simultaneously in the models. 

Effects of Testing with Short-Answer Questions 

The model estimates for the effects of testing with short-answer questions can be 

found in Table II.2 (left columns). This model revealed a positive effect for testing (β = 0.44, 

SE = 0.24, p = .033, one-tailed). However, the interaction of testing vs. restudying with the 

predictor comparing low to high retrievability was significant (β = -0.60, SE = 0.28, p = .016, 

one-tailed). Likewise, the interaction with the predictor comparing medium to high 
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retrievability was significant (β = -0.66, SE = 0.35, p = .030, one-tailed). Planned contrasts 

revealed a testing effect only for items with high retrievability (z = 1.85, p = .032, one-tailed) 

but not for items with medium (z = -0.74, p = .771, one-tailed) or low retrievability (z = -0.66, 

p = .746, one-tailed) (Figure II.2). 

 

Figure II.2 

Testing with short-answer questions 

Note. Mean probability of correct responses (with standard errors) in all criterial test items 

(back-transformed from the logits in the GLMM) by retrievability and review condition 

(testing vs. restudy). 
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Table II.2 

Model Parameters 

 Short-Answer Questions Multiple-Choice Questions 

Parameter β SE z p β SE z p 

Intercept -0.34 0.25 -1.36 .173 0.07 0.29 0.25 .803 

Testing 0.44 0.24 1.84 .033a -0.42 0.24 -1.76 .078 

Criterial Test 2 0.80 0.27 2.96 .003 0.74 0.29 2.55 .011 

Criterial Test 3 0.11 0.38 0.30 .768 0.38 0.42 0.91 .361 

Testing x 

Criterial Test 2 
-0.14 0.22 -0.63 .531 0.12 0.22 0.55 .583 

Testing x 

Criterial Test 3 
-0.23 0.32 -0.73 .468 -0.11 0.34 -0.33 .739 

Low retrievability 0.03 0.25 0.10 .917 -0.31 0.25 -1.23 .219 

Medium retrievability 0.09 0.23 0.40 .692 -0.35 0.27 -1.33 .184 

Testing x 

Low retrievability 
-0.60 0.28 -2.14 .016a 0.17 0.27 0.62 .534 

Testing x 

Medium retrievability 
-0.66 0.35 -1.88 .030a 0.060 0.37 0.16 .872 

         

NParticipants 92 91 

NItems 77 77 

Note. Parameter estimates for the models estimating the effect of testing with short-answer 

questions and multiple-choice questions, time of test, and retrievability on short-answer 

questions and multiple-choice questions on learning performance in the criterial tests. Testing 

(dummy-coded: testing = 1, restudy = 0). Criterial Test 2 (dummy-coded: Criterial Test 2 = 1, 

Criterial Test 1 = 0). Criterial Test 3 (dummy-coded: Criterial Test 3 = 1, Criterial Test 1 = 

0). Low retrievability (dummy-coded: low retrievability = 1, high retrievability = 0). Medium 

retrievability (dummy-coded: medium retrievability = 1, high retrievability = 0). ap values 

refer to one-tailed tests for β > 0. Other p values refer to two-tailed tests. 
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The interactions with time of tests were not significant, suggesting that the testing 

effect obtained for short-answer questions was independent of the time of test. However, 

there was a main effect of the predictor comparing Criterial Test 2 to Criterial Test 1. The 

probability of giving a correct response was higher at Criterial Test 2 (P = .61, SE = .04) 

compared to Criterial Test 1 (P = .43, SE = .05). 

Effects of Testing with Multiple-Choice Questions 

The model estimates for the effects of testing with multiple-choice questions can be 

found in Table II.2 (right columns). No effect of testing vs. restudying emerged. None of the 

interaction effects of testing with time of test or retrievability were significant. Again, there 

was a main effect of the predictor comparing Criterial Test 2 to Criterial Test 1. The 

probability of correct responses was higher at Criterial Test 2 (P = .62, SE = .05) compared to 

Criterial Test 1 (P = .42, SE = .05). 

In sum, the results indicated no testing effect for multiple-choice questions. 

Discussion 

The present study investigated the testing effect in a university education setting by 

implementing a minimal intervention in an existing university course. In contrast to many 

previous studies with a similar aim, we took care to avoid confounding factors and based our 

study on an experimental design. The main finding was a testing effect for practice tests 

based on short-answer questions, provided that participants in the testing condition were able 

to retrieve this content. No evidence was found for a testing effect for practice tests based on 

multiple-choice questions. 

Our study method shares many features with lab experiments investigating the net 

testing effect (e.g., Roediger and Karpicke, 2006a, Experiment 1), with the obvious 

difference being that the setting of the current experiment was in real-world educational 
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context. Although this difference alone could have contributed to the lack of an overall 

testing effect, two other factors are likely to affect the testing effect in laboratory and 

educational contexts. Most research uses a repetition of the entire learning content in the 

restudy condition, but exact repetitions are difficult to implement in real-world educational 

contexts because of time constraints, that is, usually only selected information is restudied. 

Participants in our study studied summaries of important aspects of the lecture. In this regard, 

Kornell et al. (2012) argued that restudying the material in the same way might overestimate 

the testing effect, but they also provided evidence that testing might be superior to restudying 

non-exact repetition of study material. 

The testing effect for practice tests based on short answer questions depended on 

retrievability of the initially learned content. A testing effect occurred for only questions with 

a high retrievability, that is, mean retrievability rates between 46% to 81%. This finding is in 

line with previous findings from laboratory experiments (Rowland, 2014) and with the 

bifurcation model (Halamish and Bjork, 2011; Kornell et al., 2011). The bifurcation model 

states that the superiority of testing without feedback compared to restudying depends on the 

amount of successfully retrieved items in the testing condition. Support for the bifurcation 

model comes from Rowlands (2014) meta-analysis that revealed no testing effect for 

laboratory experiments with no corrective feedback and retrievability rates of less than or 

equal to 50%. Our findings can thus be regarded as additional support of the bifurcation 

model in educational contexts. These findings also extend the existing research, because the 

testing effect, although implemented through a minimalistic intervention, was stable over a 

period of at least 23 weeks. 

In line with findings from lab experiments investigating the net testing effect, a 

testing effect emerged for short-answer questions after a single presentation of these 
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questions. Lab experiments investigating repeated testing without feedback also revealed a 

net testing effect (Roediger and Karpicke, 2006a, Experiment 2; Wirebring et al., 2015). 

Repeated short-answer testing might be even more potent in an educational setting than short-

answer testing on a single occasion. Future studies should compare these two ways to 

implement short-answer testing in educational settings. 

In contrast to testing based on short-answer questions, no testing effect emerged for 

practice tests based on multiple-choice questions. This pattern of effects is in line with 

current theories of the testing effect that emphasize the role of cognitive effort during 

retrieval (Bjork, 1994; Pyc and Rawson, 2009). Questions that prompt effortful retrieval are 

likely to elicit stronger testing effects. The multiple-choice questions used in the present 

study were relatively easy (compared to the short-answer questions). Two-thirds of the items 

were solved correctly in most of the cases, suggesting that participants spent relatively little 

effort in retrieving the relevant information from long-term memory. Moreover, multiple-

choice questions may have a negative effect on learning retention because of the presence of 

distracters (lures). Roediger and Marsh (2005) have shown that multiple-choice testing may 

lead participants to answer later criterial tests with false information. Further research 

suggests that this impact can be lessened by corrective feedback (Marsh et al., 2012). In the 

present study, no corrective feedback was given, implying that the distracting information 

could have influenced the performance on the criterial tests, counteracting the testing effect. 

The experimental design in a field study is a strength of the present study, but the 

method also presents some limitations. Compared to laboratory experiments, external 

influences potentially play a much greater role in a field setting. For the present study, the 

extent that other factors (e.g., metamemorial, metacognitive, or motivational factors) 

influenced learning behavior during lectures and review conditions, when taking the criterial 

tests, or in the days and weeks between the lectures and the criterial tests is unknown. For 
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example, the performance in the criterial tests increased steeply from the first to the second 

criterial test, which is likely caused by participants’ increased study activities in preparation 

for the upcoming exam. Participation in the study in each of the lectures was voluntary, 

which might have caused selection effects. However, it must be noted that these selection 

effects likely affected all experimental conditions to the same extent, because participants 

were unaware of the review condition that they would be assigned to when they made their 

decision to participate. 

Another limitation that our study shares with other studies on the testing effect is the 

potential confound of test properties for the practice and criterial tests. For example, multiple-

choice questions not eliciting a testing effect might be due to the low demand on retrieval 

effort involved in answering multiple-choice questions (e.g., Nguyen and McDaniel, 2015). 

Thus, drawing conclusions that multiple-choice questions are generally unsuitable for 

eliciting a testing effect would be premature. 

To conclude, this research contributes to the literature by demonstrating a testing 

effect for practice tests with short-answer questions in the real-world educational context of a 

university lecture. Previous research has examined the testing effect, normally combined with 

additional features or based on quasi-experimental designs, which has hindered interpretation 

of the testing effect reported in these studies. In contrast, the present study provides clear 

evidence for the claim that answering short answer questions only once and without 

feedback, compared to restudying key points of the lecture, benefits retention of learning 

content even beyond the final exam. However, one important condition is that the difficulty 

of these questions must be at a level such that students are able to answer most of these 

questions correctly. To use the testing effect to foster learning, educational practitioners 

should identify the most important topics of their lecture, teach these thoroughly, and use 
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short-answer testing to solidify the knowledge about these topics. Finally, presenting students 

with multiple-choice questions might be ineffective, compared to restudying key points of the 

lecture. Given these findings, we advise practitioners to use short-answer testing rather than 

multiple-choice testing to foster learning in university lectures. 
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Abstract. Proponents of the testing effect claim that answering questions from 

memory about the learning content benefits retention of learning content more than does 

additional restudying—even when learners do not receive feedback in form of correct 

answers. In educational contexts, evidence for this claim is scarce and points toward 

differential effects for different question formats: Benefits emerged for short-answer 

questions but not for multiple-choice questions, presumably because multiple-choice 

questions require cognitive effort and active retrieval to a lesser extent than short-answer 

questions. The present study implemented a minimal intervention design in five sessions of 

an introductory psychology lecture. In each session, participants reviewed core lecture 

content by answering short-answer questions, multiple-choice questions, or reading 

summarizing statements. An unannounced test measured the retention of learning content. 

Bayesian analyses revealed a positive testing effect for short-answer questions that was 

strongest in items that were most difficult to retrieve. Analyses also provided evidence for the 

absence of a testing effect for multiple-choice questions. These results suggest that short-

answer testing but not multiple-choice testing is beneficial in higher education contexts, even 

without feedback.
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Practitioners need to know what techniques work when trying to foster retention of 

learned content. Research on the testing effect suggests that taking tests is more effective for 

retention than other practice techniques such as restudying (e.g., Karpicke, 2017; Roediger & 

Karpicke, 2006a; Rowland, 2014). The beneficial effects of taking tests have been found 

independent of the provision of subsequent feedback and can be explained by an active recall 

from memory when trying to produce the correct answer (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006a). 

Consequently, researchers have advocated the use of tests in educational contexts to improve 

learning (Dunlosky et al., 2013). Many studies have investigated the testing effect in real-

world educational settings such as actual classrooms (for meta-analyses, see Adesope et al., 

2017; Schwieren et al., 2017). However, most of these studies did not address a question of 

highest relevance to practitioners: Do students benefit from answering questions without 

feedback more that they would from restudying the material? The extant studies on retrieval 

practice in educational settings either compare taking tests to doing nothing or provide 

feedback after taking a test, which makes it impossible to differentiate the effects of 

answering questions from the effects of additional feedback (Moreira et al., 2019). Moreover, 

a related, equally relevant question is what type of question format should be used to elicit 

positive effects when practice tests are used without feedback. 

Should learners practice test questions or should they restudy learned content in real-

world educational settings, whenever feedback on the test is unavailable? Proponents of the 

testing effect have established the superiority of testing without feedback over restudy in 

laboratory research (Moreira et al., 2019; Rowland, 2014). Furthermore, findings from 

simulated-classroom studies suggest that the question format seems to be crucial for testing 

effects when feedback is withheld: Whereas short-answer testing was found to be superior to 

restudying, multiple-choice testing was not (e.g., Butler & Roediger, 2007). To our 
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knowledge, only one study investigated testing effects for different question formats without 

feedback in real-world educational settings and it has found a similar pattern concerning the 

question format (Greving & Richter, 2018). These findings are in line with theoretical 

frameworks of the testing effect that assume retrieval to be the most effective when it is 

effortful and successful (R. A. Bjork, 1994; Pyc & Rawson, 2009). We argue that the testing 

effect in educational settings without feedback is underexplored. Moreover, we argue that 

multiple-choice questions used in simulated and actual classrooms studies did not elicit 

testing effects because they likely stimulated not enough effortful retrieval to promote 

retention. The present study examined testing effects in a real-world educational context 

without feedback and employed short-answer questions as well as multiple-choice questions 

that were designed to encourage more effortful retrieval. By doing so, it ultimately aims at 

determining the practical value of testing with different question formats for learning contexts 

where feedback is not available.  

Before explaining the rationale of the study in more detail, we will discuss research 

on the testing effect from laboratory studies and studies conducted in educational contexts, 

while also covering the theoretical and practical relevance of investigating the testing effect 

without feedback. We then outline findings and theoretical frameworks that support the 

assumption of differential effects of multiple-choice and short-answer questions on the 

testing effect. In this context, we will also discuss the crucial role of retrievability, that is the 

classification of items as being mostly successfully retrieved during practice testing or not, 

for the effect of testing without feedback on retention. 

Direct and Mediated Testing Effects 

The testing effect describes the beneficial effects of taking tests or quizzes on 

retention compared to restudying the content that is tested. Retention is usually measured by 
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a criterial test that takes place sometime after testing and restudying. Roediger and Karpicke 

(2006a) proposed to distinguish between direct and mediated testing effects. Direct testing 

effects are thought to be beneficial because of the active retrieval process compared to no 

retrieval processes when restudying. Mediated testing effects are not the result of retrieval 

process but instead the result of additional processes that have been triggered by testing. As 

an example, imagine students attending a lecture and either answering test questions on core 

content about the lecture or restudying the content. Imagine further that students are informed 

about their respective practice activity beforehand and that they will also receive feedback in 

the form of the correct answer. This example illustrates how the test expectancy can lead to 

heightened attention in the lecture, and feedback can lead to additional study effort, 

especially for content that has not been retrieved correctly. Expectancy and feedback 

processes should lead to better retention of the lecture content, mediating the testing effect 

because they are not attributable to retrieval processes (McDaniel & Little, 2019; Roediger, 

Putnam, et al., 2011). Conversely, direct testing effects emerge when all mediated testing 

effects have been controlled, either statistically or by using an appropriate experimental 

design and setup (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006a). However, a recent review of testing in 

educational contexts identified that all reviewed studies had employed feedback or had not 

compared testing to another activity (Moreira et al., 2019). This lack of experimental rigor 

and potentially mediated testing effects might explain why results obtained in applied 

research differs from findings in in the laboratory. It is thus important to investigate whether 

direct testing effects also apply in real-world educational settings.  

Aside from theory-driven purposes, investigating the direct testing effect is also 

relevant for practitioners. Teachers and students should know, for a number of reasons, 

whether the effort of retrieving the correct answer alone can promote retention. Most 
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importantly, feedback is time-consuming and the time spent on processing feedback could 

also be spent on other learning processes. It has been found that feedback can have negative 

net effects on learning when total learning time was fixed (Hays et al., 2010). Furthermore, 

feedback also requires learners to invest effort. This constraint seems relevant especially 

when students use self-testing as a learning strategy during their self-regulated learning 

activities (Zepeda & Nokes-Malach, 2021). Greving, Lenhard and Richter (2021) found that 

in such a learning situation, students rarely ever seek feedback, for example by going back to 

the learning materials, even when they fail to give the correct answer. Practitioners should 

therefore know whether providing learners with test questions alone is beneficial for fostering 

retention or if practitioners are required to provide additional feedback in order to render 

practice tests effective for learning. 

Testing Effects in Laboratory and Educational Settings 

Distinguishing between direct and mediated testing effects becomes crucial when 

comparing findings from different experimental settings and for the application of tests in 

real-world educational contexts. Recent meta-analyses provide evidence for the assumption 

that testing effects can reliably be found in laboratory studies (Adesope et al., 2017; Phelps, 

2012; Rowland, 2014) and in real-world educational contexts (Adesope et al., 2017; 

Schwieren et al., 2017). The effect sizes determined in these meta-analyses are medium to 

large for laboratory studies (Cohen’s d/Hedges’ g ranging from 0.50 to 0.61) and studies in 

real-world educational contexts (0.54 to 0.67). However, the two experimental settings differ 

in the number of additional moderators and processes that can be experimentally manipulated 

and controlled. Laboratory studies usually control for these moderators by means of method 

designs such as using random assignment to practice conditions, using artificial material that 

can only be (re)studied in the laboratory, and equating exposure time of practice conditions 
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(Roediger & Karpicke, 2006a). The extant literature on the testing effect also provides 

evidence on the impact of specific moderators, for example, the provision of feedback 

(Rowland, 2014). Consequently, meta-analyses on laboratory studies can provide a good 

estimate of direct testing effects. In contrast, studies in educational settings often investigate 

testing effects with the goal of maximizing ecological validity while also using research 

designs that allow dissociating direct and mediated testing effects or that do not involve 

strong control conditions. Consequently, past research in these settings often included 

feedback (e.g., Bell et al., 2015; Carpenter et al., 2009; Cranney et al., 2009; Glass et al., 

2008; Goossens et al., 2016; Kromann et al., 2009; Larsen et al., 2009; Leeming, 2002; 

Leggett et al., 2019; Lyle & Crawford, 2011; Mayer et al., 2009; McDaniel et al., 2007, 2011, 

2012, 2013; McDermott et al., 2014; Roediger, Agarwal, et al., 2011; Stenlund et al., 2016, 

2017; Trumbo et al., 2016; Weinstein et al., 2016). Furthermore, many studies conducted in 

real-world educational settings did investigate the effects of direct and indirect testing effects 

but did not compare it to other activities that are known to promote retention such as 

restudying (e.g., Batsell et al., 2017; Bell et al., 2015; E. L. Bjork et al., 2014; Downs, 2015; 

Foss & Pirozzolo, 2017; Glass et al., 2008;  Johnson & Kiviniemi, 2009; Khanna, 2015; Lyle 

& Crawford, 2011; Marsh et al., 2012; Mayer et al., 2009; McDaniel et al., 2007, 2011, 2013; 

Shapiro & Gordon, 2012; Vojdanoska et al., 2010). To summarize the methodological 

challenge, research in laboratory settings provides evidence of direct testing effects, whereas 

a large body of research on testing effects in educational settings investigates testing effects 

in way that direct and mediated effects cannot be distinguished, or they do not determine 

direct testing effects using practically relevant control conditions. Consequently, generalizing 

the beneficial effects of testing alone (without feedback) to real-world educational contexts is 

hardly possible. This predicament holds especially true for unmediated, direct testing effects. 
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In an attempt to close this gap, some studies have investigated the direct testing 

effect in real-world educational settings while minimizing methodological issues. These 

studies employed a simulated classroom by instructing participants to watch recordings of 

actual lectures or to read text passages (Butler & Roediger, 2007; Einstein et al., 2012; Kang 

et al., 2007; Nungester & Duchastel, 1982). Participants then practiced learning content by 

answering multiple-choice, short-answer questions, or by restudying. Results from these 

studies indicate that the testing effect depended on the question format. Short-answer testing 

was beneficial compared to restudying, whereas multiple-choice testing was not (but see 

Nungester & Duchastel, 1982).  

Additional evidence comes from studies that investigate beneficial effects of testing 

without feedback in comparison to restudying in actual educational settings while using 

learning material designed for the purpose of the investigation (Bing, 1984; Jaeger et al., 

2015; Lipko-Speed et al., 2014). Among these studies, only Jaeger and colleagues reported 

testing without feedback to outperform a restudy condition. It should be noted that in the 

presented studies both in simulated and actual classrooms, participants encountered learning 

material that had no direct practical relevance for them, unlike in real classrooms. It is 

therefore reasonable to assume that actual learning differs from learning in these studies in 

terms of motivation, personal involvement, and effort and thus generalizability of these 

findings to direct testing effects in real-world educational settings is limited. 

By far the closest approximation to direct testing effects in educational settings 

comes from studies comparing the effects of testing without feedback to restudying while 

using actual course material (Greving & Richter, 2018; Palmer et al., 2019; Thomas et al., 

2020). Palmer and colleagues had students that attended lecture sessions either answer open-
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ended questions about that lecture or rewatch the lecture. In a criterial test, one week later no 

differences occurred regarding the retention of lecture content. 

Thomas et al. (2020) restructured an existing university course to investigate the 

beneficial effects of 10-minute practice of multiple-choice questions with and without 

feedback as compared to 10-minute restudying on the retention of the content of 20-minute 

lectures. The authors report beneficial effects of testing irrespective of feedback over 

restudying. However, it is questionable whether this benefit reflects direct testing effects. For 

one, manipulation of practice after lectures occurred within-subjects after four weeks. Within 

these four weeks, participants repeatedly experienced the same condition twice per class and 

each class twice per week, resulting in approximately 16 practice sessions of the same kind 

before the conditions were altered. Thus, students were able to anticipate the type of practice 

for which an extra effort would be helpful. This is especially worrying since practice test 

performance counted toward students’ final grades and students might have altered their 

learning behavior and strategies, because they were motivated to get good grades. In sum, the 

results found by Thomas et al. might well be the result of indirect testing effects. 

Greving and Richter (2018) studied the testing effect in the context of an existing 

university lecture. After attending lecture sessions, students were assigned randomly to 

review conditions. Practice was limited to the last 10 min of a 90-minutes lecture without the 

possibility to revisit the material or receive feedback. Performance in practice sessions and on 

surprise criterial tests did not count toward students’ final grades. Practice questions in the 

lab study by Butler and Roediger (2007) were selected because of their high retrievability 

(i.e., items that were answered correctly most of the time and are thus easy in terms of item 

difficulty), whereas Greving and Richter (2018) assessed the retrievability in the practice 

sessions. More precisely, they used the difficulty of the items used in the practice sessions to 
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define groups of items that differed in retrievability. Findings across different retention 

intervals were in line with the results from most simulated-classroom studies. Practicing 

short-answer questions led to more retention than restudying, whereas practicing multiple-

choice questions did not. However, a testing effect for short-answer questions occurred for 

highly retrievable items only. 

The findings from most simulated-classroom studies and Greving and Richter 

(2018) that multiple-choice testing is not better than restudying seems to contradict the 

findings from meta-analyses showing robust testing effects for multiple-choice questions 

(Adesope et al., 2017; Rowland, 2014). However, these meta-analyses notably used 

laboratory studies only (Rowland, 2014) or to a large extent (88%; Adesope et al., 2017) and 

comparisons between laboratory studies and studies in educational contexts might be difficult 

for the reasons outlined above. Furthermore, the results of most simulated-classroom studies 

and the study by Greving and Richter also seem to be at odds with some studies conducted in 

real-world educational settings, suggesting that multiple-choice questions elicit a testing 

effect (Thomas et al., 2020). In their review of the literature on testing effects in educational 

contexts, Moreira et al. (2019) provided evidence for the existence of testing effects for 

multiple-choice questions and even an advantage of multiple-choice over short-answer 

testing. However, Moreira et al. also acknowledged that all reviewed studies provided 

feedback or used a weak control condition (e.g., no learning activity). Whereas provision of 

feedback makes it impossible to differentiate between direct or mediated testing effects, the 

activity in the control condition determines whether found differences between testing and 

control conditions bear practical implications.  

To summarize, studies investigating direct testing effects in educational settings – in 

a way that such effects can be isolated from mediated testing effects – are scarce and often 
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found short-answer testing not to be superior to restudying (Bing, 1984; Lipko-Speed et al., 

2014; Palmer et al., 2019). Most simulated-classroom studies as well as an investigation in an 

existing university course by Greving and Richter (2018) support the idea that in educational 

settings, answering short-answer questions compared to restudying seems to be beneficial for 

learning, which is similar to findings from laboratory research. Answering multiple-choice 

questions, however, has only been shown to be superior in laboratory research or when other 

mediating factors such as feedback were present. Studies from applied educational contexts 

when controlling for these factors found no difference between multiple-choice testing and 

restudying, except when practice tests were likely to elicit indirect testing effects (Thomas et 

al., 2020). 

Theoretical Accounts on the Testing Effect and the Role of Effortful and Successful 

Retrieval 

Reviewing theoretical frameworks of the testing effect, such as the desirable 

difficulty framework (R. A. Bjork, 1994), the new theory of disuse (R. A. Bjork & Bjork, 

2006), and the retrieval effort hypothesis (Pyc & Rawson, 2009), can help to understand why 

the testing effect might differ between question formats and also highlights the relevance of 

another potential moderator, retrievability of the knowledge that is tested. The available 

theories all incorporate the assumption that the retrieval process causes the direct testing 

effect and that more effortful retrieval leads to better retention of the learned material, which 

is why testing should lead to better retention than restudying. Furthermore, retrievability 

plays a crucial role in all of these theoretical frameworks. When the correct information 

cannot be retrieved from memory, testing has no benefits compared to restudying (e.g., Jang 

et al., 2014). Retrievability matters most when practice testing is used without feedback, 

because in this situation, only learners who retrieve the correct answer are likely to strengthen 

the memory trace of the to-be-learnt information, enhancing its later retrievability. In 
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contrast, learners who are unable to retrieve the correct answer essentially learn nothing 

because they can benefit neither from the direct testing effect nor from using feedback to 

encode (or be reminded of) the correct answer.  

Multiple-choice and short-answer questions differ in the processing that results in 

correct answers and—given these theoretical underpinnings—should consequently lead to 

different testing effects (e.g., Karpicke, 2017). The beneficial effects of testing seem to 

depend largely on the depth of processing involved in the retrieval process (Carpenter & 

Delosh, 2006; Rowland, 2014). This fundamental account of the testing effect also provides 

an explanation for different test formats being more or less beneficial. Free recall and short-

answer questions often (although not always) require deeper processing than multiple-choice 

questions. Depending on the knowledge of the test-taker, multiple choice questions may be 

solved with different strategies, including the elimination of distracters, which involves 

knowledge retrieval (Little, Frickey, & Fung, 2019). However, if the correct response directly 

matches learnt information, multiple choice questions can be answered based on the 

recognition of the correct response only and often do not active retrieval. In that case, 

multiple choice questions are less likely to lead to a direct testing effect than short answer 

tests. Glover (1989) has shown that free and cued recall lead to more pronounced testing 

effects than recognition tasks. One additional difference between the question formats is that 

researchers and practitioners do not always use verbatim repetitions of retrieval practice in 

criterial tests and exams. Instead, questions are used that ask for related information. Previous 

studies suggest that these questions may lead to impaired retrieval, a phenomenon dubbed 

retrieval-induced forgetting and is most pronounced when practicing multiple-choice 

questions (Carroll et al., 2007). However, research suggests that context variables exist that 

prevent students from experiencing retrieval-induced forgetting such as delay between initial 
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test and criterial test (Chan, 2009) and learning coherent information (Little et al., 2011). 

Furthermore, prior investigations of multiple-choice questions in real-world educational 

settings yielded findings that are inconsistent with retrieval-induced forgetting induced by 

multiple-choice questions (E. L. Bjork et al., 2014). 

Based on the assumption that the adverse effects occur because of shallow 

processing and mere recognition tasks, deep processing and effortful retrieval should provide 

beneficial testing effects. Constructing test items in a manner that triggers active retrieval 

processes may lead to higher direct testing effects (Little et al., 2012). The lack of direct 

testing effects for multiple-choice testing could therefore be explained by the usage of 

multiple-choice questions that do not invoke active retrieval. 

Rationale of the Present Study 

Based on our discussion of previous research on the testing effect, investigations in 

educational settings should target the direct testing effect, that is, the beneficial effects of 

testing compared to restudying that are mainly attributable to practicing learned content, 

similar to laboratory experiments investigating the testing effect in laboratory research (e.g., 

Roediger & Karpicke, 2006b). The aim of the present study was to re-examine differential 

direct testing effects in a university course and to conceptually replicate the field experiment 

by Greving and Richter (2018). To ensure a high level of internal and external validity, we 

took several measures in the original study and its conceptual replication. First, participants 

who had just attended a lecture were assigned randomly to either answering short-answer 

questions, multiple-choice questions, or reading summarizing statements about core lecture 

content. No feedback was provided in either condition. This random assignment following 

each lecture was done because previous research informed participants beforehand whether 

the learning content would be tested and this information might have an effect on initial study 
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behavior (e.g., Batsell et al., 2017; Daniel & Broida, 2004; Trumbo et al., 2016). Other 

studies simply varied conditions between classes, rendering it impossible to differentiate 

effects of the manipulation from effects of the classes (Batsell et al., 2017; Cranney et al., 

2009; Khanna, 2015; Leeming, 2002; Mayer et al., 2009; Vojdanoska et al., 2010). Second, 

the present study aimed at equating exposure time of all review conditions. Previous research 

allowed for multiple testing, resulting in differing exposure times and making it impossible to 

estimate the value of each testing occasion (Downs, 2015; Johnson & Kiviniemi, 2009; 

McDaniel et al., 2012; Stenlund et al., 2016; Trumbo et al., 2016; Wiklund-Hörnqvist et al., 

2014; Yong & Lim, 2016). Third, in an attempt to approximate learning assessments in a 

realistic setting, the criterial test contained not only questions identical to those used on the 

practice tests but also alternate (near-transfer) versions that asked for the same knowledge in 

a different way.  

In the original study by Greving & Richter (2018), retention for learning content was 

assessed using three unannounced criterial tests assessing practiced and unpracticed content. 

The procedure in the present study deviated from the original study by administering only 

one criterial test, given that Greving and Richter found the same pattern of results across all 

criterial tests. The procedures also differed in retrieval difficulty in answering multiple-choice 

questions. Multiple-choice testing has been found to not produce testing effects because of 

the comparably shallow processing and effortless retrieval needed to answer these questions. 

To investigate the potential of practicing multiple-choice questions, care was taken to foster 

productive retrieval in multiple-choice questions. To this end, multiple-choice questions were 

modified in a way that required respondents to mark every option which correctly answered a 

question (multiple-response questions; for other terms, see Verbic, 2012). Instead of only 

recognizing the correct answer among the options, each or none of the provided response 
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options might be correct and respondents needed to retrieve all information to individually 

decide for each option whether it is correct or not. Multiple-response questions have been 

found to increase item difficulty by reducing guessing effects (Kubinger & Gottschall, 2007). 

Given that all response options can be correct or incorrect at the same time, response options 

are more competitive than simple multiple-choice questions. It has been shown that 

competitive responses options trigger more productive retrieval processes than their non-

competitive counterparts (Little et al. 2012). The present study investigate whether these 

possible effects also play out in a realistic learning environment. 

We expected to conceptually replicate the findings of Greving and Richter (2018). In 

particular, we expected a positive effect of short-answer testing and no positive testing effect 

for multiple-choice questions, and we expected retrievability to similarly influence the testing 

effect such that higher levels of retrievability should yield bigger testing effects. 

Method 

Participants 

Participants were 53 undergraduate students in their second semester, most of them 

female (74%) and psychology majors (98%). They participated in at least one lecture session 

and in the criterial test. All students gave their informed and written consent prior to 

participation. Participants’ age ranged between 19 and 47 years with a mean age of 23.51 (SD 

= 6.53) years. To be admitted to a psychology program at a German university, students must 

have achieved very good grades in the university entrance exam (the German Abitur, i.e. the 

school leaving certificate of the academic-track high school). Therefore, it may be assumed 

that the overall achievement level in the sample is high. The course was an introductory 

psychology lecture aimed at students in their first terms, teaching basic principles of 

cognitive psychology. The university is a regular public German university (Universität) and 
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does not differ much from other public regular universities in terms of subject range, degrees 

offered, and teaching requirements. For the reported study, no ethics approval was required 

per the guidelines of the university or national guidelines. However, the study has been 

conducted in an ethical and responsible manner and is in full compliance with all relevant 

codes of experimentation and legislation. 

Materials 

Test Questions and Restudy Statements 

The content of five lecture sessions of an introductory lecture on the psychology of 

learning, emotion, and motivation was surveyed and 24 information units per session were 

identified. For each information unit, one summarizing statement, one short-answer question, 

and one multiple-choice question were created. Summarizing statements were created by 

summarizing key concepts of the information unit in one sentence (e.g., “Extending 

emotional reactions that have been learned in response to certain stimuli to new stimuli that 

are similar to the original stimuli is called stimulus generalization”). Short-answer questions 

were created by asking for explications of the key concepts in the information unit (e.g. 

“Please describe the key concept of stimulus generalization?”). Multiple-choice questions 

were created by reformulating the short-answer question and adding four response options 

plus a “None of the above” option (e.g., “What describes the key concept of stimulus 

generalization? A: Stimulus generalization occurs when emotional responses extend to 

stimuli that are similar to conditioned stimuli, B: Stimulus generalization occurs in the 

context of operant conditioning, C: The opposite of stimulus generalization is aversive 

counter-conditioning, D: Stimulus generalization occurs with new stimuli.”). For multiple-

choice questions, any number from 0 to 4 response options could be correct. The “None-of-

the-above”-option was never the correct answer as research has shown that using multiple-
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choice questions where “None of the above” is the correct answer can lower the effectiveness 

of practice test (Blendermannet al., 2020; Odegard & Koen, 2007).  

Review Materials 

For each of the five lecture sessions, eight information units were randomly drawn 

from the 24 information units prepared for this session. Based on the selected information 

units, review materials were prepared for each lecture session. The review materials consisted 

of a one-page questionnaire asking for basic demographic information and two pages of 

review items corresponding to the selected information units, consisting of either (a) eight 

summarizing statements (restudy condition), (b) eight short-answer questions (testing, short-

answer questions), or (c) eight multiple-choice questions (testing, multiple-choice condition). 

In all three versions, information units were presented in the same order with four 

information units on each page. 

Criterial Test 

The criterial test was constructed of questions based on the pool of 24 information 

units determined for each of the five lecture sessions. For providing some near transfer in the 

assessment of learning, and therefore making the criterial tests more similar to realistic 

learning assessments, the pool of questions was expanded by creating alternate versions of 

the questions used in the review material. Alternate questions were created by asking for the 

key concepts in a different way (e.g., “What term describes the extension of reactions that 

have been learned in response to certain stimuli to new stimuli that are similar to the original 

stimuli?”). For each information unit, an alternate short-answer question and an alternate 

multiple-choice question were created.  

The criterial test consisted of three components: (a) questions corresponding to 

information units included in the review materials, (b) questions corresponding to 
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information units not included in the review materials, and (c) alternate questions that 

corresponded to information units but were not identical to questions included in the review 

materials. Furthermore, the test consisted of short-answer questions and multiple-choice 

questions in equal proportions. Two versions were created (Versions A and B) by altering the 

order of questions and the question format (i.e., multiple-choice questions vs. short-answer 

questions) of the same question between criterial test versions so that all multiple-choice 

questions in Version A were short-answer questions in Version B and vice versa. 

Scoring 

Short-answer questions were scored with 1 (correct response) vs. 0 (incorrect or 

missing response). Two independent raters scored all responses to short-answer questions. 

Inter-rater reliability was high across all lectures and criterial tests (576 observations, 

Cohen’s κ = .80). Thus, scores from only one rater were included in the analyses. Multiple-

choice questions were scored using the PS50 procedure. The PS50 is a partial credit scoring 

algorithm that awards 0.5 points whenever more than half of the ticks are set correctly and 

awards 1 point when all ticks are set correctly (Lahner et al., 2018). As an example, consider 

a question with response options “A”–“D” and “A” and “B” being correct. Participant 1 ticks 

“A”, resulting in 75% of the ticks set correctly, Participant 2 , ticks “A” and “C”, resulting in 

50% of the ticks set correctly, and Participant 3 ticks “A”,”B”, and “C”, resulting in 25% of 

the ticks set correctly. Application of the PS50 procedure results in Participant 1 receiving 0.5 

points whereas Participants 2 and 3 both would receive 0 points. We used PS50 scores to 

calculate item properties that were used as predictors in modeling criterial test scores. 

However, for the analysis of criterial test scores, PS50 scores were furthermore dichotomized 

to be compatible with short-answer scores. In the example, Participant 1 would thus receive a 
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dichotomized score of 1 and Participants 2 and 3 a dichotomized score of 0. The performance 

scores based on both question types in the criterial test served as the dependent variable. 

Procedure 

The study was conducted in a weekly introductory psychology lecture on the basic 

principles of learning, emotion, and motivation. Lecture Sessions 4, 5, 7, 8, & 9 served as 

focal sessions. Manipulation of the review condition (testing with multiple-choice or short-

answer questions) took place in these five lecture sessions. The criterial test, which assessed 

content learning taught in the sessions, was administered unannounced in Session 10.  

In each focal session, the last 10 min of the lecture session was reserved for 

manipulation of the review condition. Students were told that the study offered the 

opportunity to review the lecture content and that participation might be helpful for their own 

learning activities. Nevertheless, participation was voluntary. Students were allowed to leave 

the lecture hall after the end of the regular lecture. Research assistants then administered the 

review materials, assigning participants randomly to one of the three review conditions 

(testing with multiple-choice questions, testing with short-answer questions, or restudying). 

Participants first filled in basic demographic information. They were then given 4 min to 

complete each page of the two pages of items for review. Finally, participants were thanked 

for their participation, and the materials were collected.  

All students who were present in Session 10 were allowed to take the criterial test, 

irrespective of previous participation in the study. The two versions (Version A and B) of the 

criterial test were administered in an alternating way so that participants sitting next to each 

other received different versions. Students were allowed 45 min to complete the test and 

could leave when they finished. 
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Design 

The design was a one-factorial within-subjects design with the independent variable 

review condition (multiple-choice test, short-answer test, restudying). Moreover, each 

participant received one of two versions of the criterial test, which differed in format (short-

answer vs. multiple-choice question) and the order of questions. The dependent variable was 

the performance (probability of a correct response) on the multiple-choice and short-answer 

questions in the criterial tests. 

The design was implemented by randomly assigning participants in each of the focal 

lecture sessions to one of the three review conditions. Likewise, participants were assigned to 

one of the two test versions of the criterial tests administered. Figure III.1 depicts the number 

of participants that were assigned to each review condition in the five lecture sessions. The 

random allocation led to equal distributions of participants across review conditions. 

Similarly, participants were almost evenly distributed to the criterial test versions (Version A: 

n = 25; Version B: n = 28). Of the 53 participants present in the criterial test, 14 had received 

a review condition in all five lecture sessions, eight participants only in four lecture sessions, 

five participants only in three lecture sessions, 13 participants only in two lecture sessions, 

and six participants only in one lecture session. Seven participants present in the criterial test 

did not experience any review condition following a lecture session. Given these distributions 

of participation and the random allocation of review conditions, participants on average 

answered equal amounts of questions in the criterial test that have been practiced using short-

answer, questions, multiple-choice questions, and restudy (short-answer questions: Mdn = 6, 

M = 5.74, SEM = 5.97; multiple-choice questions: Mdn = 6, M = 5.19, SEM = 5.36; restudy: 

Mdn = 6, M = 5.74, SEM = 5.97). We assumed that missing data were missing completely at 
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random and thus inferences could proceed by analyzing only the observed data (Ibrahim & 

Molenberghs, 2009). 

Figure III.1 

Participation by Condition and Session 

 

Availability of Data and Materials 

Materials in the form of items used in the practice sessions and criterial tests as well 

as  data and analysis scripts underlying the results reported in this study are provided in the 

repository of the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/xgc4e/). 

Results 

We used generalized linear mixed-effect models (GLMMs) with a logit-link 

function (Dixon, 2008) to analyze correctness of provided answers in the criterial test. 

Considering the binary nature of this outcome variable, generalized mixed-effect models have 

been shown to be superior to alternative approaches such as ANOVAs of aggregated scores 

https://osf.io/xgc4e/
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(Dixon, 2008; Jaeger, 2008). Furthermore, mixed-effect models have many advantages 

compared to other analysis techniques (e.g., see Baayen et al., 2008; Richter, 2006), including 

an economic approach to handling missing data. 

We adopted a fully Bayesian approach for analyzing our data for two reasons. The 

first reason is the possibility to incorporate prior knowledge about parameters into model 

estimation. The present study is a conceptual replication of a previous study (Greving & 

Richter, 2018). We therefore used parameter estimations from the earlier study as priors for 

the estimation of Bayesian mixed-effect models. 

The second reason to use Bayesian statistics is that it enabled us to obtain 

probability estimates for parameter values and to estimate the probability that a given 

parameter has no influence on the outcome variable. Therefore, the Bayesian approach allows 

to draw conclusions in the context of a null effect. 

We used the brms package (Bürkner, 2017) to estimate Bayesian multilevel models. 

We report model parameters and the corresponding 95% credible intervals (CIs). Depending 

on the direction of the hypothesis, we estimated one of three Bayes factors using functions 

from the bayestestR package (Makowski et al., 2019) to test hypotheses. The first Bayes 

Factor compares the fit of a model that assumes a positive effect of a predictor on the 

dependent variable to a model that assumes no effect or a negative effect of a predictor on the 

dependent variable (BFpos; values larger than 1 indicate evidence in favor of positive effects). 

A predictor needed to exceed β = 0.2 to be positive, which corresponds to a 5% increase in 

the probability of answering criterial test questions correctly (OR = 1.22). The second Bayes 

factor examines a negative effect of a predictor (β = -0.2; BFneg; values larger than one 

indicate evidence in favor of negative effects) and is consequently associated with a 5% 

decrease in the probability of answering criterial test questions correctly (OR = 0.82). The 
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third Bayes factor compares the fit of a model that assumes the predictor to have no effect on 

the dependent variable (null effect) to a model that assumes the predictor to be non-zero 

(BF01; values larger than one indicate evidence in favor of the null hypothesis).  

Separate models were estimated to examine the testing effect based on short-answer 

questions and the testing effect based on multiple-choice questions. In each model, the testing 

condition was compared to the restudy condition that involved reading the summarizing 

statements that provided the correct answer (dummy coded: testing = 1, restudy = 0). We 

additionally tested whether the testing effect depended on the retrievability of learned 

information by including two dummy-coded predictors that contrasted items of medium 

retrievability and low retrievability with items of high retrievability as the reference 

condition. We examined whether higher retrievability rates were associated with a larger 

testing effect. To construct this predictor, we grouped the short-answer questions and the 

multiple-choice questions (PS50 scores) separately into three equally-sized, ordered categories 

(tertiles) according to their difficulty in the practice tests. To avoid distortions from extreme 

values, we discarded the lowest and the highest 5% of the distribution before the grouping. 

Data points (i.e., participant-item combinations) are roughly equally distributed across the 

three difficulty levels (short-answer: low = 108, medium = 86, high = 98, multiple-choice: 

low = 89, medium = 89, high = 82). Item difficulties from multiple-choice questions were 

corrected for guessing. 

For each of the two item types (short-answer and multiple-choice questions), 

grouping resulted in three categories of items with high (short-answer questions: item 

difficulties from 54% to 78%; multiple-choice questions: 48% to 80%), medium (short 

answer questions: 30% to 53%; multiple-choice questions: 33% to 47%), and low 

retrievability (short answer questions: 4% to 29%; multiple-choice questions: 8% to 32%). 
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Finally, the models included the interaction of retrievability with testing vs. restudying. All 

predictors and their interactions were entered simultaneously in the models. Participants and 

test items were included as random effects (random intercepts) in all models which means 

that differences between participants as well as differences between items (that may arise due 

to items stemming from different lectures or from the ordering of items) are considered as 

having an effect on retention.  

Priors were obtained from Greving and Richter (2018) who investigated a similar 

research question and used an almost identical method (although in a different lecture on a 

different topic and with different practice and criterial tests). The authors reported individual 

models for the testing effect based on short-answer questions and also for the testing effect 

based on multiple-choice questions. We extracted parameter estimates from both models and 

used them as priors for fixed effects and intercepts in the Bayesian models that estimated the 

testing effect for short-answer questions and for multiple-choice questions. We ran 100,000 

iterations per model and set the thinning rate to 100.   
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Table III.1 

Model Parameters 

 Short-Answer Questions Multiple-Choice Questions 

Parameter β 

Lower 

95% CI 

boundary 

Upper  

95% CI 

boundary 

β 

Lower 

95% CI 

boundary 

Upper  

95% CI 

boundary 

Intercept 0.28 -0.44 1.06 0.22 -0.49 0.94 

Testing 0.57 -0.21 1.41 -0.54 -1.33 0.18 

Low retrievability -1.28 -2.42 -0.23 -0.80 -1.81 0.26 

Medium retrievability -0.19 -1.12 0.70 -0.48 -1.56 0.56 

Testing x 

Low retrievability 
0.57 -0.62 1.74 0.98 -0.16 2.07 

Testing x 

Medium retrievability 
-0.11 -1.37 1.18 0.77 -0.64 2.28 

         

nParticipants 43 43 

nItems 29 29 

Note. Model parameters for the models estimating the effect of testing with short-answer 

questions and multiple-choice questions and retrievability on learning performance in the 

criterial test 

 

Effects of Testing with Short-Answer Questions 

The model estimates for the effects of testing with short-answer questions can be 

found in Table III.1 (left columns). This model revealed moderate evidence for a positive 

effect of testing (β = 0.57, 95% CI [-0.21, 1.41], BFpos = 4.01). Contrary to our predictions, 

we found moderate evidence for a positive interaction of testing vs. restudying with the 

predictor comparing low to high retrievability (β = 0.57, 95% CI [-0.62, 1.74], BFneg = 0.29, 

BFpos = 3.43). However, we found evidence for a negative interaction with the predictor 

comparing medium to high retrievability but also stronger evidence for the absence of any 
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interactions of testing with this predictor (β = -0.11, 95% CI [-1.37, 1.18], BFneg = 2.14, BF01 

= 11.30). The predicted values resulting from this model are shown in Figure III.2. 

Most importantly, planned contrasts revealed a general testing effect across all 

retrievability levels that increased the probability of answering correctly in the criterial test 

by 17% (95% CI [5.63, 27.00], OR = 2.06). The testing effect was most pronounced for items 

with low retrievability (+27%, 95% CI [7.27, 43.66], OR = 3.12). For medium (+11%, 95% 

CI [-10.15, 32.20], OR = 1.59) and high retrievability (+13%, 95% CI [-4.81, 31.89], OR = 

1.78) the same trend emerged, but 95% CI included zero, providing no clear evidence for a 

benefit of testing compared to restudying.   
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Figure III.2 

Effects of Short-Answer Questions as Probability of Correct Responses in Criterial Test 

Items 

 
Note. Testing with short-answer questions. Probability of correct responses in criterial test 

items (back-transformed from the logits in the GLMM) by retrievability and learning 

condition (testing vs. restudy). The median of posterior distribution and 95% credible interval 

are presented. 

 

Effects of Testing with Multiple-Choice Questions 

The model estimates for the effects of testing with multiple-choice questions can be 

found in Table III.1 (right columns). This model revealed moderate evidence for a null effect 

of testing (β = -0.54, 95% CI [-1.33, 0.18], BF01 = 5.06). Furthermore, we found moderate 

evidence against an interaction of testing vs. restudying with the predictor comparing low to 

high retrievability (β = 0.98, 95% CI [-0.16, 2.07], BF01 = 2.15) and strong evidence against 

an interaction of testing vs. restudying with the predictor comparing medium to high 

retrievability (β = 0.77, 95% CI [-0.64, 2.28], BF01 = 6.40). The predicted values resulting 

from this model are shown in Figure III.3. Planned contrasts revealed that the probability of 
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answering correctly in the criterial test was not increased with multiple-choice questions. The 

increase was 1% and the confidence interval lay almost symmetrical around zero, providing 

no evidence for an effect of testing (95% CI [-9.48, 11.48], OR = 1.04). Furthermore, this 

lack of evidence for any difference between testing and restudying was independent of 

retrievability given that the 95% CI included zero on all retrievability levels (high 

retrievability: -12%, 95% CI [-30.99, 3.64,], OR = 0.59; medium retrievability: +5%, 95% CI 

[-20.83, 28.23], OR = 1.25; low retrievability: +11%, 95% CI [-10.99, 29.58], OR = 1.57).  
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Figure III.3 

Effects of Multiple-Choice Questions as Probability of Correct Responses in Criterial 

Test Items 

 

 
Note. Testing with multiple-choice questions. Probability of correct responses in criterial test 

items (back-transformed from the logits in the GLMM) by retrievability and learning 

condition (testing vs. restudy). The median of posterior distribution and 95% credible interval 

are presented. 

Discussion 

The present study re-examined differential testing effects in an existing educational 

context by comparing retrieval practice using effortful multiple-choice questions and short-

answer questions to restudying. We adapted the paradigm by Greving and Richter (2018) that 

aimed at minimizing methodological problems while investigating the direct effects of testing 

that are mainly attributable to practicing learned content—similar to the testing effect 

investigated in laboratory research (e.g., Roediger & Karpicke, 2006b). In doing so, we tested 

the claim that answering practice questions—even without feedback—benefits retention more 

than restudying in a real-world educational setting. 
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One main finding was a testing effect for practice tests based on short-answer 

questions. Subgroup analyses similar to the previous study by Greving and Richter (2018) 

revealed that this effect was only detectable in the subgroup of learning content that was most 

difficult to retrieve from memory. Another main finding pertains to practice tests based on 

multiple-choice questions. We found evidence for the absence of any testing effect for 

multiple-choice questions. 

Our findings on the beneficial effects of answering short-answer questions are in 

line with laboratory research that investigated direct testing effects in educational contexts by 

means of a simulated classroom (Butler & Roediger, 2007; Einstein et al., 2012; Nungester & 

Duchastel, 1982). The findings differ, however, from the study by Greving and Richter 

(2018) that examined these effects in an existing university course. In the present study, as 

well in most simulated-classroom studies, short-answer testing was superior to restudying. A 

beneficial effect of short-answer testing only emerged with low-retrievable items, which 

stands in contrast to our hypotheses and the findings by Greving and Richter (2018). The 

latter only found testing effects for highly retrievable items, that is, items that were answered 

mostly correct in the testing subsequent to learning. These discrepancies of results can be 

explained by differing retrievability levels between the studies. Butler and Roediger, for 

example, explicitly used only items that were found to be highly retrievable (M = 68%). This 

limitation of items can be justified by theoretical accounts on the testing effect, mainly the 

bifurcation model, which states that the superiority of testing compared to restudying depends 

on the amount of successfully retrieved items in the testing condition (Halamish & Bjork, 

2011; Kornell et al., 2011; Rowland, 2014). The findings from Greving and Richter (2018) 

are consistent with these accounts when considering that testing effects only emerged for 

items that had the highest retrievability rates (46%–81%). Notably, retrievability in applied 
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educational contexts depends on factors that are difficult or impossible to experimentally 

control (e.g., the way it was originally taught, the complexity of the topic, other 

overlapping/related information that could result in a misconception). Presumably, this is 

why retrievability rates in the present study (M = 41%, SD = 23%) were higher than in the 

study by Greving and Richter (M = 37%, SD = 20%; t(366.87) = 3.09, p = .002). These 

higher retrievability rates might explain why a general testing effect appeared in the present 

study and not in the study by Greving and Richter. 

Higher overall retrievability rates might also explain the finding that the testing 

effect was only detectable in the subgroup with lowest retrievability rates. This claim is 

backed by the retrieval effort hypothesis (R. A. Bjork, 1994; Pyc & Rawson, 2009), which 

assumes testing to be the most beneficial approach when retrievability is most difficult but 

successful. Given that higher retrievability rates are synonymous with more successful 

testing, it is reasonable to assume that the subgroup comprised of the hardest items yields the 

strongest testing effects. 

Our findings showing the lack of beneficial effects of answering multiple-choice 

questions are in line with studies that investigated the direct testing effects in simulated and 

actual classrooms (Butler & Roediger, 2007; Einstein et al., 2012; Greving & Richter, 2018;  

Kang et al., 2007, Experiment 1). Furthermore, the present study provides evidence for the 

absence of direct testing effects for multiple-choice questions. In conjunction with prior 

research, these findings support the assumption that practicing retrieval by only answering 

multiple-choice promotes retention of learning content no more than restudying. However, it 

should be noted that there are studies from both simulated (Nungester & Duchastel, 1982) 

and actual classrooms (Thomas et al., 2020) that suggest a different conclusion. Although 

methodology in these studies varies from the present study, further research is necessary to 
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determine under what conditions multiple-choice testing can elicit direct testing effects in 

applied educational settings. As mentioned in the introduction, separate mechanisms might 

explain the present findings as well as inconsistencies with previous research. 

One potential explanation is provided by the assumption that multiple-choice 

questions fail to promote retrieval that requires much cognitive effort because they can (at 

least sometimes) be answered correctly by mere recognition or by educated guessing. 

Consistent with current theories on the testing effect, less effort in retrieving is associated 

with less retention of the retrieved content (R. A. Bjork, 1994; R. A. Bjork & Bjork, 2006; 

Pyc & Rawson, 2009). Notably, these results were obtained despite our attempt at inducing 

more productive retrieval with multiple-choice questions, by allowing multiple response 

options to be correct (rather than having just one correct response options plus distracters).  

With the multiple-response questions, we introduced a question format that offered 

more productive retrieval opportunities and higher retrieval effort demands than traditional 

multiple-choice questions. However, it is also possible and compatible with our results that 

retrievability is not the main attribute that determines whether multiple-choice or multiple-

response questions are beneficial or not. Smith and Karpicke (2014) compared multiple-

choice to short-answer and a hybrid question format in which participants had to attempt to 

recall the correct answer to a question (similar to short-answer questions) before they were 

able to select a response option. Over the course of three experiments, no differences 

occurred between question formats but when retrievability of the tested items was increased, 

the short-answer and hybrid question format outperformed the multiple-choice format. Thus, 

it might be that retrievability had differential effects on these question formats, for example 

because test takers rely more on recognition than on retrieval when responding to multiple-

choice questions.  
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The second explanation pertains to the nature of multiple-choice questions by which 

respondents are required to process response options and therefore are presented with 

erroneous information. Roediger and Marsh (2005) showed that multiple-choice testing may 

lead participants to answer later criterial tests with false information, but feedback following 

multiple-choice questions might reduce these negative effects and increase beneficial effects 

(Butler & Roediger, 2008).  

To summarize, answering multiple-choice questions might not have led to effortful 

retrieval of information from memory or even caused test takers to remember erroneous 

information. In principle, both processes might explain why answering multiple-choice 

questions about a 90-minute lecture was equally effective as restudying key concepts of that 

lecture. Apart from other methodological issues, previous research that demonstrated 

multiple-choice testing to be superior to restudying even without feedback, presented learning 

material for a mere 15 (Nungester & Duchastel, 1982) or 20 minutes (Thomas et al., 2020) 

before restudy or tests took place. It is possible that with more to-be learned information and 

longer intervals between a first presentation of the information and subsequent practice, 

restudying might grow in value to learners because it can help learner summarize and 

organize information after this time. Conversely, with less information and less time between 

the first presentation and revisiting the learning content, additional restudy might not seem 

valuable to learners, which might also reduce learners effort invested in restudying. 

Additional research should thus investigate whether the amount of information and time spent 

on the first study of this information moderates direct testing effects for multiple-choice 

questions in educational contexts. 

Additionally, based on a review of research conducted on testing effects in 

educational context, Butler (2018) concluded that multiple-choice question produce reliable 
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testing effects whenever they are simple in terms of possible response options and allowing 

only one correct response option. The operationalization of multiple-choice questions in the 

presented study was founded on theoretical principles but disregarded these considerations 

which might be the cause for not finding a testing effect for multiple-choice questions. It 

should however be noted that Greving and Richter (2018) used a simpler multiple-choice 

format in a similar paradigm as in the present investigation and did also not find any evidence 

for direct testing effects.  

The present study aimed at contributing to understanding the gap between testing 

effects in controlled laboratory settings and testing effects found in educational settings. The 

experimental design in a field study is a strength of the present study, but the method also 

presents some limitations. A limitation that this study shares with other studies investigating 

learning in natural settings are external influences. Compared to laboratory experiments, 

external influences potentially play a much greater role in a field settings. The extent that 

other factors in the present study (e.g., metamemorial, metacognitive, or motivational factors) 

influenced learning behavior during lectures and review conditions, when taking the criterial 

tests, or in the days and weeks between the lectures and the criterial tests is unknown. For 

example, we cannot rule out that some students looked up the answers to the questions on 

their own (after the practice session), although it seems unlikely that many students did that, 

given that they did not take the questions home and given that Greving et al. (2021) found 

that feedback-seeking rarely occurred in a similar learning situation. Participation in the study 

in each of the lectures and the ensuing practice sessions was voluntary, which might have 

caused selection effects. However, these selection effects likely affected all experimental 

conditions to the same extent because participants were unaware of the review condition. 

Finally, for practical reasons, we were unable to disentangle effects of different types of 
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questions used in the practice tests on different types of questions in the criterial test; we 

simply could not include a sufficient number of questions of each type to achieve a reliable 

and representative assessment of the to-be-learnt knowledge from each lecture session. 

Likewise, it is an open question whether and how testing with different question types can 

promote transfer and application questions of a more complex nature, which are also common 

in typical assessments at the university. We would expect that again, only questions that 

require a certain degree of cognitive effort would be suitable to improve performance in such 

questions, compared to restudy. 

Prior research has examined the testing effect in educational settings that were 

inferior to laboratory research in terms of the extent of experimental control. In contrast, the 

present study provides clear evidence for the claim that answering short-answer questions 

only once and without feedback benefits retention of learning compared to restudying key 

points of the lecture. This study also provided evidence that presenting students with 

multiple-choice questions is equally effective as restudying key points of the lecture. Given 

these findings, we advise practitioners to use short-answer testing rather than multiple-choice 

testing to foster learning in university teaching and that practitioners encourage learners to 

use short-answer questions when learning on their own. 
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The Testing Effect in University Teaching: Using Multiple-

Choice Testing to Promote Retention of Highly Retrievable 

Information 

 

Sven Greving, Wolfgang Lenhard, & Tobias Richter 

 

Abstract. Retrieval practice promotes retention of learned information more than 

restudying the information. However, benefits of multiple-choice testing over restudying in 

real-world educational contexts and the role of practically relevant moderators such as 

feedback and learners’ ability to retrieve tested content from memory (i.e., retrievability) are 

still underexplored.  The present research examines the benefits of multiple-choice questions 

with an experimental design that maximizes internal validity, while investigating the role of 

feedback and retrievability in an authentic educational setting of a university psychology 

course. After course sessions, students answered multiple-choice questions or restudied 

course content and afterwards could choose to revisit learning content and obtain feedback in 

a self-regulated way. Participants obtained corrective feedback only for 2% of practiced items 

when practicing course content. In the criterial test, practicing retrieval was not superior to 

reading summarizing statements in general but a testing effect emerged for questions that 

targeted information that participants could easily retrieve from memory. Feedback was 

rarely sought. However, even without feedback, participants profited from multiple-choice 

questions that targeted easily retrievable information. Caution is advised when employing 

multiple-choice testing in self-regulated learning environments in which students are required 

to actively obtain feedback.
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Students often use (electronic) flashcards, and teachers use clicker questions to 

encourage the practice of learning content (Caldwell, 2007; Chauhan, 2017; Golding et al., 

2012; Mayer et al., 2009; Wissman et al., 2012). Digital flashcards and online quizzes have 

the common purpose of responding to questions about the learning content. Learners using 

these technologies knowingly or unknowingly benefit from the testing effect, also known as 

retrieval practice effect. The testing effect means that active recall from practicing learned 

content is more beneficial for retention than restudying the same content. This testing effect 

has been reliably found in many laboratory studies (c.f., the meta-analyses by Adesope et al., 

2017; Phelps, 2012; Rowland, 2014). Consequently, research has focused on the application 

of the testing effect in real-world educational contexts (Adesope et al., 2017; meta-analysis 

by Schwieren et al., 2017). However, the role of feedback for benefits of multiple-choice 

testing over restudying in applied contexts is still largely unclear (McDaniel & Little, 2019; 

Moreira et al., 2019; Roediger et al., 2011). Applied research has indicated that whenever 

feedback is withheld, multiple-choice testing is not more effective than restudying (Greving 

& Richter, 2018). Feedback seems especially important for students who engage in self-

regulated restudying after unsuccessful testing. The aim of this article is to examine the 

testing effect for multiple-choice questions in an authentic educational setting of a university 

course while also allowing students to obtain corrective feedback in a naturalistic way. 

Testing Effects in Laboratory and Applied Research  

The effectiveness of answering multiple-choice questions for promoting retention of 

learned content has been demonstrated in many laboratory studies. Summarizing this 

research, meta-analyses have found small to medium effect sizes (Hedges’ g) ranging 

between 0.36 and 0.70 (Adesope et al., 2017; Rowland, 2014). These analyses also revealed 

that the most important moderators of the testing effect are retrievability (Rowland, 2014) 

and feedback (Adesope et al., 2017; Phelps, 2012; Rowland, 2014). Retrievability in this 
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context describes the success with which learning content can be retrieved from memory, 

resulting in correct responses in the testing condition. Therefore, retrievability can be 

operationalized by the difficulty of items in the practice tests. In contrast, corrective feedback 

seems to increase the testing effect mainly by fostering learning from unsuccessful retrieval 

attempts (Pashler et al., 2005).  

Providing learners with multiple-choice questions instead of restudying 

opportunities is easy and, therefore, bears great potential for its application in educational 

settings. To determine the effectiveness of multiple-choice testing for practical purposes, 

applied research should provide evidence that these tests lead to better retention than other 

revision strategies such as restudying. Furthermore, applied research should provide evidence 

for whether factors found to influence the testing effect in laboratory settings are equally 

significant in educational contexts. These results can inform practitioners in developing 

guidelines on when and how to use multiple-choice testing as a tool for fostering retention. 

Proponents of the testing effect assume a beneficial effect of testing compared to restudying, 

irrespective of feedback (e.g., Roediger & Karpicke, 2006). However, a recent review of 

testing in educational contexts identified that all studies on multiple-choice testing had 

employed feedback or had not compared testing to another activity (Moreira et al., 2019). 

Consequently, the authors stated that no conclusions can be drawn on whether multiple-

choice testing alone is superior to other activities that foster retention. This conclusion is 

especially worrying since recent studies have not found multiple-choice testing superior to 

restudying when simulating classroom learning under laboratory conditions (Butler & 

Roediger, 2007; Kang et al., 2007; Nungester & Duchastel, 1982). Additionally, a study that 

investigated multiple-choice testing without feedback in a university lecture found that 
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restudying was equally effective as taking multiple-choice quizzes and that retrievability of 

practice questions had no effect on these outcomes (Greving & Richter, 2018). 

The differences in findings of studies that have investigated multiple-choice testing 

with and without feedback can be partly attributed to various indirect factors in addition to 

benefits of testing on memory (McDaniel & Little, 2019; Roediger et al., 2011). 

Consequently, additional research is needed that investigates the testing effect of multiple-

choice questions and its potential moderators in educational contexts. 

Feedback and the Testing Effect 

Feedback is an important component in self-regulated learning that shapes cognitive 

and metacognitive processes alike: It can confirm information and beliefs students hold, 

correct erroneous information or beliefs, add knowledge, tune motivation and beliefs, or 

restructure knowledge (Butler & Winne, 1995). When students learn in a self-regulated 

fashion, feedback can arise from various sources such as self-generation or external sources 

(Bangert-Drowns et al., 1991). Feedback also comes in different types such as formative or 

summative and focusses on different aspects of learning such as learning outcomes, meta-

memory, or motivation (Butler & Winne, 1995). In research on the testing effect, it is most 

common to use feedback that is formative, external and outcome-oriented and indicates 

whether a given answer is correct, with incorrect answers often followed by the correct 

answer. Feedback following practice tests provides two kinds of information to students. For 

one, it helps correct erroneous information, confirm correct information or add knowledge 

and can thus exert a memorial effect (Pashler et al., 2005). Furthermore, it can provide a more 

realistic judgement of the learning outcomes and guide future learning activities and thus 

operate on a metacognitive level (e.g., Kornell & Rhodes, 2013). 
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Examining the influence of feedback in real-world educational settings and whether 

it adds to the unmediated effects of practice tests is important for several reasons. First, very 

few applied studies have investigated the effects of feedback on practice testing, and these 

studies have yielded mixed results. Two studies found beneficial effects of feedback on the 

testing effect (Marsh et al., 2012; Vojdanoska et al., 2010). However, among other 

shortcomings, both studies lacked a restudy control condition. Additionally, Butler and 

Roediger (2007) found no effects of feedback on the testing effect. However, the study was 

conducted in a simulated classroom and the effect of feedback given in this context might 

have differed from the effect of feedback in real-world educational contexts. 

Second, studies investigating testing effects in educational contexts without the 

provision of corrective feedback might have suffered from limited ecological validity. We 

assume that students gain an additional metamemorial benefit from practice testing as they 

become aware of their knowledge gaps. This assumption is backed by findings that practice 

tests lead to more accurate memory predictions (Little & McDaniel, 2015), which in turn 

influence students’ decisions for or against additional studying (Metcalfe & Finn, 2008). 

Consequently, students who use practice testing compared to students who restudy might 

therefore engage in additional restudying to close knowledge gaps that become apparent from 

practicing questions. Thus, research is necessary that assesses students’ need for feedback 

following different practice opportunities. 

Third, lab studies have shown beneficial effects of feedback when practicing 

multiple-choice questions, but this effect can also avert the negative effects that could arise 

because of the exposure to incorrect information in the form of lures or distractors (Butler & 

Roediger, 2008; Roediger & Marsh, 2005). Therefore, research is needed to investigate 
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whether feedback adds to the unmediated effects of multiple-choice practice tests in 

educational settings. 

Rationale of This Study 

The present study adds to the body of research by investigating the beneficial effects 

of multiple-choice questions without feedback compared to restudying in an educational 

setting. Additionally, we incorporated two moderators that might be crucial for the 

effectiveness of multiple-choice practice tests in a real-world educational context. The first 

potential moderator is retrievability of learned content when the learned content is practiced. 

The second potential moderator is the possibility to obtain feedback for responses in the 

practice test. In applied research that investigated the beneficial effects of multiple-choice 

testing with additional feedback, researchers advocating this procedure have implicitly 

assumed that feedback will always be provided by instructors or that students will seek 

feedback whenever they do not know the answer to practice questions. Questioning this 

assumption, we employed a more naturalistic manipulation of feedback. Participants were 

allowed to revisit the learning material whenever needed while practicing the learned content. 

This method is similar to the type of feedback found in educational settings that incorporate 

self-regulated learning.  

We manipulated students’ follow-up learning opportunities after they visited a 

university course session. Practice consisted of answering multiple-choice questions about 

the learning content or restudying the learning content. Students could revisit the original 

content after practicing to receive corrective feedback. We assessed the effectiveness of 

practice testing vs. restudying with a surprise criterial test administered between 1 and 7 days 

after the last practice session. The original learning materials were textbook chapters that 

were well written, clearly structured, and did not require a large amount of specific prior 
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knowledge. Thus, the complexity (or element interactivity) of the learning materials in terms 

of cognitive load theory was rather low, which should create favorable conditions for the 

testing effect to occur (Hanham et al., 2017; Van Gog & Sweller, 2015). 

Prior research suggests that being tested on learned information is associated with a 

critical evaluation of one’s knowledge of the learning content (Metcalfe & Finn, 2008).  

Given that there is considerable evidence for testing effects in real-world educational 

settings (Adesope et al., 2017; Schwieren et al., 2017), we expected a testing effect. From 

research investigating the retrievability of tested items (Greving & Richter, 2018) and 

beneficial effects of feedback on the testing effect, we assumed both retrievability and 

feedback to add to the testing effect.  

We tested the following four operational hypotheses derived from our assumptions: 

Hypothesis 1 states that answering multiple-choice questions leads to more request for 

feedback in terms of revisiting the original content compared to restudying. Hypothesis 2 

states that in terms of retention of the learning content, the testing condition outperforms the 

restudy condition. Hypotheses 3 and 4 state that higher retrievability rates and more 

corrective feedback are associated with more pronounced testing effects, respectively. 

Method 

Participants, Power, and Required Sample Size 

We aimed to recruit participants from university courses on the topic of behavioral 

and learning disorders in childhood and youth. Usually, 35 students participate in each of 

these courses. The students in these courses were enrolled in a teacher training program and 

would eventually become teachers in different school tracks. The courses belong to the 

mandatory psychology curriculum of the study program. Students could freely choose 

between eight different seminars and one lecture, all of which conveyed the same content and 
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prepared for the same exam. The final exam was scored automatically with a fixed scoring 

rubric. 

We did not know beforehand how many of the students in a course would participate 

in the study. Therefore, we simulated the statistical power necessary to detect a testing effect 

that was similar to those reported in meta-analyses investigating the testing effect with 

feedback in the psychology classroom (Schwieren et al., 2017). In these power analyses we 

simulated the outcomes of multiple generalized linear mixed models (GLMM, see Results 

section) that matched our planned analyses for different sample sizes and checked whether 

the confidence interval of a simulated statistical power surpassed the 80% threshold 

(Brysbaert & Stevens, 2018). Model parameters were taken from a study that investigated the 

testing effect for multiple-choice tests and differing retrievability in the university classroom 

(Greving & Richter, 2018). Power simulations revealed that planned analyses with only 20 

students would not reliably provide enough statistical power within a 95% confidence 

interval (power = 81%, CF [79, 83]), however 25 (power = 87%, CF [85, 89]), 30 (power = 

89%, CF [87, 91]), or 40 (power = 97%, CF [95, 98]) students would be sufficient. Based on 

this power analysis and considering that not all students would opt to participate in the study, 

we chose to recruit students from two courses to make sure that the minimum number of 25 

participants is reached. 

Participants gave their informed and written consent prior to participation and they 

received course credit for participating in form of a small bonus on their final course grade 

regardless of their performance in the experiment. Additionally, students were informed that 

participation in this study involved practicing the learning content taught in these courses and 

thus was assumed to yield better preparation for the upcoming exam. The decision not to 

participate in the study did not yield any negative consequences. Moreover, there were other 
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opportunities to earn the bonus on the final course grade. Given the flexibility of exam choice 

and the objective automatic scoring of the results, students could be assured that their 

participation had no negative effect on their grades. The study was in accordance with all 

ethical guidelines of the German Psychological Association. According to these guidelines, 

explicit approval of the ethics committee of the Institute of Psychology was not required. 

Thirty students (73% female) completed all parts of the study. Participants’ age 

ranged from 18 to 24 years (M = 19.80, SD = 1.49), and participants were mostly students in 

their second semester (M = 2.13, SD = 0.68) of their study program, whose length ranges 

from seven (elementary school) to nine (upper educational tracks and special education) 

semesters. The courses in psychology are recommended for students to attend early in the 

first year of their studies, because the contents taught in the psychology courses partly 

provide the basis for other courses in the teacher curriculum. However, the recommendations 

are not binding, and students can deviate from them in their study plan. 

Materials 

Test Items and Restudy Statements 

Two chapters from a textbook on mental disorders that are part of the regular 

reading assignments of the course were selected as the basis for study material. We identified 

text segments that reflected the logical structure of the text and represented one key 

information unit of the text. The content of the chapter on “Drug abuse and addiction” was 

divided into 58 text segments and the chapter on “Suicidality” was divided into 37 text 

segments. Text segment length ranged between 28 and 255 words (M =113.21, SD = 46.64). 

Each text segment was made available for revisiting as part of the feedback. For 20 

information units from each chapter, one statement and one multiple-choice question for each 

unit were created by summarizing the key information of the information unit. An example 
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statement is: “The prevalence of alcohol addiction in adolescents is identical to the 

prevalence of alcohol addiction in the total population: 2–3%. Girls make up one fifth of the 

juvenile alcohol addicts.” Multiple-choice questions with four response options were created 

by asking for the key information, for example: “Which statement concerning the prevalence 

of addiction to alcohol is correct? (A, correct option) Girls make up a fifth of the juvenile 

alcohol addicts, (B) Girls make up a third of the juvenile alcohol addicts, (C) The prevalence 

of alcohol addiction in the total population is 15%, (D) The prevalence of alcohol addiction 

among adolescents is 15%.” 

Practice Materials and Feedback 

Practice materials and feedback were presented with the software Inquisit (Version 

5.0.6.0; Millisecond Software, 2016) and consisted of either 20 multiple-choice questions 

(testing condition) or 20 summarizing statements (restudy condition). In both conditions, 

each practice item was presented on one page. 

Whenever participants requested feedback, they were first presented with a table of 

contents from which to choose text segments to revisit. After choosing a text segment, the 

segment was displayed and participants were free to navigate the text by using arrow keys or 

by returning to the table of contents. Text segments served as the basis for the initial creation 

of idea units. Conversely, the information of each question and answer and each statement 

could be found in the corresponding text segment. 

The experimental software recorded which text segments were revisited (if any) for 

each preceding practice item.  
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Criterial Test 

 A criterial test was constructed that consisted of 14 items from each topic, 

resulting in 28 questions. All items were identical to the practice items in the testing 

condition. 

Design 

We investigated the effect of the independent variable practice condition (testing or 

restudy) across two course sessions on the dependent variable performance in the criterial 

test. All participants experienced all practice conditions in the course sessions (within-

participants design). To control for effects of topic and sequence, we counterbalanced the 

sequence of conditions. Each participant was randomly assigned to one of the two sequences 

upon arrival at the first practice session. 

Procedure 

General Procedure 

Students in the course were assigned to read book chapters in preparation for the 

course sessions. All course sessions were taught by the first author, and the course content 

was based on and followed the thematic structure of the reading assignments but contained 

further explanations and details for a deeper understanding of the contents. All content 

addressed in the upcoming exam questions occurred in both the literature and the course. The 

study was conducted in the first four weeks of the semester whereas after two subsequent 

regular course sessions (i.e., the focal sessions), voluntary practice sessions were offered, in 

which the experiment was conducted (see Figure IV.1). In Week 1, students were informed 

about the study and the course and given the first reading assignment in preparation of the 

second course session. In Week 2, the course session on “Suicidality” took place (first focal 

session). At the end of the course session, students were given the second reading assignment 

in preparation of the third course session and study participants were asked to practice the 
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course content of the last session in the laboratory within 1 week. In Week 3, the course 

session on “Drug abuse and addiction” took place (second focal session). At the end of the 

course session, study participants were asked to practice the course content of the last session 

in the laboratory within 1 week. In Week 4, the next course session took place that was 

unrelated to the study and at the end of the session, study participants were instructed to 

present themselves to the laboratory within 1 week, which was announced as an additional 

practice session. In this session in the lab, the surprise criterial test was administered.  

Practice Sessions and Criterial Test 

Practice sessions were conducted in the laboratory and took between 15 and 50 min, 

depending on participants’ speed and willingness to obtain feedback. In each practice session, 

participants first answered sociodemographic items and reported whether they fulfilled the 

reading assignment. Participants then engaged in practicing the course content in one of the 

two practice conditions (testing or restudy). Practice was self-paced. The order of practice 

items was randomized. In the restudy condition, participants were asked to read statements, 

whereas in the testing condition, participants were asked to answer multiple-choice questions. 

In the restudy condition, participants were then asked whether they wanted to revisit the 

original learning content. In the testing condition, a message first indicated whether an item 

was answered correctly before asking the participants whether they wanted to revisit the 

original learning content. Whenever participants gave an affirmative response in both 

conditions, they were allowed access to the original learning content and to browse and 

reread it with no time limitation.
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Figure IV.1 

Visual Presentation of Design and General Procedure by Week 

 

Note. In course activities are displayed differently (solid outline) than activities between course sessions (dotted outline). Additionally, study 

participants’ activities are furthermore visually differentiated from student activities (dashed outline).
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Results 

Learning Behavior, Retrieval Practice Performance, and Feedback Seeking Behavior 

 Seventeen participants reported having read the chapter on “Suicidality” and 15 

participants indicated having read the chapter on “Drug abuse and addiction”. Participants in 

the practice condition answered between 3 and 16 of the 20 items correctly, on average 51% 

(number of correct answers: M = 10.10, SD = 3.37). A majority (54%) answered more than 

half of the questions correctly. Participants requested feedback in the form of revisiting the 

text for 0–9 items in the practice sessions, on average for only 9% (number of items: M = 

3.53, SD = 5.83). We investigated whether the practice condition had an effect on feedback 

behavior (Hypothesis 1): Participants requested feedback following items in the testing 

condition (M = 2.07, SD = 1.36) slightly more often than for items in the restudy condition 

(M = 1.47, SD = 1.94), but the difference was not significant, t(51.98) = 1.38, p = .172, d = 

0.36, CI [-0.27, 1.47]. Of 106 total revisits of the text, only 19 (18%) text segments included 

the content of the preceding practice item.  

 In sum, the practice items in the testing condition were relatively difficult. 

Nevertheless, overall request for feedback was small, the requests did not differ between 

conditions, and the relevant information was mostly not found in the learning materials. We 

therefore concluded that participants feedback behavior was too sporadic and erratic to be 

considered appropriate in terms of corrective feedback.  

Modeling Performance in the Criterial Tests 

Hypotheses 2, 3, and 4 assume effects of different variables on retention of course 

content as measured in the criterial test. These variables varied between items (retrievability 

and practice condition) or as a function of participants and items (feedback behavior of 
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participants for items). Additionally, considering that—similar to real educational setting—

participants varied in their ability to retain content and learning content varied in its 

memorability. We chose to adapt multi-level modeling because this approach allows for 

simultaneous investigation of predictors on the item level (retrievability and practice 

condition) and on the combined participant-item level (feedback behavior per item) while 

controlling for unsystematic variance on both the item and participant level. Mixed effect 

models have many advantages compared to ANOVAs (e.g., Baayen et al., 2008; Richter, 

2006) especially with regard to analyzing categorical outcome variables (Jaeger, 2008). We 

estimated GLMMs with a logit-link function (Dixon, 2008) with the R package lme4 (Bates 

et al., 2015). We used the package emmeans (Lenth, 2019) for comparisons between 

experimental conditions and for estimating performance scores for different conditions. 

Participants and test items were included as random effects (random intercepts) in all models. 

The testing condition was compared to the restudy condition (dummy coded: testing 

= 1, restudy = 0).  

We included the retrievability of learned information with two dummy-coded 

predictors that contrasted items of medium retrievability and low retrievability with items of 

high retrievability as the reference condition. To construct this predictor, we grouped the 

multiple-choice questions into three equally sized ordered categories (tertiles) according to 

their difficulty in the practice tests. To avoid distortions from extreme values, we discarded 

the lowest and the highest 5% of the distribution before the grouping, which led to the 

exclusion of three items. Item difficulties were corrected for guessing by subtracting the 

times an item was answered incorrectly from the times an item was answered correctly and 

dividing this difference by the available multiple-choice options - 1 (e.g., Frary, 1988). This 

procedure resulted in three categories of items with high (item difficulties from 56% to 91%), 
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medium (21%–55%), or low retrievability (0%–20%). Following this rationale, retrievability 

of 10 of the items were classified as being easily retrievable, whereas 11 and 7 items were 

associated with medium and low retrievability, respectively. Finally, the models included the 

interaction of retrievability with testing vs. restudying. We refrained from including feedback 

behavior as a predictor because of the sporadic and erratic way participants used feedback. 

All predictors and the interactions were entered simultaneously in the models. 

To account for the possibility of the length of the text section exerting direct or 

indirect effects on retention of the learning content, we also estimated a model that included 

the z-transformed text length as well as its interactions with all other predictors. However, 

model fit for this model was not significantly better than for the more parsimonious original 

model Δχ2(6) = 5.48, p = 0.484. Thus, the model including text length was discarded.  

Model-based Hypothesis Testing 

As Hypotheses 2, 3, and 4 assume an influence of certain variables on the retention 

of learning content as measured in the criterial test, determining the significance of factors in 

the estimated model serves as hypotheses tests. As the erratic nature of the feedback behavior 

led us to exclude feedback behavior, Hypothesis 4 could not be tested. 

The model estimates for the original model are shown in Table 1. In terms of 

hypotheses 2 and 3, a positive effect for testing emerged β = 0.63, SE = 0.32, p = .025, one-

tailed, OR = 1.88, 95% CI [1.00, 3.5]. However, negative interactions of the practice 

condition with the predictor comparing low to high retrievability β = -0.93, SE = 0.46, p = 

.045, OR = 0.40, 95% CI [0.16, 0.98] and the interaction with the predictor comparing 

medium to high retrievability were significant β = -0.98, SE = 0.39, p = .012, OR = 0.40, 

95% CI [0.17, 0.81]. Resulting mean probabilities of correct responses in the criterial test are 

depicted in Figure 2. Planned contrasts revealed a testing effect only for items with high 
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retrievability z = 1.97, p = .024, one-tailed, OR = 1.88, 95% CI [1.00, 3.53] but not for items 

with medium z = -1.52, p = .936, one-tailed, OR = 0.70, 95% CI [0.44, 1.11] or low 

retrievability z = -0.94, p = .825, OR = 0.74, 95% CI [0.40, 1.39]. Table IV.2 

Model Parameters 

Parameter β SE z p 

Intercept 0.66 0.25 2.67 .008 

Testing  0.63 0.32  1.96 .025 a 

Low retrievability -1.28 0.33  -3.86 <.001 

Medium retrievability -0.17 0.29 -0.57 .567 

Testing x  

Low retrievability 
-0.93     0.46 -2.00 .977 a 

Testing x  

Medium 

retrievability 

-0.98 0.39 -2.50 .994 a 

NParticipants 30 

NItems 25 

Note. Parameter estimates for a model estimating the effects of testing and retrievability on 

criterial test performance. Testing (dummy coded: testing = 1, restudy = 0). Low 

retrievability (dummy coded: low retrievability = 1, high retrievability = 0). Medium 

retrievability (dummy coded: medium retrievability = 1, high retrievability = 0). ap values 

refer to one-tailed tests for β > 0. Other p values refer to two-tailed tests. 
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Figure IV.1 

Probability of a Correct Response in the Criterial Test by Retrievability and Practice 

Condition 

Note. Mean probability of correct responses (with standard errors) in criterial test items 

(back-transformed from the logits in the GLMM) by retrievability (low, medium, or high), 

and practice condition (testing vs. Restudy). 

 

Discussion 

We investigated the effects of multiple-choice testing compared to restudying within 

an existing university course using a minimal intervention design. We expected the benefit of 
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testing to be dependent on the retrievability of the tested items and the amount of feedback 

learners were able to obtain by revisiting the learning content.  

One main finding was that learners were unwilling to obtain feedback by revisiting 

the text, and whenever they revisited the text, they were often unable to identify relevant text 

segments that corresponded to the practiced content. Contrary to our assumptions, feedback 

requests were independent of practice condition (Hypothesis 1). The main consequence of 

this feedback behavior was that only 2% percent of practiced items were followed by 

feedback that included the correct information. We therefore assume that no corrective 

feedback was provided in this study and thus interpret the remaining results accordingly and 

refrain from testing Hypothesis 4. It is beyond the scope of this study to investigate reasons 

for the unwillingness to obtain feedback, however it is reasonable to assume a variety of 

factors that might influence feedback on a general level, such as study participants shying the 

additional effort. It is a strength of this study to investigate the effects of multiple-choice 

testing in a naturalistic setting while using course material that eventually was also tested in 

the exam, and that participants were informed that practicing course content (which also 

includes multiple-choice questions with additional feedback) will help them prepare for the 

upcoming exam. The naturalistic setting suggests that the observed feedback behavior 

observed indeed reflects students’ willingness to engage in more learning subsequent to being 

tested. Additional research, however, should investigate participant-specific explanations for 

the lack of feedback behavior such as meta-cognitive illusions (Metcalfe & Finn, 2008) or 

experienced stereotype threat imposed by the testing situation (e.g., Mangels et al., 2012).  

Another main finding was that the beneficial effects of testing largely depended on 

the retrievability of the practiced items (Hypothesis 3): Contrary to Hypothesis 2, we found a 

testing effect for highly retrievable items only, which corresponds to mean retrievability rates 
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between 56% to 91%. To our knowledge, this result is the first evidence for a testing effect 

for multiple-choice questions in a real-world educational context, without the provision of 

corrective feedback and in comparison to another activity that fosters retention. 

Beneficial effects of practicing highly retrievable multiple-choice questions without 

feedback are in line with the bifurcation model (Halamish & Bjork, 2011; Kornell et al., 

2011), with previous findings from laboratory research (Rowland, 2014), and also findings 

from research in educational contexts using short-answer questions (Butler & Roediger, 

2007; Greving & Richter, 2018). The bifurcation model states that the superiority of testing 

without feedback compared to restudying is largely dependent on the amount of successfully 

retrieved items in the testing condition. This assumption can be partly backed up by the 

findings from Rowland’s meta-analysis, which shows no testing effects for laboratory studies 

with no corrective feedback and retrievability rates of less than or equal to 50%. Similar 

interaction patterns were found in studies investigating the testing effect in educational 

settings. In these studies, a testing effect emerged for short-answer questions for which 

retrievability rates were higher than 50% (Butler & Roediger, 2007; Greving & Richter, 

2018). Note that these studies followed a rationale similar to the present study. However, 

both studies found no testing effects for highly retrievable multiple-choice questions. This 

discrepancy of results might be explained by the delay of practice tests and the resulting 

increase in test difficulty. In the two previous studies, participants answered multiple-choice 

questions immediately after the initial study, whereas in the present study, time between 

initial study and practice conditions ranged between 1 day and 1 week. Research has shown 

that delaying an initial retrieval attempt increases retrieval difficulty, which in turn promotes 

long-term retention, provided that the retrieval is successful (Karpicke & Roediger, 2007). 

This explanation is in line with theoretical accounts stating that more difficult practice leads 
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to better long-term retention (Bjork, 1994; Pyc & Rawson, 2009) and with findings from 

studies in university classrooms (Greving et al., 2020).  

We demonstrated in this study that multiple-choice testing increased the retention of 

learned content, whenever the learned content was retrievable. Learners had little need for 

corrective feedback. We emphasize the ecological validity of the current study because the 

method was implemented in an existing university course, and feedback was operationalized 

in a naturalistic way that closely resembles how students usually obtain feedback in self-

regulated learning at the university.  

Although the field-experimental approach is a strength of the study in terms of 

ecological validity it also presents some limitations. Compared to laboratory experiments, 

external influences potentially play a much greater role in a field setting, which are unknown 

to researchers and difficult to control. This limitation applies especially to students studying 

behavior between recorded practice and tests and also to metamemorial, motivational, and 

metacognitive variables. Another general limitation is that we examined the effectiveness of 

practice tests with multiple-choice items in just a single course with one sample of 

participants. The extent that the results generalize to student populations in higher education 

in general remains a question to be clarified in further research. A third limitation is that the 

practice and criterial-test questions used in this experiment were fact-based questions that 

drew on information explicitly provided in the learning materials or easily inferred. 

Especially in higher education, the ultimate goal is to teach transferable knowledge that can 

be applied to novel questions and problems. Our results cannot answer the question whether 

retrieval practice, even without feedback, enhances learning transfer. However, remembering 

the to-be-learned information may be seen as a necessary although not sufficient condition 

for transfer. Moreover, based on the meta-analysis by Pan and Rickard (2018), one may 
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speculate that retrieval practice in a university classroom, as implemented in our study, also 

has the potential to increase performance on typical transfer questions, such as application 

and inference questions. 

To conclude, in this research we were able to demonstrate a testing effect for 

multiple-choice questions in a real-world educational context while using an experimental 

design that minimized common methodological issues. We also demonstrated that research 

that has identified retrievability as an important factor to consider when practicing short-

answer questions in university teaching can be extended to multiple-choice question. In real-

world educational settings, practitioners can exert influence on the retrievability by enabling 

students to answer practice questions correctly. However, practitioners should proceed with 

caution when employing multiple-choice testing in self-regulated learning environments in 

which students are required to actively obtain feedback. To profit the most from the testing 

effect, practitioners and textbook authors should thus identify the most important aspects of 

the learning content and foster a clear understanding of these prior to practicing multiple-

choice tests. 
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Adaptive Retrieval Practice with Multiple-Choice Questions 

in the University Classroom 

 

Sven Greving, Wolfgang Lenhard, & Tobias Richter 

 

Abstract. Retrieval practice has been shown to promote retention of learned 

information more than restudying the information (i.e., the testing effect) and is applied to 

many educational settings. However, little research has investigated means to enhance the 

effects of retrieval practice in real educational settings. Theoretical accounts assume retrieval 

practice to be the most efficient whenever retrieval is difficult but successful. Therefore, we 

developed a novel retrieval practice procedure for multiple-choice questions that adapts to 

learners’ abilities and can be applied irrespective of learning content. This adaptive retrieval 

practice procedure aims to make retrieval gradually easier whenever students provide an 

incorrect answer. In a field experiment, students read book chapters which served as learning 

content as part of a weekly university course. In three consecutive weeks, they then practiced 

this weeks’ reading assignment by (a) adaptive testing, (b) non-adaptive testing, and (c) 

restudy in counter-balanced order. In Week 4 a surprise criterial test took place. On average, 

restudy outperformed both testing conditions, whereas adaptive testing performed equally 

well as non-adaptive testing. However, exploratory analyses revealed that with increasing 

retention intervals, the superiority of restudy disappeared. Furthermore, whenever 

participants fully read the assigned chapters and retention intervals increased, adaptive testing 

outperformed non-adaptive testing. In sum, adaptive retrieval practice did not prove to be 

generally superior to non-adaptive retrieval practice or restudy but retention interval and 

students' preparation for class might be conditions rendering adaptive retrieval useful in 

educational settings.
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Learners and lecturers often use computer-assisted techniques to revise learning 

content. Conventional techniques include the use of (electronic) flashcards and clicker 

questions in offline courses (Caldwell, 2007; Golding, Wasarhaley, & Fletcher, 2012; Mayer 

et al., 2009; Wissman, Rawson, & Pyc, 2012), or quizzes in massive open online courses 

(MOOC; Chauhan, 2017). Digital flashcards and online quizzes are self-directed learning 

procedures in which learners respond to questions about the learning content. Clicker 

questions are used in classroom settings and are usually provided by the instructor and 

immediately answered by the learners. Learners using these technologies, knowingly or 

unknowingly benefit from the testing effect, also known as retrieval practice effect or test-

enhanced learning. The testing effect means that practicing learned content by an active 

retrieval from memory is more beneficial for retention than restudying the same learning 

content. This testing effect has been reliably found in many laboratory studies (cf. the meta-

analyses by Adesope, Trevisan, & Sundararajan, 2017; Phelps, 2012; Rowland, 2014). 

Furthermore, empirical evidence indicates that the testing effect can be fruitfully applied to 

real-world educational contexts (see the meta-analyses by Adesope et al., 2017; Bangert-

Drowns, Kulik, & Kulik, 1991; Schwieren, Barenberg, & Dutke, 2017). 

The strong evidence for the testing effect in improving learning outcomes from 

laboratory studies has sparked research on how to maximize the effects, although with limited 

results. Despite successful demonstrations in the laboratory of how the testing effect can be 

increased, the practical impact of these improvements seems to be limited to specific learning 

content (e.g. vocabulary) or it requires complex schedules. 

 In the following review, we outline an approach that might, in principle, improve 

the benefits of the testing effect for all learning content on a single testing occasion. We first 
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present theoretical underpinnings of this approach before describing the study that is designed 

to test this approach in an existing university course. 

 

Factors Influencing the Effectivity of the Testing Effect in Educational Settings 

In their seminal study, Roediger and Karpicke (2006, Experiment 2) demonstrated 

that repeated testing of studied information leads to better retention than repeated restudy. 

They further demonstrated that these results occurred after two days and after one week. This 

testing effect has been repeatedly found in laboratory and applied contexts alike, and 

researchers consequently advise the use of tests in educational settings (Dunlosky & Rawson, 

2015; Dunlosky, Rawson, Marsh, Nathan, & Willingham, 2013; Dunn, Saville, Baker, & 

Marek, 2013). Recent research has primarily focused on the use of testing schedules 

(Lindsey, Shroyer, Pashler, & Mozer, 2014; Rawson & Dunlosky, 2012; Rawson, Dunlosky, 

& Sciartelli, 2013) to enhance student outcomes. However, little is known about the optimal 

implementation of unique testing sessions that teachers and students can employ such as 

computer-assisted tests at the end of course sessions in online courses or in preparation for 

exams. 

To improve the testing effect, one important factor to consider is the cognitive effort 

needed to retrieve learning content from long-term memory. The desirable difficulties 

framework (R. Bjork, 1994) postulates that testing must be sufficiently difficult, and the 

learner needs to invest a sufficient amount of effort to successfully retrieve the relevant 

information to benefit long-term retention. In support of this framework, research has shown 

that more effortful retrieval promotes retention (Pyc & Rawson, 2009) and that retrieval 

effort might be a more decisive factor for the effectiveness of testing compared to retrieval 
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success, that is, whether the retrieved information is correct (Kornell, Klein, & Rawson, 

2015). 

To this end, researchers often use test items of varying difficulty to manipulate 

retrieval effort experimentally, and the stimulus material is administered to complete groups 

of learners (Carpenter, 2009; Pyc & Rawson, 2009). However, this procedure has 

disadvantages because the effect of difficulty on retrieval effort depends on the individual 

ability of the learner. Individual ability in the context of this study refers to the accessibility 

of initially learned information in memory. The more accessible the information, the less 

effort is needed to retrieve it from memory and the more likely it is retrieved successfully. In 

line with many theoretical accounts of the testing effect, such as the desirable difficulties 

framework (R. Bjork, 1994), the new theory of disuse (R. Bjork & Bjork, 1992), or the 

retrieval effort hypothesis (Pyc & Rawson, 2009), accessibility to information is directly 

linked to advantages in retrieval. Lower accessibility to information is associated with more 

effort needed to retrieve the information, leading to better retention of the successfully 

retrieved information. In other words, learners profit the most from retrieval practice when 

retrieval is both effortful and successful. Both parameters are determined by antecedent 

factors that increase learners’ retrieval ability. 

Research has shown that learners’ ability to retrieve studied information is 

influenced by prior knowledge (Schneider, Gruber, Gold, & Opwis, 1993) and the time 

between initial study occasion and retrieval attempt (Woźniak, Gorzelańczyk, & 

Murakowski, 1995). Furthermore, it can be assumed that study behavior (i.e., depth of mental 

processing) directly affects learners’ ability to retrieve the studied information (Craik & 

Lockhart, 1972). Given the many factors that influence learners’ ability to retrieve 

information, effortful and successful retrieval varies strongly in real world educational 
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contexts. The high variability suggests the use of an adaptive approach that tailors item 

difficulty to the ability level of students. Minear, Coane, Boland, Cooney, and Albat (2018) 

recently investigated the effects of student characteristics (fluid intelligence and vocabulary 

knowledge) and item difficulty on the testing effect in vocabulary learning. The strongest 

testing effects were observed for items that matched students’ abilities. Participants with low 

fluid intelligence and vocabulary knowledge profited the most from retrieving easy items 

from memory, whereas participants with high fluid intelligence and vocabulary knowledge 

profited the most from difficult items. The authors interpret these effects as a result of a 

match between participants’ abilities and the retrieval difficulty. However, it is noteworthy 

that in this study item difficulty was not adjusted, and thus the beneficial effects in each 

group of learners applied only to a subset of items. An alternative approach that bears the 

potential to maximize the testing effect would be to tailor every item to learners’ ability. 

One approach to systematically tailoring item difficulty to learners’ ability level is 

altering the informativeness of retrieval cues in testing conditions. Previous work has shown 

that less informative cues led to higher retrieval difficulty and thus to more pronounced 

testing effects (Carpenter & DeLosh, 2006; Carroll & Nelson, 1993; Finley, Benjamin, Hays, 

Bjork, & Kornell, 2011). In this paradigm, cue informativeness is usually manipulated by 

altering the number of target-word letters when practicing retrieval of single words (e.g., in 

vocabulary learning). Fiechter and Benjamin (2017) report differential effects of cue 

informativeness for different levels of learners’ abilities. At low ability levels, higher cue 

informativeness led to a higher testing effect. However, participants in this study received all 

cue levels irrespective of actual participants’ ability levels. Thus, item difficulty was not 

adapted to participants’ abilities. 
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Finn and Metcalfe (2010) followed a different approach. Participants were presented 

with short-answer trivia questions. Whenever an incorrect answer was entered, one of four 

types of feedback was given: (1) correct response (standard feedback), (2) opportunity to 

enter another answer (minimal feedback), (3) same question in an answer-until-correct 

multiple-choice format (answer until correct), or (4) opportunity to enter as many new 

answers as needed until the question was answered correctly. For each incorrect answer, a 

cue in the form of one letter of the target word appeared (scaffolded feedback). With these 

features, the scaffolded feedback condition represents an adaptation of cue informativeness to 

participants’ ability levels. This condition outperformed all other conditions on retention of 

the correct answer after retention intervals of 0.5 hr and 24 hr. However, these findings 

cannot be readily generalized to the current research question. First, the study lacked a 

restudy control, which precludes the interpretation of a testing effect. Second, two possible 

confounds hamper the conclusion that adaptive testing is more beneficial than non-adaptive 

testing: (1) When comparing the scaffolded feedback condition to the standard feedback 

condition, the findings may be confounded with the time spent on learning. In the scaffolded 

feedback condition, participants were exposed to the question and cues until they provided 

the correct answer, whereas in the standard feedback condition, exposure ended after the 

correct answer had been shown; (2) When comparing scaffolded feedback to the answer-

until-correct condition, the findings can be confounded by the change in question format. 

That is, answering multiple choice questions might lead to smaller testing effects than short-

answer questions (for a review, see Karpicke, 2017). Finally, answers to the questions used in 

this study consisted of only one word. Students normally encounter complex learning content 

in such educational contexts. Thus, application of these findings to such contexts is limited. 
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Despite its limitations, the method used by Finn and Metcalfe (2010) provides 

further opportunities for exploring ways to match learners’ ability to retrieval difficulty. To 

adapt this approach to real-world learning contexts, the main change involves the question 

format. Multiple-choice items allow for numerous response options, which provides the 

possibility of using new approaches involving the use of multimedia and response options 

that differ from mere descriptions of the correct answer (e.g., Davey, Godwin, & Mittelholtz, 

1997; Parshall, Stewart, & Ritter, 1996). Furthermore, feedback on multiple-choice responses 

can be provided immediately in computer-assisted learning environments, making multiple-

choice items particularly suitable for adaptive computerized learning (e.g., Martin & 

Lazendic, 2018; Parshall, Spray, Kalohn, & Davey, 2002). 

Similar to studies that varied cue informativeness by increasing the number of 

target-word letters, we propose a procedure that varies cue informativeness by reducing the 

number of selectable response options. Both procedures are assumed to promote correct 

answers by increasing the probability of guessing correctly, but more importantly, current 

procedural accounts on the testing effect state that reducing the set of possible candidates of a 

cue-target connection strengthens the remaining cue-target connections (Grimaldi & 

Karpicke, 2012). Therefore, constraining the set of possible responses in both procedures 

leads to better memory for the remaining possible response options. Furthermore, incorrect 

options in the proposed procedure are not only deleted from the set of selectable response 

options but are also marked as incorrect. The latter clearly adds information, thus increasing 

the cue informativeness. 

An ongoing debate questions whether multiple-choice items produce testing effects 

similar to the effects produced by short-answer questions (for a review, see Karpicke, 2017). 

Numerous studies have suggested that multiple-choice testing compared to short-answer 
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testing might lead to inferior testing effects (Kang, McDermott, & Roediger, 2007), equal 

testing effects (McDaniel, Wildman, & Anderson, 2012; Smith & Karpicke, 2014), or even 

superior testing effects (Little, Bjork, Bjork, & Angello, 2012). Karpicke (2017) discussed 

the possibility that different retrieval difficulties in multiple-choice and short-answer items 

might lead to these inconsistent findings. Consequently, matching learners’ abilities and 

retrieval difficulty with multiple-choice items might augment testing effects. 

Rationale of this Study 

Previous research has shown that retrieval practice can be fruitfully applied to 

computer-assisted learning in educational contexts (e.g., Cook, Thompson, & Thomas, 2014; 

Cook, Thompson, Thomas, Thomas, & Pankratz, 2006; DelSignore, Wolbrink, Zurakowski, 

& Burns, 2016; Friedl et al., 2006; Grimaldi & Karpicke, 2014; Kerfoot, DeWolf, Masser, 

Church, & Federman, 2007; Maag, 2004; Schmidmaier et al., 2011; Shapiro & Gordon, 

2012). In short, retrieval practice using multiple-choice questions can benefit learning. When 

the correct answers are single word, retrieval practice is most beneficial when participants’ 

abilities match items with the optimum amount of cue informativeness. Given these 

preliminary findings and the theoretical accounts on the testing effect, adapting the difficulty 

of each item to learners’ abilities might benefit retention more than standard testing 

procedures. 

The aim of this study is to compare a procedure that adapts retrieval cue 

informativeness to learners’ ability levels to standard procedures of retrieval practice and then 

examine the potential of this adaptive testing procedure for complex learning content. To this 

end, we developed a novel adaptive testing procedure for multiple-choice questions which 

allows us to investigate the beneficial effects of adaptive retrieval practice in an existing 

university course. 
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We manipulated students’ practice strategies after they visited a university course 

session. Practice consisted of (a) testing in which cue informativeness adapted to learners’ 

ability levels, (b) testing in which no adaptation of cue informativeness took place, or (c) 

restudying as a control condition. Testing included multiple-choice items, and cue 

informativeness was operationalized by providing feedback on incorrect response options to 

the learner. We assessed the effectiveness of practice strategies by means of a surprise 

criterial test administered between one and seven days after the last practice session. We also 

assessed learners’ effort in practicing the course content. We expected both testing conditions 

to be superior to restudy (testing effect hypothesis) and adaptive testing to be superior to non-

adaptive testing (adaptive testing effect hypothesis). 

 

Method 

Participants, Power, and Required Sample Size 

Participants were recruited from two university courses attending a course on 

behavioral disorders. The students are enrolled in a teacher training program and will 

eventually become teachers in different school forms. To our knowledge, Fiechter and 

enjamin (2017) conducted the only study investigating adaptive testing compared to non-

adaptive testing and restudying. They reported effect sizes (Cohen’s d) between 0.28 

(Experiments 1a–1e) and 0.51 (Experiments 2a–2b) for the difference between the two 

testing conditions. The experiments in this study implemented different conditions, none of 

which suitably match our research question. We thus used the weighted mean of these effect 

sizes (M = 0.41) as the basis for an a priori power analysis with a required power of 1-β = .90. 

Power analysis was conducted with the tools provided by Judd, Westfall, & Kenny (2017). 

For a within-participants design (see the Design section), this implies a minimum of 46 
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participants to detect a significant difference between the two testing conditions. Regular 

course size in the target population ranges between 35 and 40 students. Thus, students from 

two courses were asked to participate in exchange for course credit. In this semester, students 

chose from a total of seven courses on this topic, whereas only these two courses included 

participation in a study to fulfill course credit. Participants gave their informed and written 

consent prior to participation. 

A total of 68 students (72% female) took part in the study. Participants’ age ranged 

from 18 to 31 years (M = 21.04, SD = 2.49) and participants were mostly students in their 

first term (M = 1.53, SD = 1.08). The procedures for analyzing the data can handle missing 

data, hence we did not exclude data from participants with partially missing data. Whenever 

participants failed to show up for their practice sessions or technical errors occurred that lead 

to data loss during the experiment, we used the remaining data points. We assumed that any 

missing data points will be missing completely at random and thus inferences can proceed by 

analyzing only the observed data (Ibrahim & Molenberghs, 2009). 

Procedure 

General procedure 

The study was conducted in the last weeks of the semester. Participants were 

advised to read book chapters in preparation for the course sessions. All course sessions were 

taught by the first author, and course content was largely based on the reading assignments. 

Three subsequent course sessions addressed the topics and practice sessions were offered, 

which were subject to manipulation (i.e., the focal sessions). After each focal session, 

participants were asked to practice the course content of the last session in the laboratory 

within one week. Participants returned to the laboratory within one week after the session that 

follows the last focal session, ostensibly to practice one additional session but instead the 

surprise criterial test was administered. 
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Practice sessions and criterial test 

In each practice session, participants first answered sociodemographic items, 

questions about their presence in the course session, questions about prior knowledge in the 

domain of the focal session, and questions concerning whether and when the reading 

assignment was completed. Participants then engaged in practicing the course content 

according to one of the three practice conditions (adaptive testing, non-adaptive testing, or 

restudy). Practice was self-paced and consisted of five rounds. In each round, all information 

units were practiced in randomized order. 

In the restudy condition, statements were the same in each round. In both testing 

conditions, each round consisted of fill-in-the-blank items with two blanks (see section 

Materials). In the adaptive testing condition, the items were the same in each round. 

However, participants’ performance on each item affected the difficulty of this question in 

subsequent rounds. Every time an item was answered incorrectly, one response option was 

permanently eliminated from the question. Response options from both blank spaces were 

eliminated alternatingly. Each elimination decreased the amount of possible incorrect 

combinations of response options. The resulting combinations for Rounds 1–5 when all 

responses were incorrect were 15 (without elimination), 11, 8, 5, and 3, respectively. 

Eliminated options were still visible but could not be selected. Whenever a response option 

has been eliminated, in subsequent rounds a note appeared on the screen reminding the 

participants to reflect why the eliminated options might be wrong and then consider their self-

generated reasons when attempting to retrieve the correct option. In the non-adaptive testing 

condition, the items were identical in each round and the amount of selectable and eliminated 

response options were each set to two. Instead of being adaptive, the practice test thus always 

provided the maximal level of cue informativeness. 
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After each test, participants were asked to rate the difficulty of the item on a visual 

analogous scale, ranging from “very easy” to “very difficult”. In all conditions following each 

information unit in each round, participants were asked to predict retention of the information 

unit on a visual analogous scale, ranging from “very good” to “very bad.” 

In both testing conditions, a message then indicated whether an item was answered 

correctly. 

At the beginning of the criterial test, participants were informed that no further 

practice would take place and that they would be tested on the three previous course sessions. 

All items were then presented in randomized order and without a time limit. Finally, 

participants were thanked, debriefed and reminded not to disclose information regarding this 

study to other students. 

Materials 

Test items and restudy statements 

Three chapters from a textbook on mental disorders that are part of the regular reading 

assignments of the course were selected as the basis for study material. The content of the 

chapters on “Drug abuse and addiction,” “Suicidality,” and “Affective Disorders” were 

surveyed, and 30 information units per topic were identified. For each information unit, one 

statement and one fill-in-the-blank item were created by summarizing the key information of 

the information unit. An example statement is: “Massive intoxications lead to absence of 

positive states of mind (“highs”). With longer duration of the addiction, the proportion of 

positive effects on the mind of the user decreases whereas the proportion of poisonous 

outcomes increases.” Fill-in-the-blank items were created by asking for the key information 

from the information unit by leaving two blank spaces and providing four response options 

for each blank space, for example: 
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“Massive intoxications lead to absence of             (Blank 1)               . With longer 

duration of the addiction, the proportion of positive effects on the mind of the user decreases, 

while             (Blank 2)               increases.” 

Options for Blank 1: (A) positive states of mind (“highs”), (B) cravings for the 

substance, (C) resistance of the blood-brain barrier, (D) refractory periods of involved 

neurons. 

Options for Blank 2: (A) the proportion of dysphoric intrusions, (B) the proportion of 

poisonous outcomes, (C) the desire for abstinence, (D) the proportion of abstinent periods. 

Answers were scored as correct answers only when the correct response options for 

both blank spaces were selected, which corresponds to one combination of response options 

out of 16. 

Practice materials 

For each practice session, 20 information units were randomly drawn from the 30 

information units prepared for this session. Based on the selected information units, materials 

were prepared for each practice session. The materials were presented with the software 

Inquisit 5 (Version 5.0.6.0; Millisecond Software, 2016) and consisted of either 20 fill-in-the-

blank items (adaptive testing and non-adaptive testing condition) or 20 summarizing 

statements (restudying). In all three conditions, each information unit was presented on one 

page. The presentation order of fill-in-the-blank items was randomized on each practice 

session. 

Criterial test 

A criterial test was constructed that consisted of 20 items from each topic. For each 

topic, 10 items were based on information units used in the practice material, and 10 items 
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were based on information units not used in the practice material. Each criterial test item was 

presented along with four response options with only one correct answer. 

Design 

We investigated the effect of the independent variable practice condition (adaptive 

testing, non-adaptive testing, restudy) across three course sessions on the dependent variable 

performance in the criterial test. All participants experienced all practice conditions in the 

course sessions (within-participants design). To prevent effects of topic and sequence, we 

counterbalanced the sequence of conditions, thus resulting in a total of six combinations of 

conditions and topics. Table V.1 illustrates the possible combinations of conditions across the 

topics. Each participant was randomly assigned to one of these six combinations upon arrival 

at the first practice session. 

Table V.3 

Possible Combinations of Practice Conditions 

 Topic 

Combination Nr. Suicidality 
Drug Abuse and 

Addiction 

Affective Disorders 

1 Restudy Adaptive testing Non-adaptive testing 

2 Restudy Non-adaptive testing Adaptive testing 

3 Adaptive testing Non-adaptive testing Restudy 

4 Adaptive testing Restudy Non-adaptive testing 

5 Non-adaptive testing Restudy Adaptive testing 

6 Non-adaptive testing Adaptive testing Restudy 

Note. Combinations of practice conditions across course sessions (sequence of 

topics/conditions were counterbalanced across participants) 
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Results 

We estimated generalized linear mixed effect models (GLMMs) with a logit-link 

function (Dixon, 2008) and linear mixed effect models with the R package lme4 (Bates, 

Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015). Mixed effect models have many advantages compared to 

ANOVAs (e.g., see Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008; Richter, 2006). These advantages 

include better options for analyzing categorical outcome variables (Jaeger, 2008) and for 

dealing with missing data. The package emmeans (formerly: lsmeans) was used (Lenth, 

2016) for comparisons between experimental conditions and estimating performance scores 

for different conditions. Type I error probability was set to .05 for all significance tests. The 

multivariate t distriConfirmatory Analyses Regarding the Testing Effect Hypothesis and the 

Adaptive Testing Effect Hypothesisbution was used to adjust p values (for details, see Lenth, 

2016) for post-hoc tests (but not for planned comparisons). Participants and test items were 

included as random effects (random intercepts) in all models. 

Criterial tests were scored with 1 when the correct option was ticked vs. 0 when a 

distractor was ticked. All models were estimated on the item level (items x participants) of 

either the criterial test or the practice material. 

Confirmatory Analyses Regarding the Testing Effect Hypothesis and the Adaptive 

Testing Effect Hypothesis 

We used Helmert coding to create two orthogonal contrasts that correspond to the 

hypotheses: The first contrast compared the two testing conditions (coded with -1) to the 

restudy condition (coded with 2) and thus evaluated the testing effect hypothesis. The second 

contrast compared the adaptive testing condition (coded with 1) to the non-adaptive testing 

condition (coded with -1) and thus evaluated the adaptive testing effect hypothesis; the 

restudy condition was coded with 0 in this latter contrast. We estimated a model including 

both contrasts as predictors and the probability of providing a correct response in the criterial 
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test as dependent variable. The model estimates are shown in Table V.2. Results revealed a 

negative effect of testing compared to restudying and no difference among the testing 

conditions. Overall, adaptive testing (P = .42, SE = .04, z = -3.51, p = .001, OR = 0.74) as 

well as non-adaptive testing (P = .43, SE = .04, z = -2.92, p = .010, OR = 0.78) lead to lower 

probabilities of answering correctly than restudying (P = .49, SE = .04) The estimated 

probabilities in the testing conditions did not differ significantly from each other (z = 0.583, p 

= .415, one-tailed, OR = 1.05). 
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Table V.4 

Model Parameters for Hypothesis Testing 

Parameter β SE z p 

Intercept -0.22 0.14 -1.59 .112 

Testing vs. Restudy 0.10 0.02 3.72 < .001 

Adaptive Testing vs. Non-

Adaptive Testing 
-0.03 0.04 -0.58 .600 

NParticipants 68 

NItems 60 

Note. Parameter estimates for the models estimating the effect of testing and the effect of 

adaptive testing realized by two orthogonally coded contrasts (helmert coding). Testing vs. 

restudy (contrast-coded: adaptive testing = -1, non-adaptive testing = -1, restudy = 2). 

Adaptive testing vs. non-adaptive testing (contrast-coded: adaptive testing = 1, non-adaptive 

testing = -1, restudy = 0). 

 

Exploratory Analyses 

For further exploratory analyses, investigating potential moderators of the testing 

effect and the adaptive testing effect we considered a set of exploratory predictors that might 

arguably be involved in both effects. We expected an interplay of participants’ abilities and 

benefits of practice procedures and expected participants’ abilities to be a result of the study 

behavior. Specifically, as most theoretical accounts on the testing effect state, abilities should 

affect the testing effect by altering the difficulty of retrieval (e.g., Carpenter, 2009; Pyc & 

Rawson, 2009). As one moderator, we considered self-reported fulfillment of reading 

assignments with the three levels “no reading”, “partial reading”, and “full reading” of the 

assigned chapters (Helmert-coded). For the same reason, we considered self-reported 

presence in the course session with the two levels “present” and “absent” (dummy-coded: 

absent = 0, present = 1) as a second predictor. Theoretical accounts on the testing effect often 

assume more difficult practice procedures to result in more sustainable memory traces (e.g., 
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Roediger & Karpicke, 2006a, 2006b; Rowland, 2014). Therefore, the retention interval, that 

is the time interval between the lab session and the criterial test centered around the mean (M 

= 17.73) was included in days. All these predictors were included as participant-level 

predictors and could vary for each topic. We estimated separate models for differences 

between testing and restudying (contrast-coded: testing conditions = -1, restudy condition = 

2) and for differences between the testing conditions (dummy-coded: adaptive testing = 1, 

non-adaptive testing = 0). We estimated multiple models using the probability of answering 

correctly as dependent variable and included different combinations of this set of predictors. 

However, for each effect we will only present the most parsimonious model that includes 

only the significant interaction effects. Due to the exploratory nature of these analyses, all 

moderator effects were tested with two-tailed tests. 

Moderators of the testing effect 

The most parsimonious model involving moderators of the testing effect revealed a 

negative effect of testing compared to restudying and a positive effect of the retention interval 

on performance in the criterial test (Table V.3). More importantly, there was a significant 

interaction between the learning condition and the retention interval: The longer the retention 

interval, the more beneficial became testing compared to restudying. Figure V.1 depicts this 

interaction. Post-hoc comparisons revealed that restudying outperformed testing in the whole 

range from the minimum retention interval of one day (ΔP = -.19, SE = .06, z = -3.22, p = 

.001, OR = 0.43) to a retention interval of 20 days (ΔP = -.05, SE = .02, z = -2.42, p = .016, 

OR = 0.82). However, this difference became insignificant with longer retention intervals 

from 21 days (ΔP = -0.04, SE = 0.02, z = -1.86, p = .063, OR = 0.85) to the maximum 

retention interval of 29 days (ΔP = .03, SE = .05, z = .74, p = .458, OR = 1.11). 
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Table V.5 

Model Parameters for the Exploratory Testing Effect Model 

Parameter β SE z p 

Intercept -0.31 0.13 -2.35 .019 

Practice Condition  0.27 0.07  3.68 <.001 

Retention Interval  0.05 0.02  2.88 .004 

Practice Condition  

x Retention Interval 
-0.03 0.01 -2.42 .015 

NParticipants 68 

NItems 60 

Note. Parameter estimates for the most parsimonious model including moderators of the 

testing effect. Practice condition (contrast-coded: adaptive testing = -1, non-adaptive testing = 

-1, restudy = 2). Retention interval (centered around M = 17.73). 
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Figure V.1. 

The influence of retention interval on the testing effect

 
Note. Probability of correct responses in criterial test items (back-transformed from the logits 

in the GLMM) by retention interval and testing condition (adaptive testing vs. non-adaptive 

testing). Areas around the graphs indicate standard errors. 

 

Moderators of the adaptive testing effect 

The most parsimonious model involving moderators of the adaptive testing effect 

included the full set of exploratory predictors (Table V.4). We observed no main effect of the 

testing condition on criterial test performance. Testing conditions interacted positively with 

the retention interval and negatively with the presence in the course session. This indicates 

that adaptive retrieval practice was more beneficial for longer retention intervals and that 

non-adaptive retrieval practice was more beneficial when participants visited course sessions 

prior to being tested. Furthermore, there was a three-way interaction of the testing condition 

with retention interval and fulfillment of the reading assignment: Whenever participants fully 
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read the assigned chapters and retention interval increased, adaptive testing was more 

beneficial. Most notably, post-hoc comparisons revealed significant differences between 

adaptive and non-adaptive testing in the probability of providing a correct response in the 

criterial tests for participants who fully read the assigned chapters: At the maximum retention 

interval of 29 days and more, adaptive testing outperformed non-adaptive testing, irrespective 

of participants being present (ΔP = 0.28, SE = 0.12, z = 2.35, p = .019, OR = 2.55) or absent 

in the course session (ΔP = 0.56, SE  = 0.18, z = 3.09, p = .002, OR = 15.00). 
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Table V.6 

Model Parameters for the Exploatory Adaptive Testing Effect Model 

Parameter β SE z p 

Intercept -0.96 0.27 -3.53 <.001 

Testing Condition  0.56 0.31  1.80 .072 

Partly Reading vs. No Reading -0.01 0.13 -0.07 .945 

Full Reading vs. Reading Less -0.38 0.23 -1.63 .103 

Retention Interval  0.01 0.02  0.33 .739 

Presence in Course Session  0.97 0.29  3.33 <.001 

Testing Condition x Retention Interval  0.05 0.02  2.84 .005 

Testing Condition x Partly Reading vs. No Reading  0.15 0.16  0.93 .355 

Testing Condition x Full Reading vs. Reading Less  0.38 0.30  1.26 .209 

Testing Condition x Presence in Course Session -0.86 0.36 -2.39 .017 

Partly Reading vs. No Reading x Presence in Course Session  0.07 0.17  0.44 .658 

Full Reading vs. Reading Less x Presence in Course Session  0.55 0.28  1.98 .047 

Partly Reading vs. No Reading x Retention Interval -0.01 0.01 -0.54 .587 

Full Reading vs. Reading Less x Retention Interval -0.03 0.01 -2.20 .028 

Testing Condition x Partly Reading vs. No Reading x Retention 

Interval 
 0.01 0.02  0.74 .460 

Testing Condition x Full Reading vs. Reading Less x Retention 

Interval 
 0.04 0.02  2.24 .025 

Testing Condition x Partly Reading vs. No Reading x Presence in 

Course Session 
 0.03 0.22  0.12 .906 

Testing Condition x Full Reading vs. Reading Less x Presence in 

Course Session 
-0.46 0.34 -1.33 .183 

NParticipants 68 

NItems 60 

Note. Parameter estimates for the most parsimonious model including moderators of the 

adaptive testing effect. Testing condition (dummy-coded: adaptive testing = 1, non-adaptive 

testing = 0). Retention interval (centered around M = 17.73). Partly reading vs. no reading 

(contrast-coded: “Read parts” = 1, “Read nothing” = -1, “Read everything” = 0). Full reading 

vs. reading less (contrast-coded: “Read parts” = -1, “Read nothing” = -1, “Read everything” = 

2). Presence in course session (dummy-coded = “Present” = 1, “Not present” = 0). 
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Discussion 

We designed a novel procedure for practicing adaptive retrieval to increase the 

benefits of the testing effect in a university course. In this procedure, retrieval was gradually 

made easier until participants answered the question correctly. The adaptive retrieval practice 

procedure was based on theoretical accounts of the testing effect that state that in order to be 

most effective, retrieval needs to be both successful and sufficiently difficult (Pyc & Rawson, 

2009; R. Bjork, 1994; R. Bjork & Bjork, 1992). 

We compared adaptive retrieval practice to restudy and to a non-adaptive practice 

procedure, in which all questions were always presented in the easiest form. We expected 

both testing conditions to be superior to restudying (testing effect hypothesis) and adaptive 

testing to be superior to non-adaptive testing (adaptive testing effect hypothesis). Contrary to 

our assumptions, restudying overall led to better retention than retrieval practice and no 

differences between the testing conditions were observed. 

In subsequent exploratory analyses, we investigated the role of potential moderators 

on the testing effect and the adaptive testing effect. For the testing effect, the retention 

interval moderated the differences between retrieval practice and restudying: Results 

indicated that with longer retention intervals the benefits of retrieval practice on retention 

increased, while the benefits from restudying decreased. This finding is in line with many 

studies investigating the role of the retention interval on the testing effect (e.g., Roediger & 

Karpicke, 2006a, 2006b; Rowland, 2014; Toppino & Cohen, 2009; Wheeler, Ewers, & 

Buonanno, 2003). Furthermore, it has been shown that higher proportions of unretrievable 

items in retrieval practice lead to higher benefits of restudying in the short run (Jang, Wixted, 

Pecher, Zeelenberg, & Huber, 2012). This finding is also in line with the bifurcation model 

(Kornell, Bjork, & Garcia, 2011), which postulates restudy as being more beneficial than 
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retrieval practice whenever retrieval success is below 50% (Rowland, 2014; for supportive 

evidence from a field experiment conducted in a university course, see Greving & Richter, 

2018). It is thus possible that the pattern of results obtained for the testing effect in the 

present study was obtained because the retrieval practice procedures consisted of many items 

that were not successfully retrieved. 

For the adaptive testing effect, the exploratory analyses revealed three moderators: 

Presence in the course session, self-reported fulfillment of the reading assignment, and 

retention interval. 

Contrary to what one might expect, presence in the course session increased the 

beneficial effects of non-adaptive retrieval practice as compared to adaptive retrieval practice, 

irrespective of fulfillment of reading assignment. In this context, it is important to note that 

the course sessions taught and summarized the main concepts that were also included in the 

reading assignments. As discussed before, retrieval success was low, which might indicate 

that participants’ abilities were low in general. Presence in the course session might have 

lifted participants' abilities to a level sufficient to capitalize on the benefits of the non-

adaptive testing condition, which was the easiest testing condition and therefore matched 

participants’ ability level. 

Controlling for the adverse effects of presence in the course session revealed two 

other moderators that increased benefits of adaptive testing: Only if participants read the 

entire book chapter that was subject to studying, adaptive retrieval practice was superior to 

non-adaptive retrieval practice. We assumed that whenever test difficulty matches learners’ 

abilities, the testing effect is the strongest. In terms of cue informativeness, adaptive testing 

included the most difficult questions, whereas non-adaptive testing consisted of the easiest 

questions only. In order to match the comparably more difficult questions in the adaptive 
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testing conditions, participants’ ability levels needed to be high. We argue that fulfillment of 

the reading assignment leads to higher levels of ability which might explain the observation 

that beneficial effects of adaptive testing arose only if reading assignments were fulfilled. 

This finding is consistent with our assumptions about the benefits of the match between 

question difficulty and learners’ abilities. Furthermore, the most positive effects of adaptive 

retrieval practice as compared to non-adaptive retrieval practice were obtained when retention 

intervals increased. 

Recent research from other labs has shown adaptive retrieval practice to benefit 

learners in terms of efficient diagnosis of students’ abilities and motivation to take tests 

(Martin & Lazendic, 2018; Morphew, Mestre, Kang, Chang, & Fabry, 2018). In a study 

investigating the benefits of adaptive retrieval practice compared to non-adaptive retrieval 

practice, adaptive retrieval practice produced higher testing effects than non-adaptive 

retrieval practice (Heitmann, Grund, Berthold, Fries, & Roelle, 2018). In this study, 

participants first saw an e-lecture before answering easy (Level 1, reproduction of singular 

information unit) to difficult (Level 4, application of multiple information units) questions 

about the contents of the e-lecture. The sequence of these questions was either fixed (non-

adaptive testing) or depended on the correctness of participants' responses, which in turn was 

rated by the participants themselves. The authors furthermore reported that the beneficial 

effects of adaptive testing depended on the performance in testing, which can be seen as a 

measure of students’ ability. In sum, the findings from this study provides further evidence 

for the assumption that adaptive retrieval practice can be fruitfully applied to improve the 

benefits of retrieval practice, whenever students differ in their abilities. 

Along the same line of reasoning, the lack of general benefits of adaptive testing 

over non-adaptive testing and the superiority of the restudy condition might be attributed to 
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the overall low level of students’ abilities. Future research should follow up on this issue by 

investigating adaptive retrieval practice in student samples with a broader range of abilities, 

including higher levels of ability. Another limitation that the study shares with other field 

experiments concerns potential external influences (e.g., metacognitive or motivational 

factors, students' learning activities outside the lab) that potentially play a much greater role 

for performance in the criterial tests than in typical laboratory experiments on retrieval 

practice. 

We demonstrated in this study that in some cases an adaptive retrieval practice 

procedure was more beneficial than non-adaptive retrieval practice. In regard to the practical 

implications it should be noted, that this procedure was implemented in an existing university 

course. Whenever students prepared for the course, they benefitted from adaptive testing 

more than from non-adaptive testing and the benefits increased in the long run. In real-world 

educational settings, practitioners have limited influence on the abilities of students prior to 

practicing retrieval. However, retention intervals in such settings are usually long. Thus, 

instructors should support their students to prepare for the course and combine these efforts 

with adaptive tests in an attempt to increase the retention over longer periods of time. 

To conclude, in this research we developed a novel, scalable adaptive retrieval 

practice procedure for multiple-choice questions which failed to show its general 

effectiveness as compared to non-adaptive testing and restudy. However, we identified 

potential moderators and conditions that made this adaptive retrieval practice procedure 

beneficial. In this regard, this study contributes to advancing the research of increasing the 

benefits of retrieval practice procedures. 
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The aim of this dissertation was to investigate direct testing effects in real-world 

educational settings and to advance the understanding of difficulty and retrievability as 

moderating factors. In Chapter I relevant research was reviewed and discussed and it became 

apparent that research investigating direct testing effects in real-world educational contexts is 

scarce. Also in Chapter I, I presented theoretical accounts on the testing effect that make 

assumptions about the complex role of test question difficulty and thus also about different 

question formats. For one, the bifurcation model assumes that a certain amount of 

information needs to be retrieved from memory in order to profit from practice tests and thus 

difficulty should be sufficiently low to achieve high retrievability rates (Kornell et al., 2011). 

This assumed link between difficulty and the extent of the testing effect seems to be at odds 

with the retrieval effort hypothesis (Pyc & Rawson, 2009) because the latter assumes that a 

higher difficulty should result in practice tests being more effective for retention. 

Furthermore, I argued that learners’ variables interact with practice test difficulty and hence it 

is not only the objective difficulty of a practice test that determines its effectiveness in terms 

of testing effects but the match between learners' knowledge about the learned content and 

test difficulty.  

In the following I will first summarize and discuss the key findings of the four 

empirical studies before discussing the theoretical and practical implications that can be 

derived from all studies. 

Summary and Discussion of Study 1 

The first empirical study presented in Chapter II investigated the possibility to elicit 

direct testing effects in an existing university lecture by means of a short practice test at the 

end of each lecture session. In this study, we compared the effects of different practice 

activities—namely answering multiple-choice questions, answering short-answer questions, 
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or restudying—on retention of lecture content 1, 12, and 23 weeks after the last practice 

activity took place. This study also investigated the moderating role of practice test difficulty 

in the form of retrievability—operationalized through is the extent an item has been correctly 

recalled in the practice tests. 

The main findings were the superiority of short-answer testing over restudying, 

whenever retrievability was high and that this superiority was independent of the time 

retention of the lecture content to when it was assessed. Although similar designs have been 

employed to investigate direct testing effects for different question formats in simulated 

classrooms (e.g., Nungester & Duchastel, 1982) this study is the—to my knowledge—only 

study to report direct testing effects in real-world educational contexts. Most importantly, this 

effect persevered not only until the end of the semester in which practice tests were used but 

also until the end of the following semester, indicating a practically relevant, long-term 

benefit elicited by practice tests. With regard to the important role of test question difficulty, 

two additional findings are of importance: This study did not find evidence for a direct testing 

effect for short-answer questions that were retrieved by less than 46% of the participants or 

for direct testing effects elicited by multiple-choice questions. This finding of short-answer 

practice being effective only if items can be recalled correctly from memory is in line with 

the assumptions made by the bifurcation model, therefore in order to be effective practice 

tests should be easy enough to encourage successful retrieval.  

It has been theorized, that answering multiple-choice questions is inapt to elicit 

direct testing effects because answering these questions requires less effort as only parts of 

the initially learned information needs to be retrieved (Glover, 1989). Findings from this first 

study indicate that answering multiple choice questions was indeed easy since two-thirds of 

multiple-choice questions—as compared to one-third of short-answer questions—were 
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answered correctly in most of the cases. However, there was also no beneficial testing effect 

for items that were harder to retrieve, indicating that some other factors (e.g., retrieval-

induced forgetting, discussed in Chapter II) might render multiple-choice questions 

ineffective as practice activities following university lectures. 

Summary and Discussion of Study 2 

The second empirical study presented in Chapter III reinvestigated the research 

questions of the first study and further explored the possibility of rendering multiple-choice 

question beneficial even when no feedback was provided. This study conceptually replicated 

the first study while extending the research question with regard to understand the effects 

multiple-choice question difficulty has on retention of learning content. It has already been 

argued that practicing multiple-choice questions fails to elicit direct testing effects because 

when learners succeed in producing a correct answer, they do so by recognizing the correct 

response option, which does not require a complete recall of relevant information from 

memory (e.g., Glover, 1989). Research has demonstrated that multiple-choice questions can 

elicit direct testing effects whenever response alternatives are constructed in a way that 

requires a processing of all response options (Little & Bjork, 2015). In the second study, a 

similar approach was adopted in order to enhance the benefits of multiple-choice testing in an 

existing university lecture.  

The main finding was that short-answer testing was superior to restudying, 

irrespective of retrievability. However, when sub-groups were analyzed regarding 

retrievability, only items with the lowest retrievability outperformed restudying. The finding 

that practicing short-answer questions is beneficial in general but most effective when 

practicing difficult questions seems to be at odds with the finding from the first study where 

short-answer testing was only beneficial whenever difficulty was lowest. However, as 
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outlined in Chapter III, the retrieval effort hypothesis can explain these inconsistent 

findings—at least partially: This finding is in line with the retrieval effort hypothesis. 

Following this account lower retrievability is associated with higher difficulty and thus 

successful retrieval of items with lower retrievability can result in more pronounced testing 

effects. Further explanation for inconsistent findings between studies will be provided in the 

section Theoretical Implications.  

No beneficial effects of multiple-choice questions emerged even when learners had 

to process all response options in order to answer correctly. Furthermore, this study provided 

evidence for the absence of direct testing effects as a result of practicing multiple-choice 

questions constructed in such a manner. These findings are in line with results obtained from 

Study 1 and with the retrieval effort hypothesis when practicing test questions as outlined in 

Chapter II. 

Summary and Discussion of Study 3 

The third study presented in Chapter IV further explored under what conditions 

multiple-choice testing can have direct beneficial effects in university classrooms. To this 

end, the moderating role of feedback and practice question difficulty was investigated in a 

minimal-intervention setting. Furthermore, corrective feedback was employed in a novel way 

that not only provided the correct answer but enabled learners to revisit course content to 

obtain feedback in a more effortful and active way.  

One main finding from Study 3 was that students infrequently revisited course 

content irrespective of whether learning content was tested or restudied and that they were 

unable to obtain the correct information. Apparently, participants were unwilling or unable to 

obtain corrective feedback. We therefore interpreted performance in the criterial test as the 
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result of the independent variable practice condition without corrective feedback and the 

factor retrievability which once again reflected item difficulty.  

Another main finding from Study 3 was that there is a testing effect for items with 

high retrievability. This study is among the first to demonstrate that multiple-choice questions 

without feedback can foster retention in an applied educational context more than restudying 

does (for another, see Thomas et al., 2020). The finding that only highly retrievable items 

benefited from practice tests is in line with the findings from Study 1, the bifurcation model, 

and the idea that in order to be beneficial, practiced items need to be retrievable from 

memory or else restudying is the more promising study strategy.  

Summary and Discussion of Study 4 

The research paradigm employed in Study 4 resembled that of Study 3, however it 

differed in one central aspect concerning the difficulty of practice test questions: Whereas in 

Studies 1–3, difficulty of practice test questions was assessed in order to investigate the 

moderating role on the testing effect, in Study 4, difficulty of multiple-choice questions was 

adjusted to learners’ individual abilities in order to create bespoke multiple-choice questions 

that should maximize testing effects.  

 Study 4 compared answering these adaptive multiple-choice questions to non-

adaptive multiple-choice questions—that consisted of multiple-choice questions with 

maximum assistance—as well as to restudy in an authentic educational setting of a university 

course. 

Main findings of this study were that contrary to our assumptions, restudying 

outperformed both testing conditions and that practicing adaptive questions was equally 

beneficial as practicing non-adaptive questions. However, in exploratory analyses we 
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identified conditions that rendered the testing conditions superior to restudying as well as 

adaptive questions superior to non-adaptive questions.  

Theoretical Implications 

The first aim of this dissertation was to investigate whether direct testing effects—to 

date only found under laboratory conditions (e.g., Roediger & Karpicke, 2006a)—are 

observable and practically relevant in real-world educational settings. It has been shown in all 

empirical studies that practicing retrieval can have a direct beneficial effect on retention in 

real-world educational contexts, whenever certain conditions were met.  

The second aim of this dissertation was to investigate the role of practice test 

question difficulty in eliciting direct testing effects. Different accounts have been presented 

that make predictions about the extent of direct testing effects when question difficulty varies. 

However, it seems premature to compare different theoretical accounts on the basis of the 

findings presented in the four studies. For one, the theoretical accounts not only differ in their 

predictions about the effects of practice test question difficulty but also in their predictions 

about the effects of success in answering practice test questions. As stated in the 

introductions, these two variables are naturally confounded: Whenever retrieval difficulty is 

low, retrieval success is high and vice versa. However, theoretical accounts on the testing 

effect differ in their assumptions about the effectiveness of different question formats. The 

bifurcation model does not make any specific predictions in regard to the difficulty of 

practice test questions, but sees successful retrieval as being always more beneficial than 

restudying and unsuccessful retrieval, thus expecting the benefits of testing being the most 

pronounced when retrieval success is highest (Rawson & Zamary, 2019). Other theoretical 

accounts such as the retrieval effort hypothesis assume that question formats differ in the 

retrieval effort and thus in the extent of direct testing effects. It was not the aim of this 
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dissertation to test theoretical accounts on the testing effect and as previously stated, the 

employed research designs do not allow for such tests, however, findings obtained from 

studies investigating the effects of different question formats might allow for a tentative 

conclusion concerning the explanatory value of the theoretical accounts.  

The bifurcation model would predict multiple-choice testing being superior because 

of the higher rates of retrieval success. As illustrated by the first two studies, in direct 

comparison to restudying contents of a university lecture, short-answer testing produced 

beneficial effects whereas multiple-choice testing did not, even when multiple-choice 

questions were constructed in a way that encouraged learners to process all response options. 

It thus seems likely that these findings that indicate a superiority of short-answer questions 

over multiple-choice questions can be explained better by the retrieval effort hypothesis. 

When recapitulating the findings concerning the moderating role of question 

difficulty, Study 1 and 3 seem to provide evidence for the bifurcation model because a testing 

effect was only found when retrievability and thus retrieval success was high. However, 

given the fact that no feedback was administered subsequent to answering test questions, 

producing an incorrect answer means never being presented with the correct answer which is 

also assumed by all other accounts on the testing effect of being inferior to restudying 

(Kornell & Vaughn, 2016; Rowland, 2014). Following the ideas and terms of the new theory 

of disuse, unsuccessful retrieval attempts reflect very low retrieval strength which means that 

the information is not accessible in memory. Not being able to retrieve a piece of information 

from memory also means that the retrieval route cannot be strengthened and thus no 

increment in retrieval strength can be obtained by unsuccessful retrieval (R. A. Bjork & 

Bjork, 1992). The retrieval effort hypothesis is therefore also able to explain results 

indicating that both higher and lower retrievability of short-answer questions is associated 
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with more pronounced testing effects. Similar to the bifurcation model this explanation 

involves the retrieval success rate of all tested items as a crucial variable: Only when an item 

is correctly recalled from memory it receives a boost in retrieval strength and is thus more 

likely to be recalled again in a later final test. However, irretrievable items receive no boost in 

retrieval strength.  

Items that have been restudied receive a boost of retrieval strength that is less than 

the boost obtained by successful retrieval. In the bifurcation model as well as in the retrieval 

effort hypothesis, the benefit of testing is determined by the amount of successful retrievals 

because each successful retrieval is associated with an increase in retrieval strength which in 

turn determines the overall retrievability in the criterial test. To restate a key assumption of 

both theoretical frameworks, only when the increment in retrieval strength of the tested items 

surpasses the retrieval strength of restudied items a testing effect emerges.  

Additionally, the retrieval effort hypothesis assumes that the boost in retrieval 

strength rises with the difficulty of the retrieved item (Pyc & Rawson, 2009) thus explaining 

why difficult questions promote retention more than easier questions do as observed in Study 

2.  

Additional support for the claim that the retrieval effort hypothesis provides more 

explanatory value, comes from the finding of the fourth study. Study 4 directly aimed at the 

optimal trade-off between difficulty and success but also highlighted learners’ individual 

abilities: In order to capitalize on higher difficulties and their potential to increase the benefits 

of practice tests, learners were required to demonstratet a certain degree of understanding and 

knowledge of the to-be learned material. Furthermore, varying the difficulty in the condition 

using adaptive questions and holding difficulty constant in the non-adaptive condition also 

has theoretical implications. It should be restated that the expected success of retrieval was 
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similar in both these conditions because even if  learners performed badly in the adaptive 

testing condition, they eventually encountered the lowest difficulty level which was identical 

to the difficulty level used in the non-adaptive testing condition. Thus, the main difference 

between these conditions was the possibility to encounter more difficult questions in the 

condition that presented participants with adaptive questions. The bifurcation model would 

assume that if any differences between these conditions would occur, it would be the non-

adaptive questions outperforming adaptive questions because non-adaptive questions are 

associated with easier questions resulting in more successful retrieval. In the long run 

however, a superiority of adaptive testing over non-adaptive testing was found whenever 

learners were able to answer more difficult questions. 

The retrieval effort hypothesis is also able to account for inconsistent findings 

regarding the beneficial effects of multiple -choice questions in Studies 1–3: Multiple-choice 

testing was found to elicit direct testing effects in Study 3 whereas no direct testing effects 

were observable for multiple-choice questions in Study 1 and Study 2. This inconsistency in 

findings might be explained by a difference in the time intervals that laid between initial 

learning events and practice tests (i.e., interstudy intervals). In Studies 1 and 2 practice tests 

occurred at the end of each lecture session capping interstudy intervals to 90 minutes. In 

Study 3 on the other hand, participants first read assigned chapters in preparation of a course 

session and then visited course sessions within one week following the course session in 

which the assigned reading was discussed. This procedure led to interstudy intervals between 

2 and 14 days. In increasing the interstudy interval, the information becomes more difficult to 

be accessed from memory and as a result retrievability is thought to be lower (R. A. Bjork & 

Bjork, 1992). However it has been shown that this difficulty in retrieving the information 

from memory can be desirable and that increasing the interstudy interval is associated with 
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more pronounced testing effects (Pyc & Rawson, 2009). Consequently, it seems likely that 

answering multiple-choice questions in Study 3 required more effort than in Studies 1 and 2 

and this additional effort rendered them beneficial, at least for those questions that led to 

successful retrieval of the targeted information.  

Concerning the second aim of this dissertation, it can be concluded that practice 

question difficulty is able to explain differing direct testing effects in real-world educational 

settings and that the retrieval effort hypothesis seems suitable to explain beneficial effects of 

practice testing in applied university contexts when no feedback is provided. 

The third aim of this dissertation was to investigate means to increase the benefits of 

practicing retrieval in real-world educational settings by artificially changing test question 

difficulty. Study 4 demonstrated that under some specific conditions, creating a match 

between learners’ abilities and test question difficulty results in more pronounced testing 

effects compared to standard practice tests. 

One important factor moderating both the testing effect and the superiority of 

adaptive questions was the retention interval. This finding is in line with the desirable 

difficulty framework, the bifurcation model and findings from laboratory research (R. A. 

Bjork, 1994; Kornell et al., 2011; Rickard & Pan, 2018; Rowland, 2014; Wheeler et al., 

2003). Using the terms of the new theory of disuse (E. L. Bjork & Bjork, 2011; R. A. Bjork 

& Bjork, 1992), more difficult learning activities are associated with lower retrieval strength 

because gaining access to the required information is more difficult. However, the lower the 

retrieval strength of a piece of information is when being correctly recalled from memory, the 

higher the gain in retrieval strength will be following the recall of that piece of information. 

Once acquired retrieval strength will gradually decrease over time. In Study 4, restudying 

required less effort than practicing questions did. Practicing questions furthermore differed in 
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the required effort because of the operationalization of adaptive and non-adaptive questions: 

In the adaptive testing condition, participants were initially presented with the most effortful 

questions and when continuously answering incorrectly, gradually encountered less effortful 

repetitions of these questions. Participants in the non-adaptive practice condition, on the other 

hand only encountered the least effortful questions without a chance to increase the needed 

effort. As a consequence, adaptive questions presumably led to greater gains in retrieval 

strength and, after longer retention intervals, to sufficient retrieval strength to answer more 

criterial test questions correctly than the other condition. This explains why longer retention 

intervals have been found to be linked to diminishing the superiority of restudying over 

practicing questions and rendering adaptive testing superior to non-adaptive testing. 

Another important factor that rendered adaptive testing superior to non-adaptive 

testing was the participants‘ preparation for the course in terms of completing the reading 

assignment which probably reflects the best approximation of participants‘ ability levels. The 

idea of using adaptive practice questions was that to provide participants with solvable but 

effortful questions by means of altering question difficulty to match the individual learner‘s 

ability level. We expected adaptive questions to be superior to non-adaptive questions 

because non-adaptive questions were set to a minimum difficulty whereas adaptive questions 

allowed for gradual decreases from highest to lowest difficulty, eventually being solved when 

question difficulty matched the learner‘s ability level. As we found a superiority of adaptive 

questions only if a learner‘s ability level was high, it seems reasonable to assume that the 

higher difficulty levels in the adaptive questions—which pose the main difference to non-

adaptive questions—were only beneficial whenever a learner’s abilities matched these 

difficulties and rendered them desirable. In other words, whenever a learner’s abilities were 

not highest, practicing the more difficult, adaptive questions was equally effective as 
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practicing the easier, non-adaptive questions. Only when a learne‘s abilities were highest the 

practice of the more difficult adaptive questions led to challenges both difficult and solvable 

that are assumed to create the most beneficial testing effects. 

Concerning the third aim of this dissertation, it should be concluded that it is 

possible to capitalize on the assumed connection between question difficulty and testing 

effect and that under some conditions adaptive testing produced the most beneficial effects on 

retention. 

Practical Implications 

The findings presented in this dissertation bear many practical implications for 

learners and instructors alike. Most importantly, findings presented in this dissertation 

suggest that practice tests, already popular among learners, are effective in real-world 

educational settings—however in ways not expected by learners and practitioners: For one, it 

has been demonstrated that practice tests are a valuable tool to promote retention in real-

world educational settings, even when no feedback is provided. For another, findings from 

two studies presented here suggest that practicing the key contents of a university lecture by 

means of short-answer questions promotes retention more than answering multiple-choice 

questions and restudying do. Educators should thus be aware of the beneficial effects of 

short-answer questions in their everyday teaching and should not only employ practice tests 

to areas where corrective feedback is possible. Instead, educators could also consider short-

answer practice questions as part of asynchronous learning environments, for example as 

practice questions in books or web-based learning environments. Additionally students 

should be encouraged to use self-testing, even if no feedback is available or shy the effort to 

look up a correct answer.  
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It has furthermore been shown that answering multiple-choice questions was 

sometimes superior to restudying. However, findings across studies 1–4 were inconsistent to 

advise the use of multiple-choice questions without feedback. Nevertheless, when feedback 

can be provided, other works already pointed out that multiple-choice questions can reliably 

foster retention, presumably via many indirect testing effects (McDaniel & Little, 2019). 

Although the methodology employed in the presented studies differs from most 

studies presented in the literature reviews in terms of feedback and control condition, there is 

consensus that there is a practically relevant testing effect in real-world educational settings. 

However, it might not be as ubiquitous as suggested by the many studies which find 

beneficial effects of testing irrespective of question format, learning content, or educational 

setting (Moreira et al., 2019). 

Apart from demonstrating direct testing effects in existing university settings, it is a 

merit of studies presented here to provide evidence of these effects and their moderators over 

time spans that are practically relevant. Studies 3 and 4 investigated the effects of practicing 

multiple-choice questions after several weeks, Study 1 and 2 investigated retention of 

practiced learning content at the end of the term. Furthermore, in Study 1, practicing short-

answer questions after attending a university lecture was found to be superior not only at the 

end of the term but even 23 weeks later and thus indicating that this simple intervention had 

sustainable effects on retention in an actual educational context. Additionally, Study 4 

indicated that the effectiveness of practicing questions seems to increase with longer retention 

intervals. Future research should further investigate this connection between retention 

intervals and (direct) testing effects. 

As initially outlined, students do often prefer restudying to practice testing. Findings 

presented in this dissertations add to the body of research that this preference is detrimental to 
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effective learning. Instead, students should be taught the beneficial effects practicing test 

questions has by itself. It has been shown that instructions to use practice tests ultimately 

result in more practice testing (Ariel & Karpicke, 2018). Furthermore it has been found that 

the estimated effectiveness of study strategies is a solid predictor for the use of study 

strategies (McCabe, 2011) and hence teaching of effective ways to practice testing might 

result in a higher estimated effectiveness of practice testing and thus more frequent practice 

testing among learners. Unfortunately, to date little effort has been put into instructing 

students in the use of effective learning strategies: From a US-sample of textbooks about 

cognitively based strategies that should maximize student learning and retention, only 44% 

cover the beneficial effects of testing (Pomerance et al., 2016). Additionally, surveys among 

instructors indicate that most of them realize the potential of practice tests, however only a 

fifth of educators think that tests are beneficial independent of corrective feedback and 

additional study (Morehead et al., 2016). Findings presented in this dissertation suggest that 

practice testing can be beneficial for retention of once studied learning material even without 

feedback and additional study when certain conditions are met. 

It should be emphasized that although testing is an effective study strategy, it cannot 

replace learning and teaching. The present research demonstrated instead that thorough 

understanding and a solidified knowledge are important for the effectiveness of practicing 

retrieval: Better understanding and knowledge about the learned content will result in higher 

retrievability rates which has been identified as a crucial pivot point in the occurrence of 

testing effects in the studies presented here.  

Limitations and Directions for Future Research 

In the following section, I will discuss the delimitation of studies presented in this 

dissertation and their combined interpretation. 
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First of all, many of the conclusions drawn here, were the result of comparisons 

across multiple studies presented in this dissertation. As each study employed a different 

methodology and different participants, findings should be carefully interpreted across 

studies. Although it is a merit of the studies presented here to be among the first to 

demonstrate direct testing effects in real-world educational contexts, notions concerning the 

mechanisms and moderators across studies can merely be seen as data driven explanations. 

Future research should thus investigate mechanisms and moderators of direct testing effects 

with appropriate designs that allow for adequate conclusions.  

 In all empirical studies, experimental designs were employed that aimed at 

maximizing internal and external validity while investigating the research questions. 

However, some methodological issues are difficult to account for. For one, research 

documented in this dissertation exclusively investigated learning when teaching psychology 

courses in university classrooms. Although reviews across all applied studies investigating 

testing effect find similar results irrespective of the taught domain (Moreira et al., 2019) it 

remains unclear whether direct testing effects and their moderators are of equal practical 

relevance in different applied educational settings.  

Additional reservations concern the concept of direct testing effects and whether 

differences between restudying and practice test conditions reflect direct testing effects alone. 

One might argue that the presented studies not exclusively investigated direct testing effects 

because in these studies, different conditions might have changed learners’ study behavior. 

As noted by (McDaniel & Little, 2019; Roediger et al., 2011), the experience of being tested 

might cause a variety of meta-memorial processes that ultimately lead to a better performance 

in a criterial test. Increased study behavior or more effective studying elicited by the 

experience of practicing test questions and subsequent feedback often moderates better 
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performance observable in criterial tests. It thus might seem reasonable to assume that in the 

presented studies better retention of criterial tests was an indirect effect of testing elicited by 

testing (all Studies) or feedback (Study 3). However, two methodological aspects of the 

studies presented in this dissertation are in favor of assuming that indirect testing effects were 

reduced to a minimum.  

The first aspect concerns the design of the presented studies. All presented studies 

employed a within-subject design that enabled all participants to experience all practice 

conditions. To explain testing effects as a result of indirect effects such as study behavior 

would imply, that students participating in this study changed their study behavior after being 

tested only and that this potential change in study behavior exclusively benefited learning 

content that has been tested before. Furthermore, research indicates that learners are not 

always aware of the benefits of different learning strategies. Einstein and colleagues (2012) 

had students read text passages and measured retention after one week. Following the initially 

reading of the passages, students either were tested without corrective feedback on the 

content or reread the same passages. Immediately after each condition, students had to rate 

how well they thought, the practiced content was learned. Results indicated that students 

profited more from an additional practice test as compared to an additional reading of the 

passages. However, the conditions did not differ in respect to the ratings of how well students 

thought the content was learned. This finding illustrates that when no corrective feedback is 

given, learners might not even recognize a meta-memorial difference between practice tests 

and restudying. In line with this finding it might be reasonable to assume that in the presented 

studies, learners hardly realized any differences on a meta-memorial level because no 

corrective feedback was obtainable and subsequently learners might not have changed study 
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strategies. This assumption is in line with the second aspect that contradicts the assumption 

that findings of the presented studies are mainly due to indirect testing effects.  

The second aspect concerns the observation made in Study 3 that participants rarely 

sought feedback and that requests for feedback were independent of the practice condition. 

This finding can be interpreted in accordance with the findings by Einstein and colleagues 

(2012) that testing without corrective feedback does not activate any meta-memorial 

processes different from restudying. It should additionally be noted that participants in Study 

3 were informed about the correctness of their answers unlike participants in the study by 

Einstein and colleagues. However, even with this additional knowledge, demand for the 

correct information—in the form of the textbook passage that can answer the practice 

question—was not sought more often than in the restudy condition where the correct 

information was already presented as part of the manipulation. I therefore agree with Einstein 

and colleagues’ conclusion that learners are unaware of the potential practice tests have on 

retention and—based on the findings from Study 3—further extend this conclusion to study 

decisions in real-world educational contexts. This also affects the interpretability of the 

findings from all studies presented in this dissertation: Assuming that practice testing is not 

associated with other meta-memorial processes than restudying is, it seems unlikely that 

practice tests caused any change in study behavior, study effort or had any motivational 

effects.  

However, it cannot entirely be ruled out that all indirect effects were elicited by 

practicing tests in the university classroom. This is especially true since there are indirect 

testing effects that do not require corrective feedback from tests, such as reducing test anxiety 

by repeated exposure to tests (Roediger et al., 2011). Nevertheless, it seems implausible that 

these indirect effects of testing that do not require feedback are capable of explaining all 
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obtained benefits of practice tests without feedback. It thus seems very likely that direct 

testing effects are practically relevant in applied educational contexts. 

An additional reservation about the interpretation of the findings that involve 

practice test difficulty concerns the operationalization of retrievability and the comparison of 

more or less retrievable items with restudied items, the item-selection problem. The item-

selection problem states that comparison between successful and unsuccessful retrieval 

attempts is difficult because they are both compared to restudying to determine the effects on 

retention. However, this comparison is challenging because it is unknown which items would 

have been retrievable or irretrievable in the restudy condition (Kornell et al., 2009; Pashler et 

al., 2003). However, as retrievability was operationalized on the item level in the presented 

studies, the operationalization circumvents the item-selection problem at least in parts. The 

approach employed in Studies 1–3 calculated item difficulties for individual items from the 

practice tests and connected these item difficulties to restudy items. By doing so, it was 

possible to obtain item difficulties for restudied items that can be assumed to reflect the 

memorability of learned content. This partial circumvention of the item-selection problem is 

a strong point of the research presented in this dissertation because it strengthens the evidence 

gathered from investigations of practice test difficulty and how it affects retention. 

Conclusion  

The aim of this dissertation was to investigate whether practicing test questions 

alone elicits beneficial effects on retention and thus serves as a learning strategy that can be 

fruitfully applied to real-world educational contexts. Therefore the applicability and the 

practical importance of direct testing effects—often found in laboratory research—and their 

moderators were investigated in existing university courses. A first presentation of relevant 

research indicated that this subject is of major importance for everyday teaching and learning, 
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however under-explored in the research literature. The presented findings may serve as initial 

evidence that practicing multiple-choice as well as short-answer questions has direct 

beneficial effects on retention of learning material and that the benefits of answering test 

questions are practically relevant even when no corrective feedback is provided and 

compared to other learning activities that foster retention. 

Furthermore, findings presented in this dissertation underscored the crucial role of 

difficulty and the connected retrievability play in eliciting testing effects in applied 

educational contexts without the provision of feedback subsequent to practicing test 

questions. For one, studies presented here suggest that the test format (i.e., short-answer or 

multiple-choice questions) which is associated with question difficulty, determines whether 

practice tests without feedback are beneficial as compared to restudying. For another, 

findings presented in this dissertation suggest that the benefits of practicing test questions 

depend on the naturally occurring differences in question difficulty and evidence is provided 

for the assumption that the beneficial effects of testing can be increased by altering the 

difficulty of practice questions. Additionally, this dissertation gave some pointers towards 

theoretical accounts on direct testing effects and their moderators in real-world educational 

contexts and how the presented findings connect to these accounts. 

Evidence accumulated in this dissertation suggests that answering practice questions 

in real-world educational contexts is beneficial per se and of practical importance, which 

means that the concept of direct testing effects is not only limited to laboratory research but 

also applies to existing educational contexts. Furthermore, it has been shown that, compared 

to restudying, answering practice questions, even without feedback is an effective strategy to 

promote retention and therefore bears great practical importance because practicing test 

questions can easily be employed in everyday educational settings. As direct testing effects 
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have also been found to foster long-term retention of real-world learning contents, practicing 

test questions can be seen as an effective addition to teaching and learning. 
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